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Abstract

GROWING UP IN IRELAND: FACTORS IMPACTING SLEEP PATTERNS OF
PRETERM INFANTS
By Joanne Fallon MS, OT, PhD
A dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy at Virginia Commonwealth University
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2015.
Major Director: Shelly J. Lane, PhD, Professor, Department of Occupational Therapy

Preterm infants represent the largest child patient group in the European Union (EU),
accounting for 5.5-11.4% of all births (European Foundation for the Care of Newborn
Infants, 2011b). Preterm birth is defined as birth prior to 37 weeks gestation. Infants born
late preterm (34-36 weeks) are considered more similar to early preterm (> 34 weeks) than to
full-term infants, despite previously regarded as near-term (Raju Higgins, Stark, & Leveno,
2006). For preterm infants, sleeping functions are critical as they demonstrate the ability to
adjust to biological and social rhythms and support emotional regulation, learning, and
memory. Many studies have focused on sleep patterns of full-term infants; however, few
have investigated preterm infants and none have compared early and late preterm infants
with a population from the Republic of Ireland. The purpose of this study was to identify
infant and parent characteristics that promote optimal sleep in preterm infants and to
establish whether the parent-infant relationship mediates this association. A secondary
purpose was to test the transactional model of sleep. Parent report of infant sleep

was taken from a recent population-based dataset from the Republic of Ireland. A
comparison of the day and nighttime sleep patterns of early and late preterm infants found no
difference between groups. There was also no difference in infant temperament, breastfeeding, parental stress, depression, or sociodemographics. A difference was found between
groups in infant development, weight at 9 months, and age infant began solid foods. This
finding was not surprising as infants born early preterm are at greater at greater risk of
developmental delay and disability. Results of this study suggest that the paternal-infant
relationship has a mediating impact on the relationship between infant temperament and
nighttime waking in the early preterm group only, while the maternal-infant relationship has
a mediating role in both groups. These findings add to the body of knowledge on the
transactional model of sleep, and are the first to identify infant temperament and the paternalinfant relationship as important factors. Implications of these results are discussed in the
context of the transactional model of sleep and recommendations for future research are
presented.

Chapter One: Introduction

Statement of the Problem
The European Union (EU) benchmark report, Too Little, Too Late? Why Europe
Should Do More For Preterm Infants (EFCNI, 2011a), revealed a troubling lack of
coordinated national and European policy initiatives to improve quality of care, treatment,
and aftercare (long-term outcomes) of preterm infants. Preterm birth is defined as those
infants born prior to 37-weeks gestation with late preterm infants (34-36 weeks) thought to
be more similar to early preterm (> 33 weeks) infants than to full-term infants (EFCNI,
2011a; Raju, Higgins, Stark, & Leveno, 2006). It includes infants born at low birth weight
and with possible developmental conditions associated with preterm birth. The EU
benchmark report sought to drive the development of public policies across Europe that
would ultimately reduce the rate of preterm birth and improve outcomes for infants born
prematurely. Specific recommendations were highlighted for all member states, and from an
Irish perspective, targeted public policy on neonatal health in Ireland, with active
engagement of health-care professionals and families was recommended.
Infants born preterm are more excitable and stressed, have more difficulty regulating
their arousal level and motor responses, and have more trouble focusing their attention on
stimuli in their environment, than infants born term (Barros, Mitsuhiro, Chalem, Laranjeira,
& Guinsburg 2011; Boyd et al., 2013; Pineda et al., 2013; Scott et al., 2012) (see Appendix A
for more information on individual studies). These studies provide substantial evidence to
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support the hypothesis that all infants born preterm are at greater risk of regulatory
difficulties than infants born full term, both immediately after birth and later in development.
Preterm infants have also been found to be at increased risk for decreased scores on measures
of attention, arousal, regulation, and quality of movements at 24-72 hours after birth (Barros
et al., 2011), and have longer-term risks of developmental delay and disability (Morse,
Zheng, Tang, & Roth, 2009). Attention, arousal, and self-regulation are of particular
importance as there is some evidence that they are linked to sleep pattern development. Selfregulation is the ability to modulate emotion, self-soothe, delay gratification, and tolerate
change in the environment (DeGangi, 2000; Kopp, 1982). It has been found that infants with
less regulated sleep-wake states are more prone to experiencing difficulties in gaze regulation
with their mother (Reynolds, Guy, & Dantong, 2011) and have increased distractibility (Ruff,
Capozzoli, & Saltarelli, 1996). The link between sleep regulation and attention are also
suggested by Dahl (1996) who believed that the organization of the biological clock provides
a framework for the regulation of attention.
More recently, Geva, Yaron, and Kuint (2013) hypothesized that neonatal sleep-wake
regulation patterns were related to an infant’s later emerging competence in attention
regulation. Findings established that infants born preterm with poorer sleep (n = 31)
exhibited longer first gaze durations in the Visual-Recognition-Memory (VRM) task at 4
months and longer distraction episodes at 18 months relative to preterm infant controls who
slept well (p < 0.01). Thiriez et al. (2012) also reported similar findings.
Sleep problems have been defined as any sleep pattern that interferes with the
refreshing nature of sleep or that appreciably disrupts the sleep of others (Adair & Bauchner,
1993). As young children typically do not complain that sleep is a problem, it is the parents
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who determine whether or not it is a problem. Sleep problems in the aftercare of infants born
preterm has been identified as an area requiring professional support by the EFCNI (2013).
It is also listed as a developmental domain of interest in follow-up care with this infant group
(EFCNI, 2011b). One of the challenges in addressing this issue is increasing the adoption of
family-centered developmentally supportive care (EFCNI, 2011b). With infants born
preterm at greater risk of attention difficulties, and links found between poor sleep-wake
regulation and reduced competence in attention/increased distractibility, an investigation into
factors influencing sleep patterns of infants born preterm was completed, with a focus on
relationships between factors and sleep patterns.
Introduction to the Transactional Model of Sleep-Wake Regulation
The model of sleep-wake regulation is an ecologically based model (Schwichtenberg,
Anders, Vollbrecht, & Poehlmann, 2011) that proposes the regulation of sleep-wake states is
mediated through parent-infant interactions that, in turn, are responsive to a larger system of
dynamic contextual influences. Goodlin-Jones, Burnham, and Anders (2000) first developed
it as an adaptation of Sameroff’s transactional model (Sameroff, 2009; Sameroff & Fiese,
1990; Sameroff & MacKenzie, 2003). According to this model, dynamic processes occur
between distal and more immediate proximal factors over time, with each factor influencing
the development of infant sleep-wake regulation and later sleep problems. Proximal factors
are those influences that are closer to the infant, such as those related to marital status,
parental health, and infant temperament and health. Distal factors are those influences that
are further away from the infant and include cultural values relating to sleep and
environmental influences that are assumed to disrupt sleep. This model also claims that
regulation of infant sleep is mediated through parent-infant interactions (Schwichtenberg &
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Poehlmann, 2009). This theoretical model also stresses the importance of the bidirectional
relationship between the child and the environment (Sameroff & Fiese, 1990; Sameroff &
MacKenzie, 2003), in this case between infant/parent characteristics and sleep-wake
regulation. The model is depicted in Figure 1, with the constructs of interest highlighted in
bold. This model and highlighted constructs were used to guide this study.

Culture

Family

Parent

Environment

Infant
Parent-Infant
Interaction

Sleep-Wake
Regulation

Infant Sleep-Wake
Outcomes/ Problems
TIME 1

TIME n

Figure 1. The transactional model of sleep-wake regulation. Adapted with permission from
“Sleep and Sleep Disturbances,” by B. L. Goodlin-Jones, M. Burnham, & T. Ander, (2000), in A.
Sameroff, M. Lewis, & S. Miller (Eds.), Handbook of Developmental Psychopathology, p. 314.
Importance of the Problem
Sleep needs of preterm infants. For an infant born preterm, sleeping functions are
critical as they demonstrate the ability to adjust to biological and social rhythms
(Pierrehumbert, Nicole, Muller-Nix, Forcada-Guex, & Ansermet, 2003). For all infants,
good sleep patterns are important in supporting the development of emotional regulation,
learning, and memory (Davis, Parker, & Montgomery, 2004). As noted in the Introduction,
for preterm infants, good sleep patterns are emphasized further as these infants are at risk for
4

regulatory disorders, developmental delay, and relational problems (Morse et al., 2009;
Vergara & Bigsby, 2004).
There is a lack of consensus in the literature as to whether infants born preterm have
sleep patterns that differ to their full-term counterparts. Ju, Lester, Coll, Oh, and Vohr
(1991) compared the sleep patterns of 32 preterm and 13 full-term infants at 7 months of age.
Mothers were asked to complete a 24-hour sleep record. Findings established that the
longest segments of sleep for premature infants were significantly shorter than for full-term
infants (p < .01), and the mean number of night wakening between midnight and 5 a.m. was
greater for premature infants. Interestingly, while the mean total sleep time, sleep-wake
transitions, and percentage of night waking did not differ significantly between preterm and
full-term infants; mothers of 41% of preterm infants reported that their infants woke three or
more times per night at 7 months of age, indicating problematic night waking. Therefore,
even though the infants had developed an appropriate diurnal sleep pattern (more sleep at
night than during the day, in this study 73% of sleep occurred at night), mothers of preterm
infants reported an increased incidence of problematic night waking.
Wolke, Meyer, Ohrt, and Riegel (1995) did not support this finding, with preterm
infants found to have fewer and shorter night waking at 5 months and no differences in sleep
behavior compared with full-term infants at 20 and 56 months of age. They concluded that
prematurity and the special care experience was less important than the caretaking behavior
in the development of sleep problems in both preterm and full-term infants. These findings
were not supported by a more recent study by Asaka and Takada (2010). Their study found
that preterm infants had significantly less sleep duration at nighttime than full-term infants.
This variation in findings suggests that differences in sleep behavior between full-term and
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preterm infants are not conclusive. This ambiguity may be due, in part, to studies not
typically including individual or environmental factors that can also influence sleep patterns
(Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009). It may also be attributed to a nonlinear relationship
between problems and risk factors, with low-risk premature infants in one study found to
have more problems than high-risk control subjects (Pierrehumbert et al., 2003). There is a
gap in the literature providing evidence of factors that influence sleep patterns in infants born
preterm and the relationship between them.
Many studies have documented sleep pattern development of preterm infants from the
neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) up to 7 months of age (Foreman, Thomas, & Blackburn,
2008; Gertner et al., 2002; Giganti et al., 2001; Holditch-Davis & Edwards, 1997; HolditchDavis, Scher, Schwartz, & Hudson-Barr, 2004; Igersoll & Thoman, 1999; Ju et al., 1991;
Rivkees, Mayes, Jacobs, & Gross, 2004; Scher, M. S.,2004; Weisman, Magori-Cohen,
Louzoun, Eidelman, & Feldman, 2011), but most information on sleep patterns of preterm
infants in the later part of their first year is limited to older studies using video somnograms
and time-lapse video recording (Anders & Keener, 1985; Anders, Keener, & Kraemer, 1985)
without parental perception of sleep patterns. Just two studies were found to focus on
maternal report of infant sleep patterns after the early months: up to 12 months of age
(Hughes, Shults, McGrath, & Medoff-Cooper, 2002) and 24 months of age (Schwichtenberg,
Anders et al., 2011). Additionally, to date, no study has focused on mapping the sleep
patterns of infants born preterm in the Republic of Ireland.
Inclusion of individual (child or parent) and environmental factors can be achieved
through the use of the transactional model of sleep-wake regulation (Goodlin-Jones et al.,
2000; Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009). It offers a theoretical model of factors
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influencing sleep patterns and takes into account the possible mediating role of the parentinfant relationship in regulation of infant sleep. The following sections outline in more detail
the literature surrounding the parent-infant relationship and infant sleep, as well as each of
the infant and parent factors that may influence infant sleep patterns.
Parent-infant relationship and infant sleep. Maternal interactions have been found
to directly relate to infant sleep patterns in a study of preterm infants (n = 164) from hospital
discharge to 4 months of age using the transactional model of sleep (Schwichtenberg &
Poehlmann, 2009). Fathers’ interactions with their infants were not investigated by
Schwichtenberg and Poehlmann (2009), or in the majority of studies based on the
transactional model of sleep (Burnham, Goodlin-Jones, Gaylor, & Anders, 2005; Goldberg et
al., 2012; Schwichtenberg, Anders et al., 2011). Findings by Tikotzky, Sadeh, and
Glickman-Gavrieli (2011) using the transactional model of sleep suggested that
investigations into a father’s interactions with his infant are important. These investigators
found that a higher involvement of fathers in overall infant care predicted and was associated
with fewer infant night waking and shorter total sleep time after controlling for breastfeeding. Therefore the paternal role has been underestimated in the research yet appears to
be a valuable construct to investigate.
Further evidence is needed on the relationship between preterm infant sleep patterns
and parent-infant relationships. These relationships include mother-infant and father-infant
dyads. A focus on these relationships is important, as research has found that even in the
early months after birth, interactions between preterm infants and their parents were less
synchronous when compared to full-term infants (Agostini, Neri, Dellabartola, Biasini, &
Monti, 2014; Feldman & Eidelman, 2007; Wolke, Eryigit-Madzwamuse, & Gutbrod, 2014).
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Within the transactional model of sleep, it is proposed that early in the development
of self-regulation, parental role is more likely to influence the process than child factors, with
child factors becoming more important later (Goodlin-Jones et al., 2000). However,
according to Poehlmann and Fiese (2001), in the context of the transactional model, if an
infant is born preterm, a transactional process may be initiated where the child’s
characteristics or behaviors may play a larger role in determining future regulatory outcomes
and dyadic interaction quality than in situations in which the child’s birth is a more
normative experience, due to early traumatic medical experiences (American Academy of
Pediatrics, Committee on Fetus and Newborn [AAPCFN], 2003; Escobar et al., 2005; Raju,
2008; Talmi & Harmon, 2003). Therefore, it is also important to consider how other infant
and parent factors, in addition to the parent-infant relationship, may also influence sleepwake regulation. The specific infant and parent factors that were investigated in this study
are outlined as proximal constructs in the following section.
Proximal constructs and infant sleep. Apart from the parent-infant relationship and
parental interventions at night, disruption of sleep in infants is also associated with other
factors, both infant and parent related. These include breast-feeding (Hiscock & Wake,
2001; Touchette et al., 2005), family stress (Pierrehumbert et al., 2003), low-socioeconomic
status, maternal level of education, and maternal depression (Bayer, Hiscock, Hampton, &
Wake, 2007; Field, Diego, & Hernandez-Reif, 2002; O'Connor et al., 2007; Poehlmann,
Schwichtenberg, Bolt, & Dilworth-Bart, 2009; Wake et al., 2006), paternal depression
(Martin, Hiscock, Hardy, Davey, & Wake, 2007), infant temperament (Palmstierna, Sepa, &
Ludvigsson, 2008), and infant development (Bernier, Carlson, Bordeleau, & Carrier, 2010;
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Gertner et al., 2002; M. S. Scher, Steepe, & Banks, 1996; Troxel, Trentacosta, Forbes, &
Campbell, 2013). All of these infant and parent factors were included in this study.
The transactional model of sleep accounts for infant and parent characteristics that
may have an impact on infant/child sleep patterns (Goodlin-Jones et al., 2000). Infant
variables that have been researched using the transactional model include prematurity, low
birth weight, and feeding route (Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009). While the
transactional model identifies infant temperament as an important construct, studies to date
of infant sleep using the transactional model have not accounted for infant temperament as
having an impact on sleep patterns (Burnham et al., 2005; Schwichtenberg, Anders et al.,
2011; Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009; Tikotzky et al., 2011). Goldberg et al. (2012)
examined the association between maternal mental health and infant sleep during the first
year of life, and made infant temperament a covariable. No study using the transactional
model of sleep has made infant temperament an independent variable. Furthermore, as sleep
plays a critical role in fetal and early neonatal brain development (Graven & Browne, 2008),
infant development was also investigated in this study. Apart from the parent-infant
relationship, disruption of sleep in infants is also associated with breast-feeding (Hiscock &
Wake, 2001; Touchette et al., 2005). The overarching finding across many studies is that
night waking is associated with breast-feeding, in both full-term infants (DeLeon & Karraker,
2007; Hayes, McCoy, Kukumizu, Wellman, & DiPietro, 2011; Kaley, Reid, & Flynn, 2012;
Morgan, Lucas, & Fewtrell, 2004), and preterm infants (Wolke et al., 1995). This study
focused on how temperament, development, and feeding route may impact on sleep patterns
of infants born preterm when 9 months of age.
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Parent factors have been studied previously using the transactional model of sleep
include stress, depression (Burnham et al., 2005; Goldberg et al., 2012; Schwichtenberg &
Poehlmann, 2009), and family sociodemographics including lower maternal education and
lower family income (Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009). This study looked for further
evidence of the role of these parent factors in the development of sleep patterns in a cohort of
preterm infants when 9 months of age.
The link between parenting interactions and daytime naps in preterm infants was
upheld by the findings of two studies (Schwichtenberg, Anders et al., 2011; Schwichtenberg
& Poehlmann, 2009). Specific investigation of daytime naps over time was a feature of the
Schwichtenberg, Anders et al. (2011) study. They collected data at multiple time points from
NICU discharge up to 24 months of age (n = 134). Within the time points, infants who
napped more at 4 months napped more at 9 months, and infants who napped more at 9
months did so at 24 months. Additionally, more maternal negative affect and behavior at 9
months predicted more negative affect and behavior at 24 months (p < .01). However, there
were no significant associations between number of infant naps and maternal negative affect
and behavior. Additionally, within the time points, infants who napped more had mothers
who rated them as more positive or indicated that the infants communicated in a less negative
way during play interactions compared with infants who napped less. The study highlighted
the need for research into the associations between early regulatory behaviors, specifically
daytime naps, and interpersonal interactions over time. A conclusion of the study was the
need for research to look even further than 24 months, up to 3 years and beyond.
Schwichtenberg and Poehlmann (2009) in their study of 128 mother-preterm infant dyads
from hospital discharge to 4 months of age found that infants who experienced play
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interactions marked by more sensitivity, connectedness and communication took more naps
and slept more during the day. They concluded that parenting interactions were directly
associated with daytime naps.
Based on current literature, questions exist regarding the role of the parent-infant
relationship in preterm infant sleep patterns, during the day and night, as well as the
relationship between these variables and infant and parent characteristics including infant
temperament, feeding route, development, and parental mental health, stress, maternal level
of education, and socioeconomic status. In addition to the lack of consistent information on
factors influencing the sleep patterns of preterm infants described above, these studies
utilized samples collected in the United States and Israel. Due to possible cultural
differences relating to sleep hygiene and parenting, an investigation using data relating to the
unique population of the Republic of Ireland was proposed.
Preterm infant policy. The Republic of Ireland currently does not have a national
health policy for infants born preterm. The Health Service Executive (HSE) relies on
information from an independent review of maternity and gynecology services in Dublin
(dated 2008) to inform current practice and recommendations in neonatal health care and
management (Klynveld Peat Marwick Goerdeler [KPMG], 2008).
Within the Republic of Ireland, 6% or 4,540 of all infants were born preterm in 2009
(EFCNI, 2011a). The long-term care and follow up for infants born preterm depends on their
age and weight at birth. For infants born at less than 33 weeks gestational age, or under
1,500g, the first 2 years of follow-up care is organized by the hospital or by the neonatal
consultant. Even with this follow-up care, parents and health professionals involved in
neonatal care strongly agree that there is a lack of dedicated developmental physicians, with
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early intervention teams considered insufficient, being overbooked and understaffed, with
consequent problems linked to long waiting periods to get a visit (EFCNI, 2011b).
Furthermore, if the infant is born after 33 weeks or weight is above 1,500g, there is no
structured follow up. Yet a large number of infants fall into this category (i.e., 4.9% of all
infants are born between 32-37 weeks in the Republic of Ireland) (EFCNI, 2011b). It is
thought that the current system fails a significant number of infants (KPMG, 2008).
The Department of Children and Youth Affairs (DCYA) was founded in 2011 in the
Republic of Ireland, consolidating responsibility of several government departments. A
major task of this department is to develop a national policy for universal and specialist early
intervention services in Ireland. Currently there is no national policy on specialist early
intervention services. There is a standards framework for the delivery of early intervention
disability services, which does not go as far as national policy in the delivery of services.
Standard 1.1 of this framework states that the ethos of an early intervention team is to be
child and family centered and underpins the primary role of parents in a child’s development
(Carroll, Murphy, & Sixsmith, 2013). The DYCA and Government of the Republic of
Ireland have prioritized the use of the GUI dataset as a vital part of this commitment to
understanding children’s lives (DCYA, 2014). Focusing on the parent-preterm infant
relationship in this study may also provide support for family based services for infants born
preterm.
Justification and Purpose of the Study
Caring for Tomorrow is an EU white paper recommending that the EU and its
member states should invest more in research in the field of neonatal health by implementing
research in maternal and newborn health. In addition, other recommended research areas
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include family-centered care, psychological parental support, and the impact of
environmental factors on pre- and postnatal child development (EFCNI, 2011b). This study
focused on parent and infant factors that may impact on sleep patterns in infants born
preterm. It also compared infants born late preterm with those born early preterm. In doing
so, it investigated whether late preterm infants present with similar needs to infants born
early preterm. With this in mind, a long-term outcome of this line of research may include
support for family-centered, developmentally supportive care, tailored to early and late
preterm groups.
Early in development, young infants depend on their primary caregiver to co-regulate,
as they do not have all the skills to self-regulate independently at this point. Self-regulation
is achieved with increasing independence from primary caregiver(s) (Schwichtenberg,
Anders et al., 2011). Good sleep patterns are an important part of development and are used
as a measure of an infant’s ability to self-regulate (Bernier et al., 2010; Thoman, Igersoll, &
Acebo, 1991; Troxel et al., 2013). While the evidence of preterm infant sleep being different
to full-term infants is inconclusive (Ju et al., 1991; Wolke et al., 1995), the purpose of this
study was to investigate individual and environmental factors that may influence sleep
patterns in infants born preterm.
Few studies using the transactional model of sleep have investigated sleep patterns
specifically related to the parent-infant relationship, taking other parent/infant factors into
account (Goldberg et al., 2012; Tikotzky et al., 2011), with just two studies focusing on
infants born preterm and their daytime sleep patterns (Schwichtenberg, Anders et al., 2011;
Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009). While these studies have provided some foundational
evidence for the mediating role of the parent-infant relationship between infant and parent
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characteristics, and infant sleep patterns, there is a need to investigate these relationships
further in a preterm infant cohort. With only two studies found to have investigated maternal
report of infant sleep beyond the first few months of life (Hughes et al., 2002;
Schwichtenberg, Anders et al., 2011) and just one study focusing on the paternal-infant
relationship (Tikotzky et al., 2011), this study specifically added to the body of knowledge in
this area.
In order for the Republic of Ireland to provide programs to improve long-term
outcomes for preterm infants, policymakers require recent data on factors that influence sleep
pattern development in this vulnerable infant group. Without a clear, comprehensive
understanding of the factors that influence sleep patterns, provision of appropriate support is
more challenging. Given the paucity of existing literature on how the parent-infant
relationship and parent/infant factors interact to influence early/late preterm infant sleep, a
greater understanding of individual factors influencing sleep patterns in this population is
warranted. Additionally, the use of a model for understanding how these factors interact will
assist in defining constructs for future service provision.
This study investigated longitudinal data relating to the infant cohort of the Growing
Up in Ireland (GUI) National Longitudinal Study of Children. Wave 1 data pertaining to the
infant cohort were collected on infants when they were 9 months of age, between September
2008 and April 2009. Wave 2 data were collected when these infants were 3 years of age,
between December 2010 and July 2011. These time points of data collection guided the
research questions outlined below.
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Research Questions
The research questions that guided this study were:
1. What are the daytime and nighttime sleep patterns in Irish infants born preterm
when 9 months of age?
2. Is the parental-infant relationship a potential mediator of the relationship between
infant characteristics (temperament, development, feeding) or parent
characteristics (mental health, sociodemographics) and preterm infant sleep
patterns at 9 months of age?
3. Is there an association between the parent-infant relationship and infant sleep
difficulties at 9 months and the parent-child relationship and sleep difficulties at 3
years of age?
Significance of the Research
This study has made a significant contribution to current understanding of preterm
infant sleep by documenting the sleep patterns of infants born preterm in the Republic of
Ireland when 9 months of age. Additionally, proximal factors that may have influenced the
sleep patterns of preterm infants when 9 months of age were investigated, and significant
factors identified in both early and late preterm groups. The parent-infant relationship was a
key focus, with specific emphasis placed on how it mediated the relationship between
preterm infant sleep and infant/parent characteristics.
Finally, the link between the parent-infant relationship and infant sleep difficulties
across two time points (9 months and 3 years of age) provided information on the longerterm sleep outcomes for infants born preterm. Just two previous studies had investigated
parent perception of infant sleep beyond the first 7 months of life (Hughes et al., 2002;
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Schwichtenberg, Anders et al., 2011). Studies of preterm infant sleep have typically focused
on the early months of life (Anders & Keener, 1985; Kusanagi, Hirose, Mikuni, & Okamitsu,
2011; Poehlmann et al., 2009; Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009), but recommendations
have been made for more long-term follow up, beyond the first 2 years of life
(Schwichtenberg, Anders et al., 2011). The significance of this research lay in the study of
long-term outcomes of infants born preterm, at 9 months and 3 years of age.
The transactional model of sleep has been used to guide past research on infant sleep,
as it demonstrates the complexity of influences on infant sleep development. It has been
suggested that infant and parent characteristics interact to influence the development of sleep
in infants (Burnham et al., 2005; Goldberg et al., 2012; Schwichtenberg, Anders et al., 2011;
Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009; Tikotzky et al., 2011) with the parent-infant
relationship possibly having a mediating role (Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009). Further
identification of specific infant and parent characteristics that influence sleep in preterm
infants has provided evidence to guide future service provision in this vulnerable client
group. Preterm infants have been identified as the largest pediatric population group in
Europe, yet frequently have uncoordinated, poorly researched care, resulting in calls to
research their long-term outcomes (EFCNI, 2011a).
Studies of preterm infant sleep typically focus on the early months of life (Anders &
Keener, 1985; Kusanagi, Hirose, Mikuni, & Okamitsu, 2011; Poehlmann et al., 2009;
Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009), but recommendations are made for more long-term
follow up, beyond the first 2 years of life (Schwichtenberg, Anders et al., 2011). The
significance of this research lay in the study of long-term outcomes of infants born preterm,
at 9 months and 3 years of age.
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The sleep variables within this study reflected those used in past studies of sleep that
used the transactional model of sleep (Burnham et al., 2005; Goldberg et al., 2013;
Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009; Schwichtenberg, Poehlmann, & Pritzl, 2011; Tikotzky
et al., 2011). The four sleep variables specifically used by Schwichtenberg, Poehlmann, et al.
(2011) were replicated in this study. These sleep variables were daytime naps, nighttime
waking, sleep per sleep-wake cycle, and diurnal sleep consolidation. By using sleep
variables consistent with past studies, it allowed for possible comparison of study results, and
added to the body of knowledge in this area. While sleep patterns of infants have been
measured using observation, video, and actigraphs (Anders & Keener, 1985; A. Scher, 2005),
parent report of sleep difficulties is also vital, with parental perception of sleep difficulties an
important perspective (Davis et al., 2004). This study investigated sleep pattern and sleep
difficulties, from a parent’s perspective.
Summary
According to EFCNI (2011b), 6% of all infants born in the Republic of Ireland in
2009 were born preterm. While infants born before 33 weeks gestation or under 1,500g
received specialist services once they were discharged from hospital, there were concerns
about the quality of service provision for infants falling into this vulnerable group. These
challenges were exacerbated further by the lack of a national health policy for infants born
preterm within the Republic of Ireland at the time of this study. For those infants born after
33 weeks gestation, specialist services were not routine once they were discharged from
hospital. Yet a large number of infants fell into this category (i.e., 4.9% of all infants were
born between 32-37 weeks in the Republic of Ireland) (EFCNI, 2011b).
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An EU report has called for greater focus on the care of preterm infants, including
aftercare. It is known that infants born preterm are at greater risk of difficulties with arousal
and attention. This has also been linked to infant sleep-wake regulation. While research has
compared the sleep patterns of preterm infants to their full-term counterparts, results have
been inconsistent. Research has investigated many of the factors that may impact infant
sleep, including infant, parent, and environmental factors. However, there was a paucity of
research focusing on the parent-infant relationship and how it may impact infant sleep. The
transactional model of sleep proposes that the parent-infant relationship may have a
mediating role between infant sleep-wake regulation and other infant and parent factors.
These factors include feeding route, infant temperament, and developmental milestones due
to early medical challenges, sociodemographics of the family and parental stress and/or
depression relating to the challenges of caring for a vulnerable infant.
Greater knowledge of the factors impacting the sleep development of this infant
group supports the creation of more targeted service provision for this vulnerable population.
A review of the literature found studies investigating the factors that impact sleep
development of infants born preterm were inconclusive with long-term follow up of these
infants a highlighted gap. Identification of these parent/infant factors that contribute to
difficulties in sleep development with a longitudinal data set adds to the evidence base on
service development for this group of infants and young children.
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Chapter Two: Review of the Literature

This study examined the multifaceted influences on the development of sleep patterns
in infants born preterm. As noted in the Introduction, the transactional model of sleep-wake
regulation framed the constructs of interest. Neonatal outcomes and developmental
characteristics of preterm infants are consistently linked to the infant’s ability to selfregulate. Those infants with greater difficulties in self-regulation have poorer neonatal and
developmental outcomes. Sleep pattern development is a behavioral manifestation of selfregulation. Therefore poorer sleep patterns may lead to weaker developmental outcomes,
making it an important area of research in preterm infants. This chapter will review the
literature relating to preterm infants, development of self-regulation, sleep development, and
the factors that may influence the development of sleep patterns, guided by the transactional
model of sleep.
Development, Self-Regulation, and Maternal-Infant Relationship: Preterm Infants
Within the EU, the number of preterm births is rising, despite efforts to improve
prenatal care to prevent preterm birth. They make up 5.5% to 11.4% of all births in the EU,
accounting for half a million babies each year and are the largest child patient group (EFCNI,
2011a). In the United States, preterm birth rates fell for the sixth straight year in 2012, to
11.54%, down 2% from 2011, and 10% from 2006. This reduction in incidence was seen
across early and late preterm birth (Hamilton, Martin, & Ventura, 2013; Martin, Osterman,
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& Sutton, 2010). Despite these differing trends, preterm infants are a large infant patient
population group on both sides of the Atlantic, accounting for up to 11% of all births.
Preterm birth is defined as birth prior to 37 weeks gestation. Table 1 provides the agreed
upon definition of preterm birth by gestational weeks (EFCNI, 2011a; Raju et al., 2006).

Table 1
Definition of Preterm Birth by Gestational Weeks
Severity of preterm birth
Extremely preterm
Very preterm
Moderately preterm
Late preterm

Gestational weeks
Less than 28 weeks
28-31 weeks
32-33 weeks
34-36 weeks

The typical environment for the developing fetus at 22-23 to 40 weeks gestation is the
maternal womb. The extra uterine environment of the neonatal intensive care unit is in sharp
contrast, where the preterm infant is faced with many noxious or at least inadequate stimuli
(Calciolari & Montirosso, 2011). While sophisticated, an incubator is no match for the
mother’s womb. Many regulatory mechanisms are lost or changed after preterm birth and
include the protection of the uterine walls, the vestibular and proprioceptive stimulation from
the infant’s body, and movement in a dark, fluid environment. In addition, the infant no
longer experiences the circadian variation of the mother, including her sleep cycles and
hormonal cyclic stimulation (Geva et al., 2013; Kenner & McGrath, 2010).
All infants born preterm (> 37 gestational weeks) are at increased risk of medical
complications, such as temperature instability, hypoglycemia, jaundice, respiratory distress,
feeding issues, and apnea (AAPCFN, 2003; Escobar et al., 2005; Raju, 2008; Raju et al.,
2006). Infants born during this period face both an arresting of the opportunity to mature in
the inter-uterine environment and experience excessive stimulation as the uterus no longer
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shields them in the late preterm period (Als, 1986; Geva et al., 2013). Extremely preterm and
very preterm infants have the highest risk of long-term health problems. This includes
cerebral palsy, severe learning disabilities, chronic lung disease, visual and hearing
impairments, and poor growth.
Historically, between 34-36 weeks gestation was known as “near term” birth. A
workshop sponsored by the National Institute of Health in the United States in 2005 (Raju et
al., 2006) recommended that near term be replaced by a more appropriate term (late preterm)
as it implied infants were almost full-term and mature (Raju, 2006, 2008). This is not true
with the mortality rate for late preterm infants (7.7 per 1,000 live births), which are three
times higher than for term infants at 2.5 per 1,000 live births (March of Dimes, 2006). In
addition, late preterm infants are 1.5 times more likely to require hospital-related care and are
at increased risk of being readmitted in the neonatal period than term infants (Brown,
Speechley, Macnab, Natale, & Campbell, 2013; Tomashek et al., 2006). Near-term infants
are therefore at higher risk than full-term infants, thus is an important group to include in
research relating to preterm birth (Boyle, 2012). With late preterm infants now identified as
a critical group, different to full term infants, comparisons with early preterm infants are a
research area of importance.
In addition to possible cognitive and physical difficulties, research increasingly
demonstrates significant links between socioemotional development and preterm birth. This
relates to the ability to engage, explore, handle frustration, and to self-regulate. Selfregulation is the ability to modulate emotion, self-soothe, delay gratification, and tolerate
change in the environment (DeGangi, 2000; Kopp, 1982; Msall & Park, 2008). The
development of regulatory functions in preterm infants is incredibly vulnerable to external
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influences, specifically the relationship with the primary caregiver, and is a complex,
reciprocal process (Feldman, 2006, 2009; Feldman & Eidelman, 2007; Feldman, Rosenthal,
& Eidelman, 2014).
Self-regulation has been shown to have links to the maternal-preterm infant
relationship, with this primary relationship described as the antecedent to later self-control
(Feldman, 2006; Feldman, Greenbaum, & Yirmiya, 1999). A review of the literature
consistently found a maladaptive pattern of behavior in the maternal-preterm infant
relationship, with maternal behavior described as more controlling, with intrusiveness and
disengagement (Agostini et al., 2014; Forcada-Guex, Borghini, Pierrehumbert, Ansermet, &
Miller-Nix, 2011; Sipos et al., 2013) (see Appendix A for more information on individual
studies). Yet a more adaptive pattern of behavior in the maternal-preterm infant relationship
was also demonstrated in a study of 108 preterm infants and their mothers, whereby greater
infant illness was associated with more positive involvement, and greater maternal worry was
linked with increased infant irritability (Holditch-Davis, Schwartz, Black, & Scher, 2007).
These findings suggest the maternal-infant relationship is not always maladaptive. It may
also suggest a complex relationship that is bi-directional, whereby maternal behavior
influences infant self-regulation and vice versa.
Within the literature, the maternal-infant relationship is found to be positive in studies
where physical touch through kangaroo care is emphasized. Preterm infants who were
touched more by their mothers during interactions have increased self-regulation (Jean &
Stack, 2012), with maternal scaffolding generally having a positive impact on preterm infant
self-regulation (Erikson et al., 2013). In addition, physical contact with preterm infants,
afforded through kangaroo care in the NICU, has been found to be associated with benefits in
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cognition, organization of sleep, attenuation of stress responses, and greater executive
function at 6-10 years of age (Feldman et al., 2014).
Conversely, Poehlmann et al. (2011) in their study of 153 mother-preterm infant
dyads, found that infants who were prone to poor self-regulation and distress were rated by
their mothers as more difficult and were susceptible to the effects of maladaptive parenting.
Maternal stress may also impact preterm infant self-regulation, with high maternal stress
associated with higher basal cortical levels and poor focused attention in a cohort of n = 103
preterm infants (≤ 32 weeks gestation) compared to 55 full-term infants (≥ 38 weeks
gestation) when measured at 8 months of age (Tu et al., 2007). These studies suggest a bidirectional relationship between the maternal-infant relationship and the preterm infant’s
ability to self-regulate.
Infant Sleep, Self-Regulation, and Maternal-Infant Relationship: Preterm and FullTerm Infants
The regulation of sleep refers to the ability of an infant to transition smoothly from
wakefulness to sleep (Sadeh & Anders, 1993). The regulation of infant sleep is determined
not only by biological factors, but also by the ability of an infant to relate to their primary
caregivers in their environment (A. Scher, 2008). Therefore, the association between the
parent-infant relationship and preterm infant sleep was a core part of this study. Much of the
literature in this area involves full-term infants, and strong links between the maternal-infant
relationship and sleep have been found. These links have been both positive and negative in
nature. De Graag, Cox, Hasselman, Jansen, and de Weerth (2012) found positive links
between infant sleep and the social system of mother-infant synchrony. It was questioned
whether infant sleep bout duration measured at 6 weeks and 5 months could predict mother-
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infant gaze synchrony after a social challenge (n = 54). Findings showed that the larger the
increase in sleep bout duration over time, the more flexible the mother-infant interaction
appeared to be, suggesting a relationship between the two. The National Institute of Child
and Human Development Study of Early Child Care found negative links in a study of 776
mother-infant dyads. The study hypothesized that sleep may serve as a pathway linking
attachment security to subsequent emotional and behavioral problems in infants (Troxel et
al., 2013). This hypothesis was upheld, but only amongst 6-month old infants characterized
as having high negative emotionality.
Many studies have investigated the relationship between parental involvement at
bedtime and infant sleep pattern, with consistent results. Parental behaviors, particularly
those related to bedtime interactions and self-soothing, are closely related to infant sleep with
increased parental involvement associated with more fragmented sleep (Anders, Halpern, &
Hua, 1992; Anuntaseree et al., 2008; Burnham et al., 2005; DeLeon & Karraker, 2007;
Morrell & Cortina-Borja, 2002; Sadeh, 2004; Sadeh, Mindell, Luedtke, & Wiegand, 2009;
Sheridan et al., 2013; St James-Roberts et al., 2006; Tikotzky & Sadeh, 2009; Touchette et
al., 2005) (see Appendix A for more information on individual studies). It is proposed that
infants who fail to develop their own self-regulation and self-soothing skills continue to rely
on their parents’ interventions during the night (Sadeh, Tikotzky, & Scher, 2010). Adair,
Zuckerman, Bauchner, Philipp, and Levenson (1992) found that 9-month old infants whose
parents were present at bedtime woke up at night significantly more than infants whose
parents were not present.
Studies investigating preterm infant sleep and the mother-infant relationship are not
as common. Feldman (2006) investigated the links between neonatal biological rhythms
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(sleep-wake cyclicity and cardiac vagal tone) and the emergence of interactive rhythms (faceto-face interactions demonstrating mother-infant synchrony) in three groups (n = 71) of highrisk preterm infants (birth weight < 1,000g), low-risk preterm infants (birth weight 1,7001,850g), and full-term infants. Results showed a linear trend for the development of sleepwake cyclicity in all groups, with the data marking the period between 30-34 weeks
gestational age as a specific time window for the organization of the sleep-wake cycle.
Additionally, more organized sleep-wake cyclicity was related to better orientation, vagal
tone (a reflection of parasympathetic nervous system activity) correlated with better
orientation, and sleep-wake cyclicity related to higher vagal tone. Full-term infants scored
most optimally in these related areas, with low risk infants scoring lower, and high-risk
infants showing poorest maturation. For all infant groups, sleep-wake cyclicity, the ability to
regulate arousal efficiently, and the infant’s ability to orient to the environment were all
found to contribute uniquely and meaningfully to the formation of mother-infant synchrony.
The development of sleep-wake cyclicity was most negatively impacted in high-risk or
preterm infants.
Schwichtenberg, Anders et al. (2011) investigated whether parenting behaviors in
preterm infants in the NICU predicted current and future sleep behaviors. Infants were
followed longitudinally from NICU discharge to 4, 9, and 24 months of age. The researchers
collected data on 134 families recruited from three Wisconsin NICUs, which included a
video of 15 minutes mother-infant play. The first 5 minutes of each play interaction was
coded using the Parent Child Early Relationship Assessment (PCERA). Three established
parenting factors were used in the study and included Parental Positive Affect, Involvement,
and Verbalizations; Negative Affect and Behavior; and Intrusiveness, Insensitivity, and
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Inconsistency. Study findings indicated that infants who napped more had mothers who
reported a more positive relationship with their infant, had increased communication, and
less negativity as defined by the PCERA when playing together. Time-lagged findings
indicated that infants who took more naps experienced more optimal mother-infant
interaction later in development than infants who took fewer naps. These results suggest that
sleep pattern development can have a significant impact on mother-preterm infant
relationship development. It also highlights an important link between the maternal-infant
relationship and daytime nap patterns.
Schwichtenberg and Poehlmann (2009) also found that parenting interactions were
directly associated with daytime naps. They hypothesized that parenting interactions
characterized by more sensitivity, positive affect, and less intrusiveness and hostility directly
related to more optimal sleep in preterm low birth weight infants (n = 124 mother-infant
dyads). Findings strongly supported the hypothesis that maternal interactions directly relate
to sleep patterns. The influence of the mother-infant relationship on infant sleep patterns in
preterm infants appears to reflect that of findings for full-term infants. This influence and the
possible mediating role of this relationship were focused upon within this study.
Infant Sleep Consolidation: Full-Term and Preterm Infants
A typical infant spends over half of his/her first 2 years of life sleeping, averaging a
daily duration of 16-17 hours during the first month, gradually declining to 14-15 hours at
around 6 months of age, and to 13 hours a day by 2 years of age (Coons & Guilleminault,
1982; Davis et al., 2004; Gertner et al., 2002; Iglowstein, Jenni, Molinari, & Largo, 2003).
As premature birth disrupts the consolidation of the biological clock, preterm infants can
show disorganized sleep, with greater proportions of indeterminate states, poor sleep-wake
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cyclicity, and short sleep bouts (Feldman, 2006; Holditch-Davis & Thoman, 1987; Weisman
et al., 2011). For the infant born at 34 weeks gestational age, the cortical volume of the brain
is just 50% of that of the full-term neonate, highlighting the tremendous amount of brain
growth, neural networking, and development that must still take place (Verklan, 2009). As
the forebrain matures and exerts greater control over the brainstem and cortical regions to
organize sleep-wake rhythms, sleep episodes become longer and more continuous (Mirmiran,
Maas, & Ariagno, 2003). It is believed that the organization of sleep is one of the central
markers of neurodevelopmental maturation (Halpern, McLean, & Baumeister, 1995;
Weisman et al., 2011).
Seminal work by Prechtl (1974) described the sleep states of a newborn as Stage 1,
quiet sleep, and Stage 2, active sleep. Quiet sleep is characterized by regular respiration,
slow and regular heart rate, and the absence of eye moments and gross muscle movements,
with the exception of when the infant startles. The EEG pattern of quiet sleep is known as
tracé alternant, where bursts of high amplitude slow-wave activity are interspersed with lowvoltage activity. Stage 2, active sleep, is characterized by variable respiration and heart rate
and by both slow and rapid eye movements (REM). The EEG of active sleep has continuous
activity of mixed amplitude (Mirmiran et al., 2003; Prechtl, 1974). How infant sleep patterns
are defined depends on how they are measured, be it through observation, video, or through
the use of actigraphs.
One of the earliest examples of sleep pattern coding was by Anders and Keener
(1985), who established sleep-wake state coding of infant sleep behavior using four criteria.
The first criterion was quiet sleep, characterized by the absence of gross motor activity,
except for occasional jerks or starts, and regular respiration and mouthing. Active sleep was
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second, characterized by frequent body movements, phasic twitches, sighs, and brief cries.
Out of crib and awake were the other two criteria. Comparisons of full-term and preterm
infants in the Anders and Keener (1985) study showed that while there were some
differences in maturation, these differences were not statistically significant. This
classification system was also used by other studies of infant sleep when using video
somnography (Doyle et al., 2009; Foreman et al., 2008; Gerard, Harris, & Thach, 2002;
Heimann et al., 2013; Mao, Burnham, Goodlin-Jones, Gaylor, & Anders, 2004; Whitney &
Thoman, 1993).
According to the American Academy of Sleep Medicine, sleep states in infants can be
termed rapid eye movement (REM) and nonrapid eye movement (NREM) after 2 months of
age. REM sleep is initially classified as active sleep (AS); NREM as quiet sleep (QS) and a
final stage of sleep is referred to as indeterminate sleep (IS). By 4-6 months of age, elements
of REM and NREM can also be seen in IS (Iber, Ancoli-Israel, Chesson, & Quan, 2007) and
by 6 months IS is unidentifiable (de Weerd & van den Bossche, 2003).
It is believed that REM sleep patterns first appear between 28 and 30 weeks
gestational age, with most of the sleep cycle being REM. By 40 weeks gestational age, REM
and NREM cycles are about equal and by 8 or 9 months of age, the sleep cycle is almost 80%
NREM and only 20% REM. The EEG patterns for NREM and REM sleep resemble adult
patterns by 5 to 8 months of age (Graven & Browne, 2008). As REM and NREM sleep
begin in the womb, it is not surprising that infants born preterm may have differences due to
the arresting of the inter-uterine experience at an earlier than developmentally planned time.
REM differences have been found in infants born preterm.
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Watt and Strongman (1985) compared REM and NREM sleep in a group of term
(n = 10), preterm at 31-35 weeks gestational age (n = 14), and small for gestational age
(n = 9) infants, at 40 weeks gestation. Results indicated that full-term infants spent most
time in REM sleep, followed by preterm infants; while small for gestational age infants had
the shortest REM cycle of the three groups. For NREM, small for gestational age infants had
the longest cycle, followed by preterm and full-term infants, respectively. This suggests
differences in sleep cycles in infants born preterm. REM and EEG sleep recordings have
been used together to assess the presence of sleep state cyclicity in preterm infants at 25-30
weeks post conception (M. S. Scher, Johnson, & Holditch-Davis, 2005). Thirty-three of the
youngest preterm infants were selected and findings indicated that the cyclicity of neonatal
sleep behavior emerges in most infants at 25-30 weeks post conception. More recent studies
have also confirmed that the developmental length of sleep cycles is influenced by
prematurity, with preterm infants having increased QS, drowsy, and awake periods with
decreased AS periods (Foreman et al., 2008; M. S. Scher, Johnson, Ludington, & Loparo,
2011). These findings suggest that the development of sleep cycles may be a maturational
issue.
Other studies of preterm infants have suggested differences in QS states. Hunt (2006)
found that in infants born at 32-37 weeks gestational age, there were increases in high
frequency heart rate variability in quiet QS, suggesting parasympathetic maturation appeared
significantly less than in full-term infants. Furthermore, a study by Pressler, Helm,
Hepworth, and Wells (2001) analyzed the behaviors of 42 neonates using the Newborn
Individualized Developmental Care and Assessment Program (NIDCAP). Infants were
observed from 24-72 hours postnatal through 30 weeks postconceptual age. Most frequently
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observed behaviors were irregular respirations, pink color, postured flexion of the
extremities, but most notably, immature light sleep and drowsiness as defined by the
NIDCAP.
The investigation of preterm infant sleep patterns later in the first year of life is
important as the evolution of sleep-wake patterns evolve from multiple sleep episodes
distributed around the 24-hour period to one main consolidated sleep episode at night
(Anders & Keener, 1985; Burnham et al., 2005; Sadeh et al., 2010). Gradually spending less
time in sleep is a primary regulatory task in infancy (Bernier et al., 2010). Initially, term and
preterm infants appear to have an ultradian rhythm (< 24 hour cycle) regulating sleep-wake
cycles. It is thought that ultradian rhythm is driven by infant care schedules (Allen, 2012;
Rivkees, 2003). While newborns sleep almost equal amounts of time during daytime and
nighttime, an internal circadian rhythm is established over the course of the first year,
whereby infants gradually get most of their sleep at night (Allen, 2012; Anders & Keener,
1985; Halpern et al., 1995). An important developmental task is to match the biological
clock to environmental factors such as day and night. This is a key part of maturity of the
circadian rhythm during early infancy (Asaka & Takada, 2010; Rivkees, 2003).
There is little evidence of the sleep patterns of preterm infants beyond the first 7
months of life. Asaka and Takada (2010) sought to ascertain the characteristics of sleep
behavior of very low birth weight preterm infants (n = 14), compared to full-term infants
(n = 14) at 12 months corrected age through the use of actigraphs. Findings indicated that
preterm infants showed significantly shorter sleep duration during nighttime and a higher
percentage of less restful sleep than full-term infants. While no significant difference was
found between groups in total sleep duration, daytime sleep duration, and number of night
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wakings, there were differences in sleep behaviors among preterm infants at 12 months
corrected age.
While studies have focused on observations of preterm infant sleep in the first 6
months of life, either through video somnography, use of actigraphy, or measurement of
REM/NREM status, there is less reporting of parent perception of their preterm infant’s sleep
later in the first year of life and beyond. Shaw-Hwae, Lester, Garcia Coll, Oh, and Vohr
(1991) sought to identify maternal perceptions of sleep patterns in preterm infants (n = 32)
compared with full-term infants (n = 13) when infants were 7 months of age. Parents
completed a 24-hour sleep record in 30-minute epochs for 1 week. Findings showed that the
longest reported sleep segment of preterm infants was significantly shorter than that of fullterm infants and the number of night wakings per week was significantly greater. However,
total reported sleep time, percentage of night sleep, and sleep-wake transitions did not differ
significantly between the preterm and full-term infants.
Two studies were found to focus on parent report of sleep at an older age. The first
study focused on parent report of preterm infant sleep as part of a measurement scale of
infant temperament (n = 74) at 6 weeks, 6 months, and 12 months postconceptual age.
Results found preterm infants to be less regular in their sleeping than full-term infants;
however, it was not clear whether this was observed over time (Hughes et al., 2002). The
second study by Schwichtenberg, Anders et al. (2011) compared maternal perception of sleep
patterns at 4, 9, and 24 months postterm to observed mother-infant play sessions. It found
that infants who napped more during the day had mothers who were rated as more positive
and communicative or less negative during play interactions at 4, 9, and 24 months of age,
when compared to infants who napped less. This demonstrates the importance of
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investigating daytime sleep patterns. Furthermore, despite the defining of late preterm
infants as an important infant group, Raju et al. (2006) documented evidence of parental
perception of infant sleep patterns in early to moderate preterm as compared to late preterm
infants is an identified gap in the literature. Therefore this is an area requiring further
investigation.
The sleep patterns of infants that were born preterm were an important construct
within this study. Just two past studies using the transactional model of sleep have focused
on daytime sleep (Schwichtenberg, Anders et al., 2011; Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann,
2009). In addition, studies using this theoretical model have concentrated on night waking
(Goldberg et al., 2013; Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009; Tikotzky et al., 2011), diurnal
sleep consolidation whereby more sleep occurs at night than during the day or total sleep
time at night (Burnham et al., 2005; Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009; Tikotzky et al.,
2011), or longest sleep period (Burnham et al., 2005). Within this study, sleep patterns were
defined based on a study by Schwichtenberg, Poehlmann et al. (2011). These included
daytime sleep, night waking, sleep per sleep-wake cycle, and diurnal sleep consolidation.
Use of these defined variables allowed some comparisons with study findings from
Schwichtenberg, Poehlmann et al. (2011).
Infant Sleep Problems
Sleep problems are among the most prevalent, persistent, and salient concerns for
parents with children under 3 years of age (Byars, Yolton, Rausch, Lanpher, & Beebe, 2012).
As discussed, the strength of the mother-infant relationship may support the infant’s ability to
self-soothe and to self-regulate at night (de Graag et al., 2012; Sadeh et al., 2010;
Schwichtenberg, Anders et al., 2011; Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009), skills that are
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associated with good sleep patterns in early childhood (Mindell, Kuhn, Lewin, Meltzer, &
Sadeh, 2006). For infants born preterm, these risks may be exacerbated further, given their
significant risk for later developmental and relationship difficulties as a result of their early
birth, hospitalization, and altered relationship patterns with their parents (Talmi & Harmon,
2003).
While sleep problems can be defined as the quality and quantity of NREM and REM
necessary to refresh the child, it is still important to address sleep problems as defined by the
parent, even if sleep patterns are deemed normal (Davis et al., 2004). It is thought that
between 20% to 30% of young children have some type of sleep disturbance (Dahl, 1998;
Sadeh et al., 2010) and sleep issues are ranked as the fifth leading concern of parents (El
Shakankiry, 2011).
Apart from the parent-infant relationship and parental interventions at night,
disruption of sleep in infants is also associated with other factors, both infant and parent
related. These include breast-feeding (Hiscock & Wake, 2001; Touchette et al., 2005),
family stress (Pierrehumbert et al., 2003), low-sociodemographic status, and maternal
depression (Bayer et al., 2007; Field et al., 2002; O'Connor et al., 2007; Poehlmann et al.,
2009; Wake et al., 2006), paternal depression (Martin et al., 2007), and infant temperament
Palmstierna et al., 2008). It is clear that multiple factors can influence the sleep patterns of
infants, therefore were important to include in this study.
Given the evidence for links between parent-infant relationship and sleep, between
sleep and infant development, as well as possible influences of other factors, the transactional
model of sleep was chosen to guide this study, as it takes into account all of these and
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possible other factors. This study investigated evidence for specific sections of the
transactional model.
Transactional Model of Sleep-Wake Regulation
The transactional model of sleep-wake regulation is an ecologically based model that
suggests that parents actively assist their children in moving from dependence for regulation
to self-regulation in multiple developmental domains, including sleep (Schwichtenberg,
Anders et al., 2011). It is thought that when the infant is younger, parent factors are more
likely to influence self-regulation than child factors, with child factors becoming more
important later. If an infant is born preterm, their characteristics or behaviors may play a
larger role in determining future regulatory outcomes and parent-infant interaction quality
than if the infant was born full-term (Poehlmann & Fiese, 2001). Previous research using the
transactional model of sleep has found that maternal interaction with her preterm infant
(Schwichtenberg, Anders et al., 2011; Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009) or full-term
infant (Tikotzky et al., 2011) is linked to infant sleep patterns. However, just one study was
found to have investigated the link between paternal interactions and preterm infant sleep
patterns. A higher paternal involvement in overall infant care predicted and was associated
with fewer infant night wakings and shorter total sleep time after controlling for breastfeeding (Tikotzky et al., 2011). Previous research comparing the sleep patterns of early and
late preterm infants could not be found in the literature.
The transactional model of sleep-wake regulation (Goodlin-Jones et al., 2000) was
used to frame this study. The study investigated the association between the parent-infant
relationship (both maternal and paternal), infant characteristics, and parent characteristics on
sleep patterns of infants born preterm. The foundational concepts of the transactional model
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were developed by Sameroff and Chandler (1975) who tried to answer the difficult empirical
question of why infants who have a variety of medical anomalies (e.g., preterm birth) do not
always grow up to have expected cognitive and emotional difficulties. At that time the
medical “main-effect” model predicted a linear connection between biological problems and
psychological problems. Sameroff (1975) originally applied the concept of transaction, as he
perceived a lack of appreciation for the integral relationship between the child and the
experiences provided by the context during development. Within the field of early childhood
intervention, acceptance of the transactional model of development meant that biological
insults could be modified by environmental factors and that developmental vulnerabilities
could have social and environmental etiologies (Sameroff & Fiese, 1990). The transactional
model proposed a bidirectional relationship between the child and his/her environment,
whereby a child affects his/her environment and environments affects a child.
The transactional model of sleep-wake regulation was originally derived from a
transactional model (Sameroff & Chandler, 1975; Sameroff & Fiese, 1990) to categorize the
array of factors that seem to be associated with sleep-wake state regulation and outcomes.
The model incorporates physiological, environmental, cultural, psychological, and
relationship domains that are believed to play a role in sleep-wake consolidation, or reaching
the milestone of sleeping through the night (Goodlin-Jones et al., 2000). The transactional
model has great utility due to its ability to consider the concepts of dynamic systems theory.
It enables the investigation of complex, dynamic relationships, whereby the regulation of
sleep-wake states is mediated through parent-infant interactions that in turn are responsive to
a larger system of parent and infant characteristics. In the context of the transactional model
and the statistical methods in this study, the parent-infant relationship was considered a
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mediator variable. A mediator variable serves to clarify the nature of the relationship
between the independent variable (infant/parent characteristics) and the dependent variables
(sleep patterns). Rather than hypothesizing a direct causal relationship between the
independent variable and the dependent variable, a mediator model hypothesizes that the
independent variable influences the mediator variable, which in turn influences the dependent
variable (MacKinnon, 2008). In this study, it was investigated whether the infant/parent
characteristics influence the parent-infant relationship, which in turn influences sleep
patterns. This model assumes that the regulation of infant sleep is mediated through parentinfant interactions, which in turn are responsive to a larger system of dynamic contextual
influences. The proximal influences include (a) indicators of marital satisfaction, social
support, and family economic circumstances; (b) the primary caregiver’s state of physical
health, psychological well-being, and childhood representations; and (c) the infant’s
temperament and state of physical health. The distal factors include the broader set of
cultural values related to sleep as well as both direct and indirect influences that are assumed
to disrupt sleep (Goodlin-Jones et al., 2000).
The purpose of the transactional model of sleep-wake regulation is to understand the
developmental processes involved in sleep maturation and how the factors involved interact
over time (Goodlin-Jones et al., 2000). Researchers have examined the transactional model
of sleep-wake regulation in the past through use of longitudinal data sets (Burnham et al.,
2005; Goldberg et al., 2012; Schwichtenberg, Anders et al., 2011; Schwichtenberg &
Poehlmann, 2009). Using this approach, the development of the child is a product of the
continuous dynamic interactions of the child and the experience provided by his or her family
and social context. Central to the model is the emphasis placed on the bidirectional effects of
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the child and of the environment. In other words, experiences provided by the environment
are not viewed as independent of the child (Sameroff & Fiese, 1990; Sameroff & MacKenzie,
2003).
The investigations in this study centered on whether an association existed between
proximal factors, the parent-infant relationship, and in turn sleep patterns. Distal factors,
namely culture, family, and environment, were not addressed. The reasoning for focusing on
proximal factors was based on past literature and the data available within the database used
in this study. Past literature suggested links between proximal factors of interest and sleep
difficulties, which were explored further in this study. This study also focused on the
mediating role of parent-infant interactions between proximal factors and infant sleep
regulation. The bi-directional relationship between infant/parent characteristics and preterm
infant sleep-wake regulation was not investigated.
The GUI Longitudinal Data Set was used in the secondary data analysis. Variables of
interest within this data set all fell within the definition of proximal factors. The revised
transactional model of sleep-wake regulation, with constructs and variables of interest within
this study are outlined in Figure 2. The following section also details the proximal variables
of interest in this study. They include infant temperament, development, and feeding, as well
as parent depression and stress, equivalized income, social class, and maternal level of
education.
Within this revised transactional model of sleep-wake regulation, two constructs were
proposed to impact the parent-infant relationship and in turn sleep patterns: (a) infant
characteristics at 9 months (temperament, development, feeding); and (b) parent
characteristics (parental stress, parental depression, social class, equivalized income,
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Infant Characteristics
Temperament (fussy / difficult; dull; unadaptable; unpredictable)

Parent Characteristics
Maternal stress; Paternal stress

Development (communication; gross motor; fine motor; problem
solving; personal/ social)

Maternal depression; Paternal depression

Feeding (age ceased breast-feeding; Age first solid foods; weight
at 9-months)

Equivalized income; Social class; Maternal level of
education

Parent – Infant Interaction
38

Quality of Attachment (9months; Maternal); Quality of Attachment (9months; Paternal)
Quality of Parent-Child Relationship (3 years; Maternal); Quality of Parent-Child Relationship (3 years;
Paternal)

Sleep-wake regulation
Daytime naps; nighttime
waking; sleep per sleep wake
cycle, diurnal sleep (9
months)

Infant / Child Sleep-Wake Outcomes / Problems
Infant / Child sleep patterns or habits a problem
(9months: Maternal/Paternal; 3 years: Maternal)
Note: Paternal variable identifying child sleep patterns
or habits a problem at 3-years not available

Figure 2. Revised transactional model of sleep-wake regulation. Adapted with permission from “Sleep and Sleep Disturbances,”
by B. L. Goodlin-Jones et al. (2000), in A. Sameroff et al. (Eds.), Handbook of Developmental Psychopathology, p. 314.

maternal level of education). Parent characteristics refer to both maternal and paternal
variables in this model. The parent-infant relationship is considered a mediator of
infant/parent characteristics and sleep patterns within the transactional model of sleep. The
sleep-wake regulation construct is defined as infant sleep patterns at 9 months. These
include daytime naps, nighttime waking, sleep per sleep wake cycle, and diurnal sleep
consolidation. The transactional model of sleep also recognizes the possible changes in sleep
over time. Within this revised model, sleep difficulties and the parent-infant/child
relationship at 9 months and again at 3 years of age are thought to be related to each other.
Definition of Primary Construct
The transactional model of sleep and many of its core constructs have been
theoretically investigated in previous research. Details of these studies are provided in
Appendix B where a table is provided outlining the primary construct, operational definition,
and source of the original theoretical definition. Additionally, past literature relating to each
construct and the measurement of each construct is discussed below.
Sleep-wake regulation. This refers to the developmental processes involved in sleep
maturation (Goodlin-Jones et al., 2000). A past study using the transactional model of sleep
to investigate sleep patterns of infants born preterm used four measures when infants were 4
months of age. These included daytime naps, nighttime waking, sleep per sleep-wake cycle,
and diurnal sleep pattern (Schwichtenberg, Poehlmann, et al., 2011). These four variables
were used to guide the development of the sleep variables used to measure sleep-wake
regulation at 9 months of age in this study.
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Infant/child sleep-wake outcomes–problems. This was operationalized as parental
report of sleep problems. This was consistent with the suggestion that the important measure
of sleep problems is whether parents perceive it as a problem (Davis et al., 2004).
Parent-infant interaction. This was defined as the manner in which a parent
interacts with their infant (Goodlin-Jones et al., 2000). As an infant born preterm is thought
to be more passive and less responsive socially and to have greater difficulties in eliciting
and sustaining social interactions (Agostini et al., 2014; Brazelton, 1979; Feldman &
Eidelman, 2007; Holditch-Davis et al., 2007; Korja, Latva, & Lehtonen, 2012; Wolke et al.,
2014), parent-infant interaction is an important construct to measure when studying infants
born preterm. It has also been suggested that preterm infants are behaviorally more difficult
social partners (Goldberg, 1978), finding it more challenging to provide clear cues to
caregivers (Feldman & Eidelman, 2007; Macey, Harmon, & Easterbrooks, 1987; Olafsen et
al., 2012). Medical complications associated with prematurity and the challenges of the
NICU environment are contributing factors to a dyssynchronous transaction between the
preterm infant and primary caregiver where infants are more easily distressed and
overstimulated (Eckerman, Oehler, Hannan, & Molitor, 1995). The parent perception of
their relationship with their infant was the important measure within this study.
Parent-child interaction. Zuckerman, Stevenson, and Bailey (1987) investigated the
parent-child relationship and sleep problems of infants at 8 months of age and again at 3
years of age. They found that 41% of them still had problems when 3 years of age. Wolke et
al. (1995) also found that infants who had sleep problems at 8 months of age continued to
have sleep problems at 3 and 4 years of age, suggesting the importance of measuring the
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parent-infant/child relationship over time. The parent-child interaction was measured as the
parent perception of their relationship with their child in this study.
Infant characteristics. When originally published, the transactional model of sleep
suggested that infant characteristics including gender, temperament, feeding style, and birth
order might influence sleep regulation (Goodlin-Jones et al., 2000). Studies using the
transactional model of sleep-wake regulation have focused on infant development, vital
statistics such as infant weight, and feeding as influential factors (Schwichtenberg &
Poehlmann, 2009; Tikotzky et al., 2011). Temperament has not been investigated as an
independent variable using the transactional model of sleep. This study investigated whether
there is a relationship between infant temperament, development, and feeding on preterm
infant sleep patterns.
Temperament. Infant temperament, taken as a biologically based set of traits that
underlie the manner in which infants engage with their world, may contribute to parental
perceptions of their infant (Kim & Teti, 2014). In this study these traits were based on the
Infant Characteristics Questionnaire (Bates, Freeland, & Lounsbury, 1979) and were
fussy/difficult, dull, unadaptable, and unpredictable. An Australian based study from the
1980s found little difference in temperament between full-term and preterm infants despite
suspicions that preterm infants are more difficult in temperament and behavior than full-term
infants (Oberlaid, Prior, & Sanson, 1986). The study of 126 infants (preterm ≤ 26 weeks)
showed no significant difference in a global rating of temperament, using the Infant
Temperament Questionnaire of Carey and McDevitt (1978), when compared to a full-term
matched group. However, some studies have suggested that a child’s temperament is an
important component in the cause and continuation of sleep problems (Sadeh, Lavie, &
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Scher, 1994; Schaefer, 1990). Sadeh et al. (1994) measured the temperament ratings of 63
infants who presented with night waking problems and compared them to 35 nonreferred
toddlers. They found that mothers described their infants that woke at night as less adaptive,
having a lower sensory threshold, being more distractible, and more demanding than controls
in that study. Distinct from this finding was a study by Keener, Zeanah, and Anders (1990)
that did not find differences in temperament as reported by parents, when infants who cried
upon awakening at night were compared to infants who did not cry. A review of the
literature found some strong evidence for a link between temperament and parental measures
of sleep difficulties (see Appendix A, Table A9). When an infant has higher levels of night
sleeping, parents were found to measure their infants as more approachable (Kaley et al.,
2012; Spruyt et al., 2008). With increased night waking, parents were more likely to
describe their infant as fussy/difficult (Novosad, Freudigman, & Thoman, 1999; Halpern,
Anders, Coll, & Hua, 1994; Minde et al., 1993; Schaefer, 1990) or to have a low sensory
threshold in relation to temperament (Carey, 1974; Sadeh et al., 1994). It has been argued
that these differences are associated with different parent-infant interactions (Sigman,
Beckwitch, Cohen, & Parmelee, 1989). None of the studies reviewed investigated the
relationship between temperament and sleep patterns in infants born preterm. With a paucity
of literature on preterm infants and a question over the role of the parent-infant relationship
in the association between sleep patterns and infant temperament, further research is
warranted. Within this study using the transactional model of sleep, temperament was
investigated in relation to sleep patterns and the parent-infant relationship.
Development. In this study infant development included communication, gross
motor, fine motor, problem solving, and personal/social skills, as measured by the Ages and
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Stages Questionnaire (Bricker et al., 1999). Anders and Keener (1985) hypothesized in their
study of 40 typically developing and 24 preterm infants that premature infants are at risk for
later developmental and educational difficulties due to subtle or minimal signs of brain
dysfunction that may be apparent in a study of sleep-wake patterns. Study findings were
inconclusive, with little difference found between the sleep patterns in preterm or full-term
infants. Yet a later study by Whitney and Thoman (1993) had more conclusive findings.
Their study investigated the sleep states and wakefulness of 100 prematurely born infants.
Sleep was recorded for 24-hour periods in the home when the infants were 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
weeks of age. When 3 years of age, the babies were then classified into one of four
developmental groups, based on the Bayley Scales administered at 1 year, a biannual
questionnaire throughout the 3 years, and a home visit at 3 years of age. Their findings
indicated that specific forms of later disabilities in preterm infants were expressed in
differential organization of sleep states during the early postpartum period.
Across many studies, a statistically significant relationship was found between sleep
patterns and mental development in infants, regardless of the method of sleep measurement.
These measures included parent report (A. Scher, 2005; A. Scher, Tse, Hayes, & Tardif,
2008; Spruyt et al., 2008), EEG (Becker & Thoman, 1981; Beckwith & Parmelee, 1986; M.
S. Scher et al., 1996), time lapse video (Anders et al., 1985), observations (Arditi-Babchuk,
Feldman, & Eidelman, 2009), actigraphy (Gertner et al., 2002; Spruyt et al., 2008), or a
motility monitoring system (Borghese, Minard, & Thoman, 1995; Freudigman & Thoman,
1993; Whitney & Thoman, 1993). However, the links between motor development and sleep
are fewer (Anders et al., 1985; Freudigman & Thoman, 1993), with some studies finding no
correlation (A. Scher, 2005; A. Scher et al., 2008; Spruyt et al., 2008). Just one of these
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studies involved preterm infants (Anders et al., 1985). This gap in literature demonstrates the
need for greater investigation into the links between sleep patterns and motor development in
infants born preterm. More details on this literature are outlined in Table A8 in Appendix A.
Feeding. Morgan et al. (2004) investigated the short-term and medium-term
consequences associated with early and late weaning (age solid foods were introduced) in
data from five United Kingdom cohorts of infants. The data included 1,694 infants from five
prospective randomized dietary trials. Two of the trials involved term infants’ AGA
(appropriate for gestational age), one trial contained infant SGA (small for gestational age,
i.e., < 10th centile for gestational age and sex); and two trials involved preterm infants (< 37
weeks gestation, birth weight < 2000g). The majority of preterm breast-fed infants were
followed up until 9 months of age. There were two outcome measures related to sleep, which
were the total number of hours sleep at night and the proportion of reported waking at night
at 9 months.
Differences between term and preterm infants, and between infants breast-fed or
formula- fed were found. While term infants weaned before 12 weeks slept significant
longer at 9 months, this effect was no longer significant (p = 0.07) after adjusting for
confounding socioeconomic factors. In this same term group, breast-fed infants were more
likely to sleep through the night at 9 months if they had started solids before 12 weeks
(p = 0.01) but this effect was not present in formula fed infants. This study also found that
breast-fed infants who were weaned before 12 weeks of age were more likely to sleep
through the night at 9 months than those weaned after 12 weeks. Formula-fed infants slept
significantly longer at 9 months than breast-fed infants and were more likely to sleep through
the night at 9 months than breast-fed infants. This effect remained significant after the model
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was adjusted for confounding socioeconomic factors (p = 0.04). It was proposed that the
latter group were still more likely to be breast fed at 9 months and therefore waking at night
to feed. The reasons for night waking were not available in this study and similar findings at
26 weeks (when more of the breast-feeding group were still breast-feeding) suggest
unmeasured social or behavioral confounding factors. It is also possible that the ability to
self-settle after breast-feeding, rather than the actual night waking may have been the factor
of concern. In preterm infants weaned before or at 12 weeks gestation, there was no
evidence for the effect of weaning behavior on sleep duration or waking at night. Sleep
duration and waking were similar in both breast-fed and formula-fed preterm infants in the
preterm study group (Morgan et al., 2004).
The overarching finding across many studies is that night waking is associated with
breast-feeding, in both full-term infants (DeLeon & Karraker, 2007; Hayes et al., 2011;
Kaley et al., 2012; Morgan et al., 2004) and preterm infants (Wolke et al., 1995). Yet
Thomas (2000) in a study of 12 breast-fed and 25 formula-fed infants found no significant
difference in sleeping or waking in a 24-hour recording period divided into day (0600-1800)
and night (1800-0600). Galbally, Lewis, McEgan, Scalzo, and Amirul Islam (2013) in their
longitudinal study of infants (n = 4,507) concluded that breast-fed infants are 66% more
likely to wake at night and 72% more likely to have difficulty sleeping. Keener et al. (1988)
concluded that nighttime feedings exert an important environmental influence upon sleep
habits. This may explain why feeding is linked to night waking; however, Galbally et al.
(2013) reported that breast-feeding was not associated with restless sleep or problems getting
to sleep. Overall, results appear mixed, with more evidence appearing to support the
hypothesis that breast-feeding is associated with more night waking. However, when night
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waking is defined as restless sleep or problems getting to sleep, the results do not support this
hypothesis. Furthermore, research available in infants born preterm is limited.
Parent characteristics. According to Goodlin-Jones et al. (2000) maternal
psychopathology, particularly anxiety and depression, has been identified as a contributing
factor to infant sleep problems. Parent beliefs, expectations, emotions, and behaviors related
to infant sleep are influenced by many factors, including their psychopathology and
sociocultural factors (Sadeh et al., 2010).
Parental depression. While it has been stated that the research link between infant
sleep and parent psychopathology is limited (Sadeh et al., 2010), there does appear to be a
clear association between maternal depressive symptoms and infant sleep difficulties. Field
et al. (2002) completed a study of 86 pregnant women who were diagnosed as depressed.
These women reported more personal sleep disturbance compared to a nondepressed group
and subsequently their newborns had increased fussiness and disrupted sleep, and spent less
time in deep sleep. This was also supported in a study by Wake et al. (2006) that found
persistent infant sleep problems had a small but statistically significant effect on prediction of
maternal depression in a group of 483 first born infants. Prenatal maternal anxiety and
depression have predicted more sleep problems in infants during the first month of life
(Dennis & Ross, 2005), the second part of the first year of life (Hiscock & Wake, 2001;
Murray, 1992), and aged 18 to 30 months (O’Connor et al., 2007), which appears to suggest
that mothers who are predisposed to anxiety and depression are more likely to perceive their
infant’s sleep pattern as a problem. The study did not investigate paternal depressive
symptoms.
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Karraker and Young (2007) contradicted these findings, using data from the National
Institute of Child Health and Human Development Study of Early Child Care. A mother’s
depressive symptoms when the infant was 6 months were only weakly correlated to the
infant’s night waking. Yet it should be noted in the same study, the rate of clinically
significant depression scores almost doubled in mothers of infants who had persistent and
severe night waking in comparison to infants who slept through the night. All of these
studies focused on maternal depressive symptoms, many focusing on the second half of the
first year of life. None of these studies investigated paternal depressive symptoms, or
possible impact on preterm infant sleep patterns. Given the finding that higher involvement
of fathers in overall infant care predicted and was associated with fewer infant night wakings
and shorter total sleep time after controlling for breast feeding (Tikotzky & Sadeh, 2009), a
focus on paternal mental health, specifically depression, was an important construct in this
study.
Just one study focused on paternal depressive symptoms (Martin et al., 2007) and
infant and preschooler sleep problems. A cross-sectional survey was completed with parents,
infants (n = 5,107), and preschool children (n = 4,983). The study concluded that sleep
problems were common in infants and preschool children, with infant sleep problems in
particular associated with poorer health in both parents, especially the mental health of
mothers with no past history of depression. While infant sleep problems were associated
with poorer general health of fathers, it was not associated with serious psychological distress
in fathers.
Finally, none of these studies used the transactional model of sleep to guide
investigations. The inclusion of depression as a variable in studies using the transactional
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model (Goldberg et al., 2012; Poehlmann et al., 2009; Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009)
had mixed results with depression clustered with other sociodemographic variables only
partially supporting the transactional model of sleep (Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009).
Both maternal depression and paternal depression were variables of interest within this study.
Parental stress. Parenting stress among mothers of preterm infants has been found to
be significantly higher than mothers of full-term infants in a study comparing infant sleep
measures and maternal stress in a cohort of preterm (n = 21) and full-term (n = 23) infants at
1-2 years of age. Additionally, the number of mothers who complained about infant sleep
issues in the preterm group was significantly higher (Asaka & Takada, 2013). As sleep
problems are a major stressor for parents (Goodlin-Jones et al., 2000; Sadeh et al., 2010), and
it has been found to be a more important factor than depression (Goldberg et al., 2012), it is a
critical variable to include when using the transactional model of sleep to guide research.
While there is support in the literature for a link between parental stress and sleep patterns of
infants using the transactional model of sleep (Goldberg et al., 2012), it is limited to this one
study. It is not clear why just one study is available. There is a clear gap in the literature
investigating links between preterm infant sleep and parental stress.
The link between preterm birth and maternal stress has been investigated in the
literature with mixed results. Parenting stress in families with very low birth weight preterm
infants has been found (Gray, Edwards, O’ Callaghan, Cuskelly, & Gibbons, 2013; Howe,
Sheu, Wang, & Hsu, 2014; Younger, Kendell, & Pickler, 1997) and is also associated with
maternal experiences in the NICU (Raines, 2013; Woodward et al., 2014). However, a study
by Gray, Edwards, O’Callaghan, and Cuskelly (2012) comparing full-term (n = 105) and
preterm (n = 124) infants at 4 months corrected age found no significant difference in
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maternal mean total stress scores. This is also supported by a random effects meta-analysis
by Schappin, Wijnroks, Uniken Venema, and Jongmans (2013) of 38 studies describing
3,025 parents of preterm (< 37 weeks) and low birth weight (< 2,500g) infants. While
parents of preterm infants were found to experience slightly more stress, there was a strong
effect for birth year, with decreasing parental stress from the 1980s onwards. This was
attributed to the increasing quality of care of preterm infants over time. With Ireland lacking
a comprehensive policy on the aftercare of infants born preterm in the Republic of Ireland, it
could be suggested that this is a further stress for parents of infants born preterm.
Additionally, given the possible stress associated with parenting an infant born preterm,
maternal stress and paternal stress were included as important variables within this study.
Sociodemographic status. The transactional model of sleep proposes that
sociodemographic factors can have an impact on infant sleep patterns. Just one study has
investigated sociodemographic status as a construct that may impact sleep in preterm infants,
using the transactional model of sleep (Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009). It is not clear
why just one study was available. Those families with greater sociodemographic risks (lower
maternal education, younger maternal age, and less family income) were found to have
infants of lower gestational age and mothers were less likely to breast-feed, hence reducing
the likelihood of night waking. Breast-feeding was then linked to night waking.
Studies have suggested that less optimal sleep in full-term infants is associated with a
lower socioeconomic status (Field et al., 2002; McLaughlin et al., 2005). However, Bayer et
al. (2007) found no association between family socioeconomic status and sleep problems in a
study of infants aged 3-6 months. These finding parallel that found by Fouts, Roopnarine,
and Lamb (2006) in 3-4 month old African American infants (n = 62).
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As lower levels of maternal education and neighborhood income have been
associated with preterm birth (Luo, Wilkins, & Kramer, 2006; Zeka, Melly, & Schwartz,
2008), and just two studies found to link socioeconomic status to preterm birth, there is a gap
in the literature evidencing the possible relationship between sociodemographic status and
sleep in preterm infants. This study hoped to identify whether a relationship existed between
equivalized income, social class, and maternal level of education with preterm infant sleep
patterns at 9 months of age.
Assumptions and Limitations of the Transactional Model of Sleep
The central assumption of the transactional model of sleep is that interactions
between a child and their environment are of equal value and are bidirectional (GoodlinJones et al., 2000). To predict an outcome with a singular focus on the infant would be
misleading, as outcomes are a product of the combination of the infant and his or her
experiences. Traditional models do not recognize the influence of multiple factors on infant
sleep, as they focus on the child or the environment, rather than the two interacting in a
bidirectional fashion (Sameroff & Chandler, 1975; Sameroff & MacKenzie, 2003).
The greatest limitation with the transactional model appears to be the sheer logical
size of a study required to truly test the model in its entirety. Sameroff and MacKenzie
(2003) described these barriers as theoretical (assessing a dynamic system), logistical
(developing longitudinal study with enough time points and large enough samples), and
methodological (assessing multiple interacting domains over time in order to identify points
of qualitative change). These must be accounted for when using a transactional model to
guide research. In this study, the full model was not used (i.e., the distal constructs were not
investigated). The proximal constructs of infant temperament, development, feeding, and
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parental stress, depression, equivalized income, social class, and maternal level of education
were investigated. These constructs were investigated at one time point, when the preterm
infant was 9 months of age. Additionally, just two constructs were investigated across two
time points, when the preterm infant was 9 months and 3 years of age. These constructs were
parent-infant/child relationship and the parental perception of sleep difficulties.
A further limitation of the model was the difficulties faced when attempting to
investigate the bi-directional relationship between parent-infant interactions and preterm
infant sleep-wake regulation. The transactional model of sleep-wake regulation as outlined
in Figure 1 and Figure 2 present sleep-wake regulation as an endogenous or dependent
variable. In order to investigate the bi-directional relationship between factors using a
structural equation modeling statistical method, as outlined in Chapter 3, both factors must be
exogenous or independent variables (Kline, 2011). The bi-directional relationship between
factors was not investigated in this study as a result.
Growing Up in Ireland Longitudinal Study
This study investigated the longitudinal data relating to the infant cohort of the GUI
Longitudinal Study of Children. Wave 1 data pertaining to the infant cohort were collected
on infants when they were 9 months of age, between September 2008 and April 2009. Wave
2 data were collected when these infants were 3 years of age, between December 2010 and
July 2011.
Background. In the Republic of Ireland, the National Children’s Strategy (2000)
was the major national plan for children at the time of data analysis. It provided a blueprint
for improving the lives of children in the Republic of Ireland by setting out a series of
ambitious objectives to guide children’s policy over the following 10 years and beyond. The
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National Children’s Strategy Implementation Group (NCSIG) was established in 2006 as a
national partnership agreement, known as “Towards 2016.” The key priority of the NCSIG
was to ensure implementation of all strategic plans and policy documents that were drawn up
and published in relation to children’s services in Ireland (DCYA, 2014).
One key objective of the National Children’s Strategy (2000) was to provide
evidence-based research into childhood and children’s well-being, with GUI identified as a
way of achieving this objective. GUI was the first survey of its kind undertaken in the
Republic of Ireland and, as such, aimed to explore the many and varied factors that
contributed to, or undermined the well-being of children living there (Quail, Williams,
McCrory, Murray, & Thornton, 2011a). Data were collected on the same cohort of children
at two data points, at 9 months of age and at 3 years of age. Birth information was obtained
at the 9 month old survey point.
GUI was commissioned by the Irish government and was funded by the DCYA in
association with the Department of Social Protection and the Central Statistics Office.
Detailed recommendations for the design of the National Longitudinal Children’s study were
first presented in 2001. Requests for Tenders for Proposals to Undertake a National
Longitudinal Study of Children in the Republic of Ireland were issued by the National
Children’s Office of the Department of Health and Children and the Department of Social
and Family Affairs in December 2005. Following an assessment and evaluation process,
work on the GUI project began in April 2006 by a research consortium led by the Economic
and Social Research Institute (ESRI) and Trinity College Dublin (Quail et al., 2011a). The
GUI study provided an immense amount of information on children and their families, and
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explored those factors impacting on a child’s physical health and development, social,
emotional, and behavioral well-being, and educational achievement and intellectual capacity.
Summary
Infants born preterm are at increased risk of regulatory difficulties, which may be
reflected in sleep patterns during the first years of life. Literature suggests that the parentinfant relationship may have a strong impact on sleep pattern development and may mediate
the influence of other factors that are parent or infant related. A comprehensive review of the
literature was inconclusive with regard to what infant or parent characteristics may impact
sleep patterns. In addition, a clear understanding of the association between the parent-infant
relationship and perceived difficulties in sleep habits or patterns was not published. The
purpose of this study was to identify infant and parent characteristics that promote optimal
sleep development in preterm infants and to establish whether the parent-infant relationship
mediates this association. A secondary purpose was to test the transactional model of sleep,
establishing whether there was a relationship between parent’s perception of attachment with
their infant and infant sleep problems at 9 months and at 3 years of age. A recent populationbased database was used in this study.
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Chapter Three: Methods

Research Design
The purpose of this study was to identify infant and parent characteristics that
promote optimal sleep development in early and late preterm infants and to establish whether
the parent-infant relationship mediated this association. An additional purpose was to
establish whether there was a relationship between parent’s perception of attachment with
their infant and infant sleep problems at 9 months and at 3 years of age. A secondary
purpose was to investigate the transactional model of sleep-wake regulation. This was
achieved by examining infant and parent characteristics that influence sleep patterns. The
first research question described the sleep patterns of preterm infants at 9 months of age.
This provided background information on sleep patterns of preterm infants living in the
Republic of Ireland. The second research question investigated the infant and parent
characteristics influencing sleep patterns of preterm infants when 9 months of age and the
mediating effect of the parent-infant relationship. This question identified the characteristics
that interfered with sleep patterns most and confirmed whether the parent-infant relationship
mediated these interferences. The third research question investigated the link between
parent-infant relationships and sleep difficulties in infants born preterm when 9 months and 3
years of age. This question determined whether a pattern existed between the parent-infant
relationship and sleep difficulties at these two time points.
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In order to answer the research questions, a retrospective, population-based cohort
design using a secondary data set from the GUI National Longitudinal Study of Children
was used. The methodology tested the transactional model of sleep-wake regulation
using structural equation modeling (Goodlin-Jones et al., 2000). The preterm cohort of
infants was divided into early preterm (born between 25-weeks and 33-weeks gestation),
and late preterm, (born between 34-weeks and under 37-weeks gestation). These two
groups were used throughout the analysis.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
Based on the previously reviewed literature, the following research questions and
associated hypotheses were investigated.
1. What are the daytime and nighttime sleep patterns in Irish infants born
preterm when 9 months of age?
As this is a descriptive question, there were no corresponding hypotheses.
Research question 1: Justification. The purpose of this question was to
document sleep patterns of infants born preterm when 9 months of age in a Republic of
Ireland cohort. This question did not investigate the sleep patterns of these children at 3
years of age as comparative data was not available within the GUI dataset. Many studies
had documented sleep pattern development from the NICU up to 7 months of age
(Foreman et al., 2008; Gertner et al., 2002; Giganti et al., 2001; Holditch-Davis &
Edwards, 1997; Holditch-Davis et al., 2004; Igersoll & Thoman, 1999; Rivkees et al.,
2004; M. S. Scher, 2004; Weisman et al., 2011), but information on sleep patterns of
preterm infants in the later part of their first year was limited to video somnograms and
time-lapse video recording (Anders & Keener, 1985; Anders et al., 1985). Just two
studies were found to focus on maternal report of infant sleep patterns after the early
months: up to 12-months of age, but only as part of a questionnaire on temperament
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(Hughes et al., 2002) and 24-months of age (Schwichtenberg, Anders et al., 2011).
Additionally, to date, no study had focused on mapping the sleep patterns of infants born
preterm in the Republic of Ireland.
2. Is the parent-infant relationship a potential mediator of the relationship
between infant characteristics (temperament, development, feeding) or
parent characteristics (parent mental health, sociodemographics) and
preterm infant sleep patterns at 9 months of age?
Given the multiple ways of presenting research questions and hypotheses when
using mediators, Kenny (2013) recommended that research questions and hypotheses
should lead with the mediator, and this method was followed in the development of this
research question. The hypotheses related to this question were outlined under each of
the infant and parent variables. A diagram was also provided to help explain the
development of each hypothesis.
Each diagram was drawn using the conventions of the AMOS™ statistical
package (Arbuckle, 2011). The ovals represented constructs, which were unobserved,
and the rectangles represented variables, which were measurable. Each of the variables
also had an error term, which was represented by a small oval with an e term. The
directional effects between each of the infant/parent characteristics and sleep patterns
were represented by straight, single-headed arrows. The mediating impact of the parentinfant relationship on each infant/parent characteristic and sleep patterns was also
represented in the same way. The theoretical framework of the transactional model of
sleep-wake regulation guided model development (Goodlin-Jones et al., 2000).
Infant variables. The following figures display the infant variables and list the
hypotheses: infant temperament, infant development, and infant feeding. Figure 3
demonstrates the mediation model for infant temperament.
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Direct Paths
A= Infant temperament to sleep patterns
B= Infant temperament to parent-infant relationship
C= Parent-infant relationship to sleep patterns
Indirect Path
BC= Infant temperament to sleep patterns

Figure 3. Mediation model for research question 2 (infant temperament).
H2.1: Lower scores on the Infant Characteristics Questionnaire (infant
temperament) are associated with more optimal sleep patterns.
H2.2: Lower scores on the Infant Characteristics Questionnaire (infant
temperament) are associated with higher scores on the maternal and paternal Quality of
Attachment subscale (parent-infant relationship).
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H2.3: Higher scores on the maternal and paternal Quality of Attachment subscale
(parent-infant relationship) are associated with more optimal sleep patterns.
H2.4: When controlling for scores on the maternal and paternal Quality of
Attachment subscale (parent-infant relationship), lower scores on the Infant
Characteristics Questionnaire (temperament) are associated with more optimal sleep
patterns.
Figure 4 demonstrates the mediation model for infant development.

Direct Paths
A= Infant development to sleep patterns
B= Infant development to Parent-infant relationship
C= Parent-infant relationship to sleep patterns
Indirect Path
BC= Infant development to sleep patterns
Figure 4. Mediation model for research question 2 (infant development).
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H2.5: Higher scores on subscales of the Ages and Stages Questionnaire (ASQ)
(infant development) are associated with more optimal sleep patterns.
H2.6: Higher scores on subscales of the ASQ (infant development) are associated
with higher scores on the maternal and paternal Quality of Attachment subscale (parentinfant relationship).
H2.7: When controlling for scores on the maternal and paternal Quality of
Attachment subscale (parent-infant relationship), higher scores on subscales of the ASQ
(infant development) are associated with more optimal sleep patterns.
Figure 5 demonstrates the mediation model for infant feeding.

Direct Paths
A= Infant feeding to sleep patterns
B= Infant feeding to parent-infant relationship
C= Parent-infant relationship to sleep patterns
Indirect Path
BC= Infant feeding to sleep patterns
Figure 5. Mediation model for research question 2 (infant feeding).
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H2.8: Continued breast-feeding, age began solid foods, and greater weight at 9
months are associated with more optimal sleep patterns.
H2.9: Continued breast-feeding, age began solid foods, and greater weight gain at
9 months are associated with higher scores on the maternal and paternal Quality of
Attachment subscale (parent-infant relationship).
H2.10: When controlling for scores on the maternal and paternal Quality of
Attachment subscale (parent-infant relationship), continued breast-feeding, age began
solid foods, and greater weight gain at 9-months are associated with more optimal sleep
patterns.
Parent variables. The following figures display the parent variables and list the
hypotheses: parental stress, parental depression, and sociodemographic status. Figure 6
demonstrates the mediation model for parental stress.

Direct Paths
A= Parental stress to sleep patterns
B= Parental stress to parent-infant relationship
C= Parent-infant relationship to sleep patterns
Indirect Path
BC= Parental stress to sleep patterns
Figure 6. Mediation model for research question 2 (parental stress).
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H2.11: Lower scores on Parental Stress Scale (maternal and paternal) are
associated with more optimal sleep patterns.
H2.12: Lower scores on Parental Stress Scale (maternal and paternal) are
associated with higher scores on the maternal and paternal Quality of Attachment
subscale (parent-infant relationship).
H2.13: When controlling for scores on the maternal and paternal Quality of
Attachment subscale (parent-infant relationship), lower scores on the Parental Stress
Scale (maternal and paternal) are associated with more optimal sleep patterns.
Figure 7 demonstrates the mediation model for parental depression.

Direct Paths
A= Parental depression to sleep patterns
B= Parental depression to parent-infant relationship
C= Parent-infant relationship to sleep patterns
Indirect Path
BC= Parental depression to sleep patterns

Figure 7. Mediation model for research question 2 (parental depression).
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H2.14: Lower scores on the Center for Epidemiological Studies-Depression Scale
(CES-D) (maternal and paternal) are associated with more optimal sleep patterns.
H2.15: Lower scores on the CES-D (maternal and paternal) are associated with
higher scores on the maternal and paternal Quality of Attachment subscale (parent-infant
relationship).
H2.16: When controlling for scores on the maternal and paternal Quality of
Attachment subscale (parent-infant relationship), lower scores on the CES-D (maternal
and paternal) are associated with more optimal sleep patterns.
Figure 8 demonstrates the mediation model for socio-demographic status.

Direct Paths
A= Sociodemographic status to sleep patterns
B= Sociodemographic status to parent-infant relationship
C= Parent-infant relationship to sleep patterns
Indirect Path
BC= Sociodemographic status to sleep patterns
Figure 8. Mediation model for research question 2 (sociodemographic status).
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H2.17: Higher equivalized income, social class, and maternal level of education
are associated with more optimal sleep patterns.
H2.18: Higher equivalized income, social class, and maternal level of education
are associated with higher scores on the maternal and paternal Quality of Attachment
subscale (parent-infant relationship).
H2.19: When controlling for scores on the maternal and paternal Quality of
Attachment subscale (parent-infant relationship), higher equivalized income, social class,
and maternal level of education are associated with more optimal sleep patterns.
Research question 2: Justification. With little research demonstrating the links
between the proposed infant characteristics (i.e., temperament, development, and feeding)
and sleep patterns in preterm infants, there is a clear gap in the literature. While there is
some strong evidence for a link between infant temperament and parental measures of
sleep difficulties (see Appendix A, Table A9), none of these studies included preterm
infants. With increased night waking, parents were more likely to describe their infant as
fussy/difficult (Halpern et al., 1994; Minde et al, 1993; Novosad et al., 1999; Schaefer,
1990), and it has been argued that these differences are associated with different parentinfant interactions, as parents with more negative interactions are more likely to perceive
their infant as having a difficult temperament (Sigman et al., 1989). There is a need for a
study investigating links between temperament, sleep patterns, and the parent-infant
relationship in infants born preterm.
Many studies have concluded that night waking is associated with breast-feeding,
in both full-term infants (DeLeon & Karraker, 2007; Galbally et al., 2013; Hayes et al.,
2011; Kaley et al., 2012; Morgan et al., 2004), and preterm infants (Wolke et al., 1995).
Yet Thomas (2000) found no significant difference in sleep patterns between these
groups. While the evidence appears to support the hypothesis that breast-feeding is
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associated with more night waking, the research available in infants born preterm is
limited. Morgan et al. (2004) found that breast-fed full-term infants were more likely to
sleep through the night at 9 months and 18 months if weaned before 12 weeks. This
study investigated whether the age the infant began solid foods was associated with sleep
patterns at 9 months of age.
Past research has found that certain maternal factors, notably stress, mental health,
and sociodemographic status (Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009), have an impact on
preterm infant sleep patterns. This has not been explored with an Irish population of
preterm infants. Additionally, there is a dearth of information on the impact of paternal
factors on infant sleep patterns, particularly in infants born preterm (Schwichtenberg,
Poehlmann, et al., 2011; Tikotzky & Sadeh, 2009). This lack of information was
addressed within this study.
Finally, a comparison of the factors that impact sleep patterns of early and late
preterm infants was not found in the literature. This was an identified gap investigated in
this study.
3. Is there an association between the parent-infant relationship and infant
sleep difficulties at 9-months and the parent-child relationship and sleep
difficulties at 3-years of age?
Figure 9 displays the path model for Research Question 3 and associated hypotheses.

Figure 9. Path model for research question 3.
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H3.1: There is an association between parent-infant relationship at 9 months and
parent-child relationship at 3 years.
H3.2: There is an association between infant sleep difficulties at 9 months and
sleep difficulties at 3 years.
H3.3: Parent-infant relationship at 9-months is associated with child sleep
difficulties at 3 years.
H3.4: Infant sleep difficulties at 9-months is associated with the parent-child
relationship at 3 years.
Research question 3: Justification. Schwichtenberg, Anders et al. (2011)
highlighted the need for research into sleep of infants born preterm to move beyond 24
months of age. With the GUI data set, data are available on infants to 3 years of age,
providing the opportunity to complete comparisons between infants when 9 months and 3
years of age.
Between the two data collection points of 2008/2009 and 2010/2011 the Republic
of Ireland experienced a significant unprecedented downturn in its economy, reflective of
a worldwide economic slowdown. The depth and breadth of the economic downturn may
have impacted many families involved in this study. This may have influenced findings
in Research Question 3.
Growing Up in Ireland Original Data Sources and Sampling
Data sources. GUI, the National Longitudinal Study of Children database was
utilized. It was the first survey of its kind undertaken in the Republic of Ireland and data
were collected on the same cohort of children at two data points, at 9 months of age and
at 3 years of age. Birth information was obtained at the 9-month old survey point
(Quail, Williams, McCrory, Murray, & Thornton, 2011b). Research Questions 1 and 2
focused on the 9-month old data set. Research Question 3 sought to compare sleep
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difficulties and the parent-infant/child relationship between the two data collection points.
The wording of questions relating to sleep difficulties and the parent-infant/child
relationship was sufficiently similar to allow for this comparison. The question phrasing
for each survey year and variable of interest is provided in Appendix B.
Sampling design. The sampling design for the 2008-2009 data collection point
(from infants when they were 9 months of age) involved the initial identification of an
appropriate sampling frame. When the original GUI study was developed, the Child
Benefit register in the Republic of Ireland was identified as the most up-to-date and fully
comprehensive listing of children living in Ireland. Child Benefit was paid each month in
respect of all children under the age of 16 years and was based on a universal social
welfare system. It was normally paid to the child’s mother or stepmother, or the child’s
father or stepfather who was living with and supporting the child. Child Benefit was
chosen as it was a unique administrative database in the Republic of Ireland and
contained a comprehensive up-to-date listing of all infants born (i.e., the relevant
population, and was in electronic format). For these reasons it was a suitable database for
the original GUI study to use.
Sampling methods. Children were included in the GUI study if they were born
between December 1, 2007 and June 30, 2008 and resided in Ireland at the time of data
collection. Based on this criterion, 41,185 children were included in the sampling frame
and it also included infants who were born to non-national families, a relatively recent
phenomenon in Ireland at that time. Data for 11,134 infants and their primary caregivers
were collected over the Wave 1 collection period. Interviews took place between
September 2008 and April 2009 when the infants were 9 months of age (Quail et al.,
2011b). The final sample was chosen using a simple systematic selection procedure
based on a random start and constant sampling fraction. The sample was selected on a
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payee systematic basis, prestratifying by marital status, county of residence, and
nationality of payee as well as number of children in the claim (Quail et al., 2011b). This
provided a countrywide representation of infants.
Data collection involved face-to-face interviews with the primary caregiver (i.e.,
the person who provided most care and who knew most about the study child, usually the
mother or mother figure) and the secondary caregiver (i.e., the spouse or partner of the
primary caregiver if resident, usually the child’s father or father figure). In order to
contact the family, information about the study was sent to the family of the infant in
advance of the first contact from the interviewer. Interviewers then made a first face-toface visit to the household to organize an appointment to return to conduct the interview
at a time convenient to the family. Inclusion in the study was on an opt-out basis.
Consent forms were signed by parent(s)/guardian(s) prior to the start of the interview.
When the survey was completed, the interviewer gave the primary caregiver a followup/tracing sheet. This tracing sheet recorded contact details of someone from outside the
household who would be able to assist the study team in contacting the family should
they move between the first and second interview.
The valid address response rate was 64.3% with a refusal rate of 22.0%. When
“No contact, despite call backs” was excluded, the final response rate was 70.2%. It
should also be noted that a separate supplementary sample of non-national children was
selected in the course of sampling. This was due to a poor response rate from nonnational infants and their families. They were selected as an independent subsample and
were included in the final data set to address the higher nonparticipation among nonnational families (Quail et al., 2011b).
Interviews for the Wave 2 data collection took place when the child was 3 years of
age, between January and August 2011. This involved returning to the same group of
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11,134 children at 3 years of age to find out how they had grown and how their lives had
changed over the intervening years. A total of 90% of the original sample of 9-month old
infants were successfully reinterviewed at 3 years of age (GUI, 2014).
Data weighting. The original data set of n = 11,134 was reweighted or
statistically adjusted to ensure the sample was the same as the population of N = 41,185
children from which it was drawn. A weighting factor was used to structurally adjust the
completed sample to reflect the population, whilst maintaining the total completed sample
size of 11,134 cases. This weighting factor was calculated using the 9-month old data set
of infants (Wave 1). When the 9-month old data set (Wave 1) and 3-year old data set
(Wave 2) were merged, it was recommended that the weighting factor calculated on the
Wave 1 data set be used (Quail et al., 2011b). The sample weights for the first phase of
the 9-month old cohort of the GUI data set were constructed by adjusting the distribution
of the sample from two sources. The first source was from tabulations, which were
prepared by the Central Statistics Office on the number and characteristics of children
(aged less than 1 year old) and their families from the 2006 census population in the
Republic of Ireland. This census was used as it provided the most up-to-date figures on
the distribution of children in the country (Quail et al., 2011b).
The second source was the Child Benefit Register from which the sample was
drawn. The system used for generating the sample weights was based on a minimum
information loss algorithm. This ensured that the distribution of cases in the collected
sample matched a set of control totals for the population. This method was based on an
iterative approach to the fitting of column marginal totals from the completed sample to
those of the population as a whole. The program used for generating the weights was
known as GROSS. It was developed by the ESRI in 1996 and has been used on all
survey work carried out by the ESRI since that time. The weighting factor can be used in
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significance testing (Quail et al., 2011a). As it was not clear whether the weighting factor
would make a difference to final analyses when using a subset of data, as in this study, it
was proposed that analyses would be completed on both unweighted and weighted data,
to ensure that trends in the data did not change. However, final analyses were completed
with unweighted data only, as AMOSTM would not accept the weighted data set.
Identification of Study Sources and Sample
Sampling methods and subjects. When original data collection took place in the
GUI study, the main interview with the primary caregiver asked questions about the
infant’s birth. This included gestational age at birth. The data set was filtered using this
question as the main cohort of interest was infants born preterm. Infants born full-term
were not of specific interest within this study, thus were not included in the final data set.
In characterizing the study sample for the current investigation, a point of 37 weeks was
used to identify infants born preterm, as recommended by the World Health Organization
(2013). This cut point resulted in a total number of cases of n = 737 cases. This was the
total number of preterm cases within the original GUI data set. It included all infants
born prior to 37-weeks gestation and included infants with low birth weight and other
medical/neurological conditions, in addition to being preterm.
Research Question 1 and Research Question 2 in this study used the total number
of n = 737 cases. Research Question 3 included data from preterm infants in Wave 1
(n = 737), matched with data from those same preterm infants when 3 years of age at
Wave 2. Specific details on data set use for research questions two and three are outlined
in the following paragraphs.
Research Question 2 in this study used structural equation modeling to investigate
the relationship between infant and parent characteristics (independent/exogenous
variables) and preterm infant sleep patterns at 9 months (dependent/endogenous
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variables). The mediating effect of the parent-infant relationship was also investigated
within Research Question 2. Initial examination of the preterm data set, using multiple
regression, indicated some significance between variables when stratified by late preterm
(34-36 weeks), n = 527 and all other preterm infants (25-35 weeks), n = 210. It was
concluded from these initial investigations that the parent-infant relationship might
influence the relationship between infant and parent characteristics and preterm infant
sleep patterns at 9 months of age.
A pictorial representation of the sampling strata, clusters and sample size for the
9-month old infant cohort is provided in Figure 10. The Wave 1 data set was used to
Research Questions 1 and 2.
Data from both Wave 1 (9-month old) and Wave 2 (3-year old) data sets were
required to answer Research Question 3. The Wave 1 and Wave 2 data sets were merged
using the merge option in SPSS (Gray & Kinnear, 2012). The matched file contained
11,134 cases with all the variables from Wave 1 (prefixed with “a”) and all the variables
from Wave 2 (prefixed with “b”). There were 9,793 valid cases in the Wave 2 data set.
Any variables in Wave 1 that did not have a matching variable in Wave 2, due to missing
cases in Wave 2, were identified as system missing. There was also an identifier variable
in Wave 2, which flagged the cases from Wave 1, which corresponded to cases in Wave 2
(Murray, Quail, McCrory, & Williams, 2013). This ensured that each case in Wave 1
was matched correctly with its follow-up data in Wave 2. To answer Research Question
3, data from four questions in the original data set were analyzed. They are outlined in
Table 2. A higher score in the Quality of Attachment subscale (Condon & Corkindale,
1998) suggested a stronger parent-infant relationship, and a higher score in the Child
Parent Relationship Scale-Short Form (Pianta, 1992) suggested a stronger parent-child
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Population of infants born in the Republic of Ireland between December 1st 2007 and June 30th 2008
N = 41,185

Sampling frame: Simple systematic selection procedure based on a random start and constant sampling fraction
(every 7th child was picked)
Selected on a systematic basis by payee. Pre-stratifyed by marital status, county of residence and nationality of payee, and
number of children in the claim
No noted exclusion criteria for parents with intellectual disability or otherwise unable to compelete interview

The samples for each of the seven months of fieldwork were selected independently from each relevant portion of the
Child Benefit Register
Group 1 – born 1st – 31st December 2007 – interviewed September/October 2008
Group 2 – born 1st – 31st January 2008 – interviewed October/November 2008
Group 3 – born 1st – 29th February 2008 – interviewed November/December 2008
Group 4 – born 1st – 31st March 2008 – interviewed December 2008/January 2009
Group 5 – born 1st – 30th April 2008 – interviewed January / February 2009
Group 6 – born 1st – 31st May 2008 – interviewed February / March 2009
Group 7 – born 1st – 30th June 2008 – interviewed March/ April 2009

Valid address response 64.3 per cent with a refusal rate of 22.0 per cent.
When ‘No contact, despite call backs’ excluded - valid contact response rate - 70.2 per cent
Reasons for not participating:
Unable to participate within fieldwork dates / Refused / Partially completed - will not compelete / Unable to participate
due to language* / other
*Interview offered in a wide range of languages
n= 11,134

Infants born before 37 weeks gestation within sampling frame (primary caregiver questionnaire (9-month old Wave 1
cohort)
n= 737

Preterm infants stratified by weeks preterm, giving two groups:
1. Late preterm (n=527)
2. Extremely, moderately, and very preterm (n=210)

Figure 10. Sampling frame and associated sample for 9 month (Wave 1) GUI dataset.
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Table 2
Questions Asked in Original Dataset That Apply to Research Question 3
Wave 1: 9-month old questions
1. Quality of Attachment subscale from the Maternal/Paternal Postnatal Attachment
Scale (Condon & Corkindale, 1998).
 Quality of Attachment total score: primary caregiver
 Quality of Attachment total score: secondary caregiver
2. (D.14). How much is < baby's > sleeping pattern or habits a problem for you?
1 = A large problem
2 = A moderate problem
3 = A small problem
4 = No problem at all
Wave 2: 3-year old questions
1. Quality of Parent-Child Relationship (Child Parent Relationship Scale-Short Form)
(Pianta, 1992).
 Positive Aspects subscale: primary caregiver
 Positive Aspects subscale: secondary caregiver
 Conflicts subscale: primary caregiver
 Secondary caregiver
2. (B.4). How much is < child's > sleeping patterns or habits a problem for you?
Would you say . . . (primary caregiver only).
1 = A large problem
2 = A moderate problem
3 = A small problem
4 = No problem at all

relationship. The coding system used in the original GUI data set was reversed for the
two questions outlined in Table 2. These are the original questions, before they were
recoded. These questions were: D.14. How much is < baby’s > sleeping pattern or habits
a problem for you? and B4. How much is < child’s > sleeping patterns or habits a
problem for you? Would you say. . . (primary caregiver only). The coding was reversed
to ensure that the measurement scale for all questions operated in the same direction.
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Variables
There were over 1,000 variables available for analysis between the two data sets
(9-month Wave 1 data set and 3-year old Wave 2 data set). The variables were chosen
for this study based on the transactional model of sleep-wake regulation (Goodlin-Jones
et al., 2000), and on literature findings relating to the variables of interest.
Parent-infant/child interaction. The parent-infant relationship was measured in
the original GUI study using the Quality of Attachment subscale from the
Maternal/Paternal Postnatal Attachment Scale (Condon & Corkindale, 1998). This
subscale was comprised of nine items from the 19 on the full scale. Questions asked
mothers and fathers about their feelings towards their infant and about themselves as
parents, such as patience in dealing with the infant and strength of affection. The number
of response categories varied between three and five, but all were rescored to range
between 1 and 5 before calculating a total score (Quail et al., 2011b). Final scoring
ranged from 9-45, with a higher score indicating a perceived higher level of attachment.
The parent-child relationship was measured in the original GUI study at 3 years
of age using the Child Parent Relationship Scale-Short Form (Pianta, 1992). The Pianta
CPR-S was a 15-item measure that reflected both positive and negative aspects of the
parent-child relationship. In this study, the measures from both primary and secondary
caregiver were investigated.
It is important to note that a different measurement tool was used at both age
groups (i.e., the Quality of Attachment subscale from Maternal/Paternal Postnatal
Attachment Scale (Condon & Corkindale, 1998) and the Child Parent Relationship ScaleShort Form (Pianta, 1992). It was a possibility that they did not measure the same thing
(i.e., parent-infant/child relationship) therefore caution was exercised when interpreting
results.
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Infant characteristics. Infant temperament was measured in the original GUI
study using the Infant Characteristics Questionnaire (ICQ) originally published by Bates
et al. (1979). It is a 24-item parent report instrument on infant temperament. This study
investigated the four subscales of this questionnaire reflecting infant temperament. These
included fussy/difficult, unadaptable, dull, and unpredictable. Responses ranged from 1
(very easy) to 7 (very difficult). For example, the first item on the instrument asked: How
easy or difficult is it for you to calm or soothe your baby when he/she is upset? A higher
score indicated a more difficult temperament (Bates et al., 1979).
Infant development was measured using the Ages and Stages Questionnaire
(ASQ), which was used in the original data set to measure infant development at 9
months (Bricker et al., 1999). The measure was developed as a means of monitoring
child development through parental report so that any indication of delay could be
investigated promptly. The five developmental domains on the ASQ represented the
variables of interest in this study. These included communication, gross motor, fine
motor, problem solving, and personal/social. The original questionnaire asked a range of
questions representing the 6, 8, 10, and 12-month questionnaires of the ASQ. The final
file did not contain data on the 6-month scores as most infants had passed these by 9
months of age. The total score and whether the infant passed the domain were available
for the 8, 10, and 12-month age ranges. For the purposes of this study, the total score for
each domain in the 10-month age range was used (Quail et al., 2011b) as this was the next
available age cut off from 9 months.
Three observed variables were identified from the original data set to represent
infant feeding. A standardized measurement tool was not used for measurement of this
latent variable in the original data set. The observed variables measured at the time of
data collection were the age infant ceased breast-feeding, the age infant began solid
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foods, and the infant’s weight at 9 months of age. Infant weight at 9 months was
measured using an SECA™ 835 portable electronic scale.
Parent characteristics. The Parental Stress Scale (Berry & Jones, 1995) was the
measurement tool used to determine primary and secondary caregiver parental stress
levels in GUI data collection. It was a self-report scale that assessed both the positive and
negative aspects of parenthood. This tool was comprised of four subscales: parental
rewards, parental stressors, lack of control, and parental satisfaction (Quail et al., 2011b).
The total parental stress score was used in this study. Total scores from both primary and
secondary caregiver were investigated.
To measure parental depression, the Center for Epidemiological Studies
Depression Scale (CES-D) was used in the original GUI study (DiClemente et al., 2005;
Radloff, 1977). It was a widely used self-report measure that was developed specifically
as a screening instrument for depression in the general population, as opposed to being a
diagnostic tool that measured the presence of clinical depression. GUI used the 8-item
short version of the CES-D and obtained a total score for both the primary and secondary
caregiver (Quail et al., 2011b).
The original study collected data on income, household size, and structure. These
were combined to create an equivalized income variable. The equivalized income
variable was weighted so that meaningful comparisons could be made between
households. This “weight” was achieved by using an equivalence scale to assign weight
to each household member. The equivalence scales assigned a weight of 1 to the first
adult in the household, 0.66 to each subsequent adult (aged 14+ years and living in the
household) and 0.33 to each child (aged less than 14 years). The sum of these weights in
each household gave the household’s equivalized size (i.e., the size of the household in
adult equivalents). Disposable household income was recorded as total gross household
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income less statutory deductions of income tax and social insurance contributions.
Household equivalized income was then calculated as disposable household income
divided by equivalized household size. This gave a measure of household disposable
income that had been equivalized to account for the differences in size and composition
of households in terms of the number of adults and children they contained (Quail et al.,
2011b). For the purposes of this study, the equivalized income in deciles was used in
calculations.
Household social class of the primary and secondary caregivers was derived from
their occupation. In the original survey, both caregivers (where relevant) were asked to
provide details on their occupation. On this basis, it was possible to generate a social
class classification for both primary and secondary caregivers. The classifications used
were based on those used by the Irish Central Statistics Office in the Republic of Ireland,
which had seven categories. These were professional managers, managerial and
technical, nonmanual, skilled manual, semiskilled, unskilled, and all others gainfully
occupied and unknown. As it was an ordered scale and not just categories, one class
could be viewed as “higher” than another. The household’s social class was then
calculated as the highest social class category of both partners in the household (as
relevant). In the GUI summary guide, this was referred to as the dominance criterion.
Households where both caregivers were currently inactive and had not held any previous
employment in the past were classed as “validly no social class” as they had no
occupation code from which to classify their social class (Quail et al., 2011b).
To measure maternal level of education, the primary caregiver was asked to give
the highest level of education that they had completed. It was coded from 1 being no
formal education through to 13, which was doctoral level of education.
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Sleep. Past studies using the transactional model of sleep to investigate sleep
patterns of infants born preterm used four measures: daytime naps, nighttime waking,
sleep per sleep-wake cycle, and diurnal sleep pattern (Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann,
2009; Schwichtenberg, Poehlmann et al., 2011). This study used the same four measures
of preterm infant sleep patterns at 9 months of age. Daytime naps, nighttime waking, and
sleep per sleep-wake cycle were found to be measurable using the GUI data set.
However, almost all infants born preterm in this data set had a diurnal sleep pattern by 9
months of age. In this study, nighttime sleep replaced diurnal sleep pattern as the fourth
variable.
Sleep difficulties in this study were measured using parent’s perception of their
child’s sleep. The original GUI study asked parents whether they considered their infant
or child’s sleeping habits or patterns a problem.
Variables and their relationship to the theoretical model are pictured in Figures 1
and 2. Table 3 illustrates the variables of interest, their relationship to the study design,
and how they were measured. Appendix C provides verbatim wording for the research
question related to each variable utilized from the GUI longitudinal study.
Data Analysis
Missing data and data cleaning. Missing data within the GUI data set were
minimized through constant observations of the data gathering process while out in the
field (Quail et al., 2011a). However, there was still missing data that had to be accounted
for. Prior to data analysis, the data set was cleaned, taking account of missing data, as
well as outliers, homoscedasticity, skewness, and kurtosis. While missing data could be
replaced with estimated means (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007), maximum likelihood was
the recommended approach to use within structural equation modeling (Hoyle, 2012).
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Table 3
Constructs, Variables, Measurement, and Relationship to Study Design

Construct
Preterm

Variable
Preterm infant (asked of
primary caregiver)

Measurement
Two-category ordinal measure
(a) 1-36 weeks, (b) 37 weeks+

Infant characteristics:
Infant development (ASQ:
Asked of primary caregiver)

Communication

Ordinal Likert Scale-was treated
As interval
Ordinal Likert Scale-was treated
As interval
Ordinal Likert Scale-was treated
As interval
Ordinal Likert Scale-was treated
As interval
Ordinal Likert Scale-was treated
As interval

Gross motor
Fine motor
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Problem solving
Personal/social

Infant temperament (ICQ)

Fussy/difficult
Unadaptable
Dull

Feeding (asked of primary
caregiver)

Ordinal Likert Scale-was treated
As interval
Ordinal Likert Scale-was treated
As interval
Ordinal Likert Scale-was treated
As interval

Age ceased breast-feeding Interval (days)
Age began solid foods
Interval (days)
Weight 9 months
Interval

Relationship to study design,
associated research question
Research Q2 and Q3-Filter variable
(9 months and 3 years)
Research Q2-Independent variable
(9 months). This related to the full
SEM model that formed the basis of
Research Q2. These were all 5-point
Likert scales that were treated as
interval level of measurement

Table 3 - continued

Construct
Parent characteristics:
Parent factors

Variable

Measurement
Interval
1 = lowest
2 = 2nd
3 = 3rd
4 = 4th
5 = 5th
6 = 6th
7 = 7th
8 = 8th
9 = 9th
10 = 10th

Social class (asked of
primary and secondary
Caregiver)

Interval
1 = Professional workers
2 = Managerial and technical
3 = Nonmanual
4 = Skilled manual
5 = Semiskilled
6 = Unskilled
7 = All others gainfully occupied
and unknown
8 = Never worked at all-no class
9 = Employment status unknown

Maternal level of education

1 = No formal education
2 = Primary education
3 = Lower secondary
4 = Upper secondary
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Equivalized income (asked
of primary and secondary
Caregiver)

Relationship to study design,
associated research question
Research Q2-Independent variables
(9 months). This related to the full
SEM model that formed the basis of
Research Q2

Table 3 – continued

Construct

Variable
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Measurement
5 = Technical or vocational
6 = Both upper secondary and
Technical
7 = Nondegree
8 = Primary degree
9 = Professional qualification
(of status at least)
10 = Both a degree and a
professional qualification
11 = Postgraduate certificate
or diploma
12 = Postgraduate degree (masters)
13 = Doctorate

Primary caregiver stress
(Parental Stress Scale)

Ordinal Likert Scale-was treated
as interval

Secondary caregiver stress
(Parental Stress Scale)

Ordinal Likert Scale-was treated
as interval

Primary caregiver depression
(CES-Depression Scale)

Ordinal Likert Scale-was treated
as interval

Secondary caregiver depression Ordinal Likert Scale-was treated
(CES-D Depression Scale)
as interval

Relationship to study design,
associated research question

Table 3 – continued

Construct
Parent-infant/child
relationship:
Parent-infant interaction
(Quality of Attachment
subscale of Maternal/
Paternal Postnatal
Attachment Scale)

Variable

Measurement

Parent-infant relationship
(primary caregiver)

Ordinal Likert Scale-was treated
as interval

Research Q2-Mediating variable
(9 months). This related to the full
SEM model that formed the basis
of Research Q2

Parent-infant relationship
(secondary caregiver)

Ordinal Likert Scale-was treated
as interval

Research Q3-Independent and
dependent variable. This related to
the panel model that formed the
basis of Research Q3

Parent-child relationship
(primary caregiver)

Ordinal Likert Scale-was treated
as interval

Parent-child relationship
(secondary caregiver)

Ordinal Likert Scale-was treated
as interval

Research Q3-Independent and
dependent variable. This related to
the panel model that formed the
basis of Research Q3

Daytime naps

Interval (hours)

Nighttime waking

Interval
1 = Never
2 = Occasionally
3 = Most nights
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Parent-child interaction

Sleep patterns:
Sleep patterns

Relationship to study design,
associated research question

Research Q1 and Q2-Dependent
variable (9 months)

Table 3 – continued

Construct
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Sleep difficulties (at 9
months and 3 years-primary
and secondary caregivers

Variable

Measurement
4 = Every night
5 = More than once per night
8 = Refusal
9 = Don't know

Sleep per sleep-wake cycle

Interval (hours sleep)

Diurnal sleep (nighttime sleep)

Interval (hours sleep)

Sleep a problem

Interval
1 = A large problem
2 = A moderate problem
3 = A small problem
4 = No problem at all
8 = Refusal
9 = Don't know

Note. SEM = structural equation model.

Relationship to study design,
associated research question

Research Q2-Independent/dependent
variable. This is related to the panel
model that formed the basis of
Research Q3

It was also a method that assumed normality, but was robust even when there were some
violations (Kolenic & Plegue, 2013). Maximum likelihood estimation was used by
AmosTM in this study to calculate missing values. The Sobel test (Kline, 2011; Soper,
2014) was then used instead of bootstrapping to calculate whether a significant difference
existed between direct and indirect effects (i.e., between each of the exogenous factors
and sleep variables) before and after the mediator was introduced. In order to use
bootstrapping through AmosTM , missing data from the original dataset needed to be
eliminated prior to entry into AmosTM . Bootstrapping was not used in this study analyses
as a result.
The two databases (9-month old, Wave 1; and 3-year old, Wave 2) were obtained
via the ESRI based in the Republic of Ireland as an Anonymised Microdata File (AMF).
These data sets were cleaned by staff in the ESRI and were ready for use on SPSS™
version 20. Cleaning included coding of data. Original data collection was completed
using a Computer Assisted Personal Interview (CAPI). This consisted mainly of closed
questions that included an extensive range and cross-variable consistency checks. This
meant that most coding and data checking were effectively dealt with as the interview
took place. In cases where open questions were needed in order to capture the verbatim
responses that would have been difficult to precode, these were coded into separate
categorical variables after the interview was completed. When editing the data, regular
checks were carried out on the data as it was returned from the field and inconsistencies
dealt with (Quail et al., 2011b).
Prior to analysis of Research Question 3, the databases for the two waves were
merged to ensure that all required variables existed in one database for each wave. The
two data sets were merged or stacked, with two observations for each family, one from
each wave. Preliminary analyses of frequency counts were performed using the
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recommended weighting variable and compared with the frequency counts published by
the GUI research team in 2013. This confirmed accuracy in the merging process of the
two datasets and use of correct weighting variable. This weighting was not followed
through in the final analyses, as the statistical package AMOSTM did not recognize the
weighting variable. By not using the weighting variable, any generalization of results to
the population had to be completed with caution. This is because the weighting variable
adjusted the dataset to reflect the larger population (Quail et al., 2011b). This study
followed the recommended naming convention for use with both datasets. This was
referred to as Convention B within the GUI documentation and essentially was a
longitudinal naming convention with topic-based names harmonized across both waves.
Variables asked in both waves principally had the same variable name for Wave 1
and Wave 2, with the exception of one character, which represented the wave to which
they related (e.g., variable name for sleep pattern or habits a problem was apc2B4 at 9
months and bpc2B4 at 3 years). This naming convention was developed to facilitate
cross-wave comparison and longitudinal analysis and it reduced syntax error during
analyses.
Coding and editing. The original GUI data collection used CAPI questionnaires.
They were mainly closed questions and the program included extensive range and crossvariable consistency checks. Hard edit consistency checks referred to cross-variable
consistency checks, which were resolved by the interviewer in the field at the time of
administration. Until the interviewer resolved the inconsistency it was not possible to
continue administering the questionnaire. When soft edit consistency checks were
completed an apparent inconsistency was signaled, or an extreme value from a
respondent’s answer to a question or set of questions was flagged. The extreme value
may or may not be correct. If the interviewer administering the survey felt that it was a
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valid value, albeit extreme, they could suppress the soft edit checks and continue
administering the survey. In terms of editing the data, regular checks were carried out on
the data as it was returned from the field and inconsistencies dealt with (Quail et al.,
2011b).
Missing values. In the GUI data set, some parents responded with “Don’t Know”
or “Refused.” These responses were identified as missing and it was not necessary to
recode them as missing values.
Power analysis. When maximum likelihood estimation is implemented, the N:q
rule of thumb for understanding relationship between sample size and the proposed model
is recommended. The minimum sample size in a structural equation model (SEM)
framework is calculated by understanding the ratio of cases (N) to the parameters
estimated by the model (q). A ratio of 20:1 is considered ideal and a ratio of 10:1 is also
considered acceptable (Kolenic & Plegue, 2013). Prior to completion of the full SEM
proposed in this research, both factor analysis to confirm latent variables and observable
variables, and multiple regression to confirm relationships between variable was
completed. At that point, the number of confirmed parameters was then used to calculate
the necessary sample size for the SEM. It is recommended that a sample size of at least
200 be used. A sample size of fewer than 100 is only acceptable for use with simple
models (Kolenic & Plegue, 2013). With n = 737 preterm infant cases available in the
GUI data set, there were enough cases to complete calculations using a full SEM model.
Structural equation modeling. Structural equation modeling was the statistical
method of choice within this study. It was chosen as it is a collection of statistical
techniques that allows the examination of more than one independent variable and more
than one dependent variable. This was the case with the inclusion of multiple
independent variables and multiple dependent variables in the transactional model of
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sleep tested in this study. A further strength of this statistical method is the ability to test
latent variables (i.e., a factor that is not directly measured, but assessed by a number of
other variables).
The first step in structural equation modeling is to identify a theoretical model, in
this case the transactional model of sleep-wake regulation. Research questions and
hypotheses were created based on the theoretical framework to test relationships
represented by the model. As a statistical method, SEM allows questions to be answered
that involve multiple regression analyses of factors. Structural equation analysis
combines exploratory factor analysis with multiple regression (Tabachnick & Fidell,
2007).
In this study, factor analysis was then used to confirm that the observed variables
satisfactorily represented the latent construct as outlined in Table 3. This is known as the
measurement model. Multiple regression was then used to establish whether a mediation
relationship existed between the observed variables. A simple mediation relationship is
outlined in Figure 11.

Mediator Variable
A

B

Dependent
Variable

Independent
Variable
C

Figure 11. Simple mediator relationship with independent and dependent variable.

The use of multiple regression in this analysis was based on Baron and Kenny
(1986) requirements that must be met in order to form a true mediation relationship. The
steps involved in this analysis were as follows:
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Step 1. Regress the dependent variable on the independent variable. Completing
this regression analysis confirmed that the independent variable was a significant
predictor of the dependent variable.
Step 2. Regress the mediator on the independent variable. This confirmed that the
independent variable was a significant predictor of the mediator. If the mediator was not
associated with the independent variable, then it was not possible for a mediating
relationship to exist.
Step 3. Regress the dependent variable on both the mediator and the independent
variable. Completing this step confirmed that the mediator was a significant predictor of
the dependent variable while controlling for the independent variable. If there was a
mediating relationship, Step 3 demonstrated that when the mediator and the independent
variable were simultaneously used to predict the dependent variable, the previously
significant path between the independent variable and the dependent variable (Step 1)
was greatly reduced, and perhaps not significant at all.
Step 4 was recommended by Kenny (2013), which states that in order to establish
that the mediator completely mediates the independent/dependent variable relationship,
the effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable, controlling for the
mediator should be zero. Complete mediation occurs when the independent variable no
longer affects the dependent variable when the mediator is introduced. Partial mediation
occurs when the first three steps are met but the fourth step is not. It occurs when the
path between the independent variable and the dependent variable is reduced in absolute
size (but not equal to zero) when the mediator is introduced.
Although Baron and Kenny (1986) stated each of the steps in terms of
significance testing, use of zero and nonzero coefficients is now recommended. Because
trivially small coefficients can be statistically significant with large sample sizes and very
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large coefficients can be nonsignificant with small sample sizes, the steps should not be
defined in terms of statistical significance (Kenny, 2013).
In this study there were two mediating variables, that of maternal-infant
relationship and paternal-infant relationship. When there are two mediating variables,
indirect effects are of concern and must be accounted for. If it is assumed that the
indirect effects are not part of the hypotheses, then they are not of concern. This was
clarified during statistical analyses.
The next step in the process was to run a full SEM, taking account of both latent
and observed variables. Structural equation modeling was conducted using the AMOSTM
statistical package for use with SPSS™.
Research question 2. Research Question 2 was addressed using a full SEM. A
full SEM consists of a measurement model and path model. The measurement model
specifies the relationship between observed variables and the latent variables. The path
model hypothesizes the causal relationships among the latent variables. Using the full
SEM model has the advantage of isolating measurement error. This allows for stronger
predictive power between factors (Kolenic & Plegue, 2013). This model is outlined in
Figure 12.
Figure 12 shows eight latent variables. These are infant sleep patterns, parentinfant relationship, infant temperament, infant development, infant feeding, parental
stress, parental depression, and sociodemographic status. Each of these latent variables
was defined by observed, measurable variables. These measured variables were data
collected in the original GUI data set. The latent variables were conceptualized using
past literature and were confirmed by factor analysis of the observed variables. The
infant and parent variables were the independent or exogenous variables. The sleep
variables were the dependent or endogenous variables. Two parent-infant relationship
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Figure 12. Full structural equation model for research question 2.

variables were the mediator variables. These were the maternal-infant relationship and
the paternal-infant relationship. As identified in the transactional model of sleep, the
parent-infant relationship can have a mediating role in the association between
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infant/parent variables and sleep variables. This model shows the parent-infant
relationship as a mediator between each of the infant/parent characteristics and sleep
patterns. The direct relationship between each of the infant/parent characteristics and
sleep patterns is not shown.
Research question 3. A panel model was used to test this research question and
related hypotheses. Panel models are often used to assess concepts that are measured
repeatedly over time (Kolenic & Plegue, 2013; Voelkle, Oud, Davidov, & Schmidt,
2012). The diagram in Figure 13 indicates that both sleep difficulties and parentinfant/child relationship was measured at two time points: age 9 months and age 3 years.
The exogenous variables sleep difficulties 9m and parent-infant relationship 9m were
correlated, which was assumed. Also, the error terms for sleep difficulties 3y and parentchild relationship 3y were correlated. This is a theoretical choice, based on the
transactional model of sleep, which was tested empirically.

Figure 13. Panel model for research question 3.

The path between sleep difficulties 9m and sleep difficulties 3y was labeled a and
the path between parent-infant relationship 9m and parent-infant relationship 3y was
labeled b. These paths were known as stability coefficients as they represented how
stable these concepts were when measured over time.
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The path between parent-infant relationship 9m and sleep difficulties 3y was
labeled c and between sleep difficulties 9m and parent-child relationship 3y was labeled
d. These paths were cross-lagged effects and were the paths of interest within this path
model. Path c represented how much the parent-infant relationship at 9 months
influenced later sleep difficulties at 3 years, and path d represented how much sleep
difficulties at 9 months influenced later parent-infant relationships at 3 years. Results
demonstrated which of these paths were meaningful and which were stronger.
The model was fit using standard maximum likelihood estimation and
standardized results were also requested.
Goodness of fit. After performing the full SEM, a number of goodness of fit
measures was reported. These measures are explained in the section Fit Indices below.
When the model was fit, the covariance matrix for the observed items in the model is
trying to be reproduced. There are k(k+1)/2 elements in a covariance matrix, with k as
the number of observed items (indicators) in the model. k in the full SEM (Figure 12)
was calculated by adding up all of the observed variables. At the moment there are 24
observed variables. Thus in this model, 24(24+1)/2 = 300 sample moments were
calculated. These sample moments represent the amount of information available in the
model (Kolenic & Plegue, 2013).
Degrees of freedom. The degrees of freedom calculated for a fitted model were
based on the amount of information available and the number of parameters that were
estimated by the model. The degrees of freedom were equal to the sample moments
minus the number of parameters (Kolenic & Plegue, 2013). This was calculated once the
SEM was confirmed.
Fit indices. Fit indices use degrees of freedom, sample moments, and number of
parameters to establish the plausibility of the fitted model. They were as follows:
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1. Chi-square test. The model versus saturated Chi-square test compared the fitted
model with a saturated model that did not have any degrees of freedom. The null
hypothesis was that the model fits (i.e., that the model reproduces the covariance
matrix), while the alternative hypothesis was that the model did not fit, that the
model did not reproduce the covariance matrix. The p > chi2 needed to be greater
than .05.
2. Comparative fit index (CFI). The fitted model was compared to a null model that
assumed there was no relationship among the measured terms. The CFI value
represented how much better the fitted model fitted than the null model. A CFI
value greater than .9 or .95 was looked for.
3. Root mean squared error of approximation (RMSEA). The RMSEA penalizes a
fitted model for unnecessary parameters. This has to do with the complexity of
the model. RMSEA values of less than .05 indicate a good fit while RMSEA
values of between .05 and .08 indicate a reasonably close fitting model. The 90%
confidence interval was also reported and investigated.
4. Parsimony ratio (PRATIO). This refers to the parsimony of the model. The
complexity of the model is taken into account in the assessment of model fit.
Scores closer to 1 indicate better model fit (Byrne, 2010).
5. Akaike information criterion/Bayesian information criterion (AIC/BIC). While it
is not a useful measure of fit on its own, AIC/BIC are used to compare models
that have the same set of variables but different relationships. Models with
smaller AIC and BIC values are preferred (Kolenic & Plegue, 2013). The BIC
value was reported in this study.
6. Hoelter. This statistic differs substantially from those previously discussed as it
focuses on adequacy of sample size, rather than on model fit. It suggests that a
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value in excess of 200 is indicative of a model that adequately represents the
sample data.
7. Conclusions on model fit. Even if a Chi-square statistic is significant, the CFI and
RMSEA can also be used to suggest some good model fit.
Modification indices are used to identify paths that may be contributing to poor
model fit. They are used iteratively to identify the most parsimonious model that meets
model fit criteria for CFI, RMSEA, and PRATIO. It is recommended that all of the above
indices are reported whenever possible. It is noted that the different fit statistics are not
always available depending on the model construction and the type of regression analysis
employed. In this study, AIC was not available.
Limitations
Controlling for threats to internal validity. There were several threats that
needed to be discussed: selection factors, instrumentation, and history relating to use of a
secondary data set. Additionally, threats relating to use of SEM needed to be addressed.
These include theoretical issues and practice issues.
Secondary dataset. When using a secondary dataset, the fact that the research
questions must fit existing data was a limitation that needed be accounted for. Steps
taken to minimize this limitation included the researcher gaining a clear understanding of
how variables were measured in the original data set. This was achieved through
reviewing all summary reports and background information relating to the GUI study, as
recommended by Bibb (2007).
In addition, the sleep pattern and difficulties variables were measured using parent
report in the original study. While a concern, it was also noted that a parent’s perception
of the sleep pattern/difficulty was very important, regardless of how it was measured by
medical professionals. A parent’s perception of their infant’s sleep is their reality and
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must be addressed as such (Davis et al., 2004). Limitations to using primary and
secondary caregiver reports on sleep patterns was acknowledged, but could not be
controlled for beyond reporting this limitation.
Instrumentation threats arise when the tool used to measure the variables of
interest is not valid and reliable. GUI published its survey questions, and the face validity
of the questions had been established. The use of definitions from the transactional
model of sleep further strengthened the construct validity of variable measurement in the
study.
The threat of history arises when events occurring during the study period
potentially affect the ability to draw conclusions from the results. In this study, health
policy factors, prevalence of preterm birth, and family sociodemographics related to a
national recession changed between the two study periods of 2008-2009 and 2011. These
changes were of interest in the interpretation of the results, and contributed to drawing
conclusions about potential differences between the two samples, particularly in Research
Question 3.
Within the GUI data set, parent-infant relationship at 9 months of age was
measured as the parent perception of attachment with their infant, using the Quality of
Attachment subscale from the Maternal/Paternal Postnatal Attachment Scale (Condon &
Corkindale, 1998). The parent-child relationship at 3 years of age was measured using
the Child Parent Relationship Scale-Short Form (Pianta, 1992). This was potentially a
limitation, given two different measurement tools were used at different age groups to
measure the same construct within the study.
The GUI data set did not use a standardized measurement tool to gather
information on infant sleep. Parents were asked individual questions which were
identified for this study based on past research.
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In order to determine whether the parent-infant relationship would be best
considered as a mediator or a moderator, Chi-square analyses was completed to examine
the relative strength of the relationship between infant and parent characteristics and
sleep. Baron and Kenny (1986) indicated that if the relationship between the primary
predictor and criterion variables was strong, mediator analyses were recommended.
Structural equation modeling. Theoretical issues relate to its use as a
confirmatory technique rather than exploratory. One must have prior knowledge of, or
hypotheses about potential relationships among variables (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007).
This was achieved in this study through the use of the transactional model of sleep, which
guided identification of variables, variable relationships, as well as research question and
hypothesis creation.
Sample size and missing data were another potential limitation with structural
equation modeling. As SEM is based on covariances, parameter estimates, and Chisquare tests of fit were very sensitive to sample size (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Use of
a large sample size, calculated with rules of thumb kept in mind, helped minimize this
limitation.
Multivariate normality and outliers were also accounted for when using SEM, as
most of the estimation techniques assumed multivariate normality. Prior to data analysis,
data were screened for univariate outliers, with skewness and kurtosis of the measured
variables examined as recommended by Tabachnick and Fidell (2007).
Controlling for threats to statistical conclusion validity. The use of a
secondary data set, where variables may be statistically analyzed in such a way that was
not originally planned for, may suggest a threat to statistical conclusion validity (Polit &
Beck, 2012). In order to minimize this risk, in so far as possible, all variables were
represented with respect to their original definition in the GUI data collection.
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Protection of Human Subjects
The data for this study were from publically available, existing databases
available from the ESRI in the Republic of Ireland, and therefore met the criteria
according to the Office of Human Research Protections regulations for exempt human
subjects research. The research, however, was submitted to the Virginia Commonwealth
University Institutional Review Board to obtain appropriate and necessary review to
ensure that the research met all human subjects protection requirements.
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Chapter Four: Results

Seven hundred and thirty-seven infants included in the original GUI data set met
the inclusion criteria to be enrolled as subjects. There were 210 infants born early
preterm (between 25-weeks and 33-weeks gestation), while 527 infants were born late
preterm (over 34-weeks and under 37-weeks gestation). These two groups were used
throughout analyses. Demographic information for the sample at 9 months of age is
presented in Table 4.
Table 4
Number and Gender of Preterm Infants Divided Into Two Categories

Gender
Male

Early preterm
N
%
118
56.2

Late preterm
n
%
272
51.5

N
390

Female
Total

92
210

255
527

347
737

43.8
28.5

48.4
71.5

Total
%

100

The breakdown for gender was more evenly distributed in the late preterm group,
with 51.5% male and 48.4% female. The breakdown was not as evenly distributed in the
early preterm group, with more male (56.2%) and fewer female infants (43.8.0%). A
Chi-square test was performed and no relationship was found between gender and level of
prematurity Χ² (1, N = 737) = 1.263, p = .261.
The demographic information for primary caregivers across both preterm groups
shows their mean age at just over 30 years for both groups (Table 5). Almost all of the
primary caregivers were female, at 99% for both groups and a Fisher’s Exact Test found
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Table 5
Sample Characteristics for Primary and Secondary Caregiver

Primary caregiver:
Age, mean year
95% CI

Early preterm
(n = 210)

Late preterm
(n = 527)

Pearson
t
chi-square

31.7
(30.9, 32.5)
n (%)

31.6
(31.1, 32.1)
n (%)

25.5

2 (1.0)
208 (99.0)

1 (0.2)
526 (99.8)

Relationship study infant
Parent

210 (100.0)

527 (100.0)

Citizen of Ireland
Yes
No
Secondary caregiver:
Age, mean year
95% CI

.378

.197

Gender
Male
Female

Ethnic/cultural background
Irish
Any other White
Background
African or any other
Black background
Chinese or any other
Asian background
Other-including mixed
Background

a

p-value

3.4
169 (80.9)

408 (78.0)

24 (11.5)

68 (13.0)

10 (4.8)

24 (4.6)

4 (1.9)

21 (4.0)

2 (1.0)

2 (.4)

a

.49

.69
168 (80.0)
42 (20.0)

412 (78.3)
114 (21.7)

34.9
(34.0, 35.9)
n (%)

35.0
(34.4, 35.5)
n (%)

35.1

a

172 (98.9)
2 (1.1)

448 (99.8)
1 (0.2)

Relationship study infant
Parent

174 (100.0)

449 (100.0)
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b

a

b

.367

.19

Gender
Male
Female

a

a

b

Table 5 - continued
Early preterm
(n = 210)
n (%)
Ethnic/cultural background
Irish
Any other White
Background
African or any other
Black background
Chinese or any other
Asian background
Other, including mixed
Background
Citizen of Ireland
Yes
No
a
b
t

Late preterm
(n = 527)
n (%)

Pearson
chi-square
4.1

124 (77.0)
24 (14.9)

298 (75.6)
60 (71.4)

8 (5.0)

18 (4.6)

3 (1.9)

7 (4.2)

2 (1.2)

1 (0.3)

p-value

a

.398

.494
129 (80.6)
31 (19.4)

a

b

306 (77.7)
88 (22.3)

Likelihood ratio
Fisher's Exact Test
As some cells had less than the minimal count, Pearson Chi-square Tests were not reported.

no significant difference in gender across groups (p = .197). All primary caregivers were
the infants’ parents (n = 737). Therefore, it can be concluded that almost all primary
caregivers were the infants’ mothers.
The ethnic/cultural background of the primary caregiver was very similar for both
groups. The percentage breakdown showed that the majority of primary caregivers in the
early preterm (80.9%) and the late preterm (78.0%) group were of Irish background, with
a smaller representation from other White backgrounds (11.5% early preterm, 13% late
preterm), African or other Black (4.8% early preterm, 4.6% late preterm), and Chinese
(1.9% early preterm, 0.4% late preterm). The Fisher’s Exact Test showed no significant
difference in ethnic/cultural backgrounds between the early and late preterm groups
(p = .49). Additionally, the majority of primary caregivers in both the early (80.0%) and
late preterm groups (78.3%) were Irish citizens, with no significant difference between
groups (p = .69). Table 5 includes all infants born in the Republic of Ireland at the time
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of data collection. The different ethnic/cultural backgrounds refer to those of the infants’
parents.
A total of n = 623 preterm infant cases were found to have a secondary caregiver
present. The mean age of secondary caregivers was slightly higher than primary
caregivers at almost 35 years in both the early and late preterm groups. As expected,
almost all secondary caregivers were male (early preterm 98.9%, late preterm 99.8%) and
were a parent of the study infant. Additional demographic information for the secondary
caregiver reflected that of the primary caregiver, with no significant difference found
between the early and late preterm groups on age, gender, ethnic cultural background or
citizenship of Ireland. It should also be noted that the categories used in Table 5 reflect
those used at the time of data collection in the original GUI dataset.
Table 6 shows that while there was no significant difference between the early and
late preterm group in temperament scores, the Mann Whitney U Test revealed a
statistically significant difference in scores across all five areas of development
(p < .001), as measured by the Ages and Stages Questionnaire (Bricker et al., 1999). The
other statistically significant different variables in both groups were infant age when they
began having solid foods regularly (U = 42279.5, p < .001) and the weight of the infant at
9 months (U = 36256.5, p < .001). The age at which infants began solid foods and their
weight at 9 months did not appear to be adjusted for level of prematurity in the original
GUI dataset. The only other two variables that had a statistically significant difference
between the early and late preterm groups were the paternal-infant relationship
(U = 27405.0, p < .05 ) and nighttime waking as measured by the primary caregiver
(U = 48385.0, p < .05).
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Table 6
Infant, Child, and Parent Characteristics
Early preterm
(n = 210)
Mean
n^
Rank

Late preterm
(n = 527)
Mean
n^
rank

Infant characteristics:
Temperament
Fussy-difficult
Unadaptable
Dull
Unpredictable

209
209
209
209

375.97
357.66
351.62
360.24

527
527
527
527

Development
Gross motor
Fine motor
Communication
Personal-social
Problem solving

209
205
209
205
199

304.59
280.43
289.07
292.02
286.97

Feeding
Age ceased breast-feeding
Age began solid foods
Weight 9 months

123
201
207

Parent characteristics:
Depression
Depression-PCG
Depression-SCG

U

p-value

365.54
372.8
375.19
371.78

53509.5
52806.5
51543.5
53345.0

.547
.382
.502
.502

526
515
524
519
507

393.10
392.37
398.08
390.34
379.61

41714.5
36373.5
38470.5
38750.0
37208.0

.000*
.000*
.000*
.000*
.000*

190.69
402.65
279.15

232
512
524

171.27
339.08
400.31

12707.0
42279.5
36256.5

.089
.000*
.000*

208
158

359.81
280.68

511
387

360.08
269.86

53104.5
29359.0

.987
.436

Stress
Stress-PCG
Stress-SCG

206
158

361.82
265.98

525
395

367.64
281.41

53214.5
29464.0

.737
.304

Sociodemographics
Equivalized income
Social class
Level of education

194
210
161

329.39
378.8
270.93

484
527
394

343.55
365.1
280.89

44987.0
53277.5
30578.5

.392
.422
.502

Parent-infant relationship
Maternal-infant relationship
Paternal-infant relationship

209
159

369.5
302.64

525
395

366.7
267.38

54443.5
27405.0

.869
.006**
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Table 6 - continued

Parent-child relationship
Maternal-child relationship
(positive)
Maternal-child relationship
(conflict)
Paternal-child relationship
(positive)
Paternal-child relationship
(conflict)
Sleep characteristics:
Sleep patterns
Daytime naps
Nighttime waking
Nighttime sleep
Sleep difficulties 9 months
(maternal)
Sleep difficulties 9 months
(paternal)
Sleep difficulties 3 years
(maternal)

Early preterm
(n = 210)
Mean
n^
rank

Late preterm
(n = 527)
Mean
n^
rank

179

325.86

440

178

304.85

129

U

p-value

303.55

36541.0

.126

440

311.38

38332.5

.680

224.05

322

226.78

20517.0

.836

131

224.23

321

227.43

20727.5

.813

209
209
209
209

382.5
336.51
364.49
353.11

527
526
527
527

362.95
380.51
370.09
374.6

52146.5
48385.0
54232.5
51855.0

.237
.009**
.740
.116

159

266.32

395

282.0

29625.0

.212

180

320.39

443

308.47

38306.0

.303

*p < .001; **p < .05; ^ number of cases with available data from original data set.

Research Question 1
What are the daytime and nighttime sleep patterns in Irish infants born preterm
when 9 months of age?
Sleep patterns were analyzed using categorical data analysis. The grouping of
preterm status by categories of sleep patterns was used. The two preterm groups were
early preterm and late preterm (Table 4). Three sleep questions from the original data set
were used to identify the three sleep variables. The answers to these three questions
formed the dependent variables within Research Question 2.
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Table 7 shows that most infants slept 1-4 hours per day, with no statistically
significant difference found between the early and late preterm groups. There were
similar findings in nighttime sleep pattern, with no statistically significant difference
found between groups. The variable nighttime sleep was used instead of diurnal sleep
pattern as all infants were found to have a diurnal sleep pattern, where they had more
sleep at night than during the day. The majority of infants slept over 8 hours per night.
The frequency of night waking was not significant between groups, with a trend for late
preterm infants to wake more. Late preterm infants (n = 19.4%) were more likely to
wake more than once per night than early preterm infants (n = 13.9%). The variable sleep
per sleep wake cycle was not investigated due to collinearity as it was calculated by
adding together the variables daytime naps and nighttime sleep.
Research Question 2
Is the parent-infant relationship a potential mediator of the relationship between
infant characteristics (temperament, development, feeding) or parent
characteristics (parent mental health, sociodemographics) and preterm infant sleep
patterns at 9 months of age?
The theoretical model proposed in the Methods chapter (Figure 12) was tested
using SEM analysis through Amos™. This analysis sought to determine how well this
theoretical model represented the GUI data, by establishing total model fit through
structural equation modeling (Arbuckle, 2011). The model output found the default
model to be unidentified, despite having adequate degrees of freedom. This meant there
was more unknown than known information, making it impossible to complete further
analyses (Hoyle, 2012). Therefore the original model was altered based on these
empirical findings.
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Table 7
Sleep Patterns of Preterm Infants
Early preterm
(n = 210)

Daytime sleep, hours
0
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0 or more
Nighttime waking
Never
Occasionally
Most nights
Every night
More than once per night

M
2.5
N
1
39
74
62
21
8
4

SD
1.2
%
.5
18.6
35.2
29.5
10.0
3.8
1.9

4.0 or less
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0
11.0
12.0

M
2.4
N
8
87
218
157
46
8
3

SD
.99
%
1.5
16.5
41.4
29.8
8.7
1.5
6

Pearson
t
chi-square
a
9.454

8.593
50
80
21
29
29

23.9
38.3
10.0
13.9
13.9

Early preterm
(n = 210)

Nighttime sleep, hours

Late preterm
(n = 527)

M
10.5
N
0
0
3
6
10
26
53
47
64

SD
1.4
%
0.0
0.0
1.4
2.9
4.8
12.4
25.4
22.5
30.6

83
201
65
75
102

a

.072

a

15.8
38.2
12.4
14.3
19.4

Late preterm
(n = 527)
M
10.4
N
3
6
7
13
38
49
103
147
161

SD
1.6
%
0.6
1.1
1.3
2.5
7.2
9.3
19.5
27.9
30.6

Pearson
t
chi-square
a
12.965

Likelihood ratio.
As some cells had less than the minimal count, Pearson Chi-square Tests were not reported.
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p-value
a
.150

p-value
a
.113

In order to achieve identifiability and to continue with analyses, 58 additional restrictions
were recommended. Due to the high number of restrictions, each subsection of the model
was investigated separately as recommended by Byrne (2010), guided by the exogenous
variables. This would allow easier identification of restrictions. Each subsection was
found to have varying degrees of model fit, guided by Byrne (2010) (see Table 8).
Despite poor model fit for both infant feeding and parent mental health, analyses were
completed for all subsections, based on theoretical support for their links to infant sleep
patterns.
As in Research Question 1, the variable sleep per sleep wake cycle was eliminated
due to concerns with collinearity. Initial exploratory factor analysis found two of the
three remaining sleep variables to load together (i.e., nighttime sleep and nighttime
waking) (Appendix A, Table A1). As the three sleep variables did not load together, the
factor sleep patterns was removed. The three observed sleep variables were analyzed
individually.
The maternal-infant and paternal-infant relationship variables loaded together in
the initial exploratory factor analysis component matrix (Appendix A, Table A3).
Therefore, the error variables of these two variables were co-varied in analyses.
The subsections of Research Question 2 were arranged by the exogenous
(independent) variables (i.e., infant temperament, infant development, infant feeding,
parent mental health, and sociodemographics). Each subsection discusses model fit,
followed by the direct and indirect effects of significance as recommended by Baron and
Kenny (1986). In order to complete a mediation model, the direct effects of significance
within the model for the early and late preterm groups were selected. Two mediators
were then investigated for each statistically significant direct effect model. These
mediators were the maternal-infant and paternal-infant relationship. The indirect effects
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Table 8
Model Fit Within Structural Equation Modeling (SEM)

Infant temperament

Statistic
Chi-square
(CMIN)

Result
2.911 P = .000

CFI

.881

RMSEA

.051

PRATIO

.444

Hoelter

353 (p = .05)
404 (p = .01)

Comment
Poor model fit (should not be
significant for a good model
fit).
Good model fit (larger than
.9/.95 preferable).
Reasonably good model fit
(less than .05 preferable/
.05-.08 reasonable).
Poor model fit (score closer
to 1 preferable).
Good sample size (values
greater than 200 are
preferable for adequate
sample size.

Infant development
Chi-square
(CMIN)

3.401 p = .000

Poor model fit (should not be
significant for a good model
fit).
CFI
.835
Reasonably good model fit
(larger than .9/.95 preferable).
RMSEA
.057
Reasonably good model fit
(less than .05 preferable/
.05-.08 reasonable).
PRATIO
.509
Poor model fit (score closer
to 1 preferable).
Hoelter
289 (p = .05)
Good sample size (values
324 (p = .01)
greater than 200 are
preferable for adequate
sample size.
Conclusion: Even though the Chi-square statistic was significant, the CFI and RMSEA in
particular show reasonably good model fit. For this reason, it was decided to continue with
this model.
Infant feeding
Chi-square
31.760 p = .000 Poor model fit (should not be
(CMIN)
significant for a good model
fit).
CFI
.000
Poor model fit (larger than

.9/.95 preferable).
RMSEA

.205
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Poor model fit (less than
.05 preferable/.05-.08
reasonable).

Table 8 – continued
Statistic
PRATIO

Result
.194

Comment
Poor model fit (score closer
to 1 is preferable).
Hoelter
41 (p = .05)
Poor sample size (values
50 (p = .01)
greater than 200 preferable
for adequate sample size).
Conclusion: This model had poor fit overall. However, as the three feeding variables did
not load together under a factor, infant feeding, and were supported by the literature as
being possible influences on infant sleep, it was decided to continue with the analyses.
Parent mental health
Chi-square 19.344 p = .000 Poor model fit (should not be
(CMIN)
significant for a good model
fit).
CFI
.446
Poor model fit (larger than
RMSA

.158

.9/.95 preferable).
Borderline/reasonable model
fit (less than .05 preferable/
.05-.08 reasonable).
PRATIO
.200
Poor model fit (score closer
to 1 is preferable).
Hoelter
62 (p = .05)
Poor sample size (values
75 (p = .01)
greater than 200 preferable
for adequate sample size).
Conclusion: This model appeared to have poor model fit due to the significant Chi-square
and poor CFI statistic and RMSEA statistic. However, as the two stress and two depression
variables did load together under a factor, parental characteristics, and were supported by
the literature as being possible influences on infant sleep, it was decided to continue with
the analyses.
Sociodemographics
Chi-square 3.081 P = .000
Poor model fit (should not be
(CMIN)
significant for a good model
fit).
CFI
.913
Good model fit (larger than
.9/.95 preferable).
RMSEA
.053
Reasonably good model fit
(less than .05 preferable/
.05-.08 reasonable).
PRATIO
.361
Poor model fit (score closer
to 1 is preferable).
Hoelter
358 (p = .05)
Good sample size (value
420 (p = 1)
greater than 200 preferable
for adequate sample size.
Conclusion: This model appeared to have good model fit. Even though the Chi-square
statistic is significant, the CFI statistic and RMSEA statistic demonstrate good model fit so
it was decided to continue with this model in analyses (Byrne, 2010).
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of significance for these mediators were then calculated, as determined by Sobel’s test
and its associated p-value.
Infant temperament (model fit). An initial exploratory factor analysis found
that three of the four infant temperament variables loaded strongly together (i.e., fussydifficult, unadaptable, and unpredictable, Appendix A, Table A1). While the variable
dull did not load on the component matrix, it did load with fussy-difficult and
unadaptable on the rotated components matrix (Appendix A, Table A2). Theoretically
these four variables are measured together in the Infant Characteristics Questionnaire
(Bates et al., 1979). Therefore, the infant temperament factor was carried forward into
Amos ™ for analysis as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Mediation model for research question 2 (infant temperament).

The first section of the analysis through Amos™, found adequate model fit (Table
8), suggesting good enough fit between the theoretical model and the GUI data. The
second section of the analysis demonstrated that three of the four temperament variables
(fussy/difficult, unadaptable, and unpredictable) continued to load strongly on the factor
infant temperament, in both preterm groups. However, the dull variable did not load
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highly (Appendix E, Figure A1, A2). The dull variable error term was co-varied with the
error terms of the other variables. This reduced the loadings further (Figure E3, E4).
Therefore the error terms were not co-varied during analyses. The original hypotheses,
changes to hypotheses, and findings relating to the infant temperament model are outlined
in Table 9. Hypotheses were accepted based on direct and indirect effects of significance.

Table 9
Direct and Indirect Effects Maternal-Infant Relationship Earlier Preterm Group
(Infant Temperament)

Direct effects before mediator enters
model
Nighttime waking <- Infant temperament
Nighttime sleep
<- Infant temperament
Indirect effects after mediator enters
model
Nighttime waking <- Infant temperament
Maternal-infant
<- Infant temperament
Relationship
Nighttime waking <- Maternal-infant
Relationship
Nighttime sleep
<- Infant temperament
Nighttime sleep
<- Maternal-infant
Relationship

Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

-.091
-.069

.029
.028

-3.112
-2.434

.002
.015

-.662
-2.002

.227
.313

-2.915
-6.399

.004
*

-.009

.008

-1.122

.262

-1.516
-.426

.322
.147

-4.712
-2.894

*
.004

<- Refers to the possible regression function between variables; S.E. = standard error;
C.R. = Critical ratio; *P-value < .001.

Direct effects. The direct effects of concern were as follows (Figure 15):
•

Infant temperament to daytime naps.

•

Infant temperament to nighttime waking.

•

Infant temperament to nighttime sleep.
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Figure 15: Infant temperament model direct effects.

Hypotheses were accepted based on p-values of statistical significance within the
regression weights table (Appendix A, Table A5).
Indirect effects early preterm group. The early preterm group had significance
across two direct effects (i.e., nighttime waking and nighttime sleep). These were
analyzed for indirect effects in both the maternal-infant and paternal-infant relationship.
Maternal-infant relationship. The paths to the paternal-infant relationship and
daytime naps were removed before completing analyses as these were not relevant to the
model (Figure 16).

Figure 16: Infant temperament indirect effects model early preterm group (maternalinfant relationship).
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In order to analyze the possible effect of the maternal-infant relationship as a
mediator, the beta estimates and p-values of the direct and indirect models are compared
(Table 9) using data from Table A5 and Table A6 in Appendix A.
Paternal-infant relationship. The indirect effect of the paternal-infant relationship
on the two significant direct effect paths (i.e., nighttime waking and nighttime sleep) were
analyzed (Figure 17). The path between daytime naps and infant temperament and the
maternal-infant relationship and infant temperament were removed.

Figure 17. Infant temperament indirect effects model early preterm group (paternal-infant
relationship).
As previously, in order to analyze the possible effect of the paternal-infant
relationship as a mediator, the beta estimates and p-values of the direct and indirect
models were compared. These are outlined in Table 10 and corresponding original data
can be found in Appendix A, Table A7.
Indirect effects late preterm group. The late preterm group direct effects model
had significance in three paths, i.e., daytime naps, nighttime waking, and nighttime sleep
(Table 11). The indirect effect of this and the maternal-infant relationship was analyzed
first.
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Table 10
Direct and Indirect Effects Paternal-Infant Relationship Early Preterm Group (Infant Temperament)
Beta
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Direct effects before mediator enters model
Nighttime waking
<- Infant temperament
Nighttime sleep
<- Infant temperament

-.091
-.069

.029
.028

-3.112
-2.434

.002
.015

Indirect effects after mediator enters model
Nighttime waking
<- Infant temperament
Paternal-infant relationship <- Infant temperament
Nighttime waking
<- Paternal-infant relationship
Nighttime sleep
<- Infant temperament
Nighttime sleep
<- Paternal-infant relationship

-.498
-.517
-.447
-1.186
-.791

.155
.131
.165
.170
.241

-3.210
-3.956
-2.718
-6.988
-3.279

.001
*
.007
*
.001

<- Refers to the possible regression function between variables; S.E. = standard error; C. R. = Critical ratio; *P-value < .001.

Table 11
Direct and Indirect Effects Maternal-Infant Relationship Late Preterm Group (Infant Temperament)
Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value
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Direct effects before mediator enters model
Daytime naps
<- Infant temperament
Nighttime waking
<- Infant temperament
Nighttime sleep
<- Infant temperament

-.024
-.101
-.115

.011
.016
.018

-2.260
-6.461
-6.319

.024
*
*

Indirect effects after mediator enters model
Daytime naps
<- Infant temperament
Daytime naps
<- Maternal-infant relationship
Maternal-infant relationship <- Infant temperament
Nighttime waking
<- Maternal-infant relationship
Nighttime sleep
<- Infant temperament
Nighttime sleep
<- Maternal-infant relationship

-.042
.358
-1.684
.135
-1.601
-.016

.070
.067
.178
.042
.135
.025

-.596
-5.369
-9.435
-3.226
11.858
.667

.551
*
*
.001
*
.505

<- Refers to the possible regression function between variables; S.E. = standard error; C. R. = Critical ratio; *P-value < .001.

Maternal-infant relationship. In order to analyze the indirect effects of the
maternal-infant relationship, the path between the paternal-infant relationship and infant
temperament was removed (Figure 18).

Figure 18. Infant temperament indirect effects model late preterm group (maternal-infant
relationship).
The effect of the maternal-infant relationship as a mediator is outlined in Table 11
with corresponding original data in Appendix A, Table A8.
Paternal-infant relationship. In order to analyze the indirect effects of the
paternal-infant relationship, the path between the maternal-infant relationship and infant
temperament was removed (Figure 19).
The possible effect of the paternal-infant relationship as a mediator is outlined in
Table 12 with corresponding original data in Appendix A, Table A9. The results of this
subsection on infant temperament as per the sleep-wake regulation model are depicted in
Table 13.
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Figure 19. Infant temperament indirect effects model late preterm group (paternal-infant
relationship).
Table 12
Direct and Indirect Effects Paternal-Infant Relationship Later Preterm Group
(Infant Temperament)

Direct effects before mediator enters
model
Daytime naps
<- Infant temperament
Nighttime waking <- Infant temperament
Nighttime sleep
<- Infant temperament
Indirect effects after mediator enters
model
Daytime naps
<- Infant temperament
Daytime naps
<- Paternal-infant
Relationship
Nighttime waking <- Infant temperament
Paternal-infant
<- Infant temperament
Relationship
Nighttime waking <- Paternal-infant
Relationship
Nighttime sleep
Nighttime sleep

<- Infant temperament
<- Paternal-infant
Relationship

Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

-.024
-.101
-.115

.011
.016
.018

-2.260
-6.461
-6.319

.024
*
*

-.037
-.007

.053
.032

-.700
-.224

.484
.822

-.543
.064

.071
.149

-7.637
.431

*
*

.038

.050

.763

.446

-1.216
-.017

.063
.072

19.406
-.239

*
.811

<- Refers to the possible regression function between variables; S.E. = standard error;
C.R. = Critical ratio; *P-value < .001.
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Table 13
Results of Infant Temperament Subsection of Sleep-Wake Model

Original hypotheses
H2.1: Lower scores on the
Infant Characteristics
Questionnaire (infant
temperament) are associated
with more optimal sleep
patterns
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H.2.2: Lower scores on the
Infant Characteristics
Questionnaire (infant
temperament) are associated

Infant temperament
Changes to hypotheses
Earlier preterm

Later preterm

H2.1.1: Lower scores on the
Infant Characteristics
Questionnaire (infant
temperament) are associated
with greater daytime naps

Rejected

Accepted

H2.1.2: Lower scores on the
Infant Characteristics
Questionnaire (infant
temperament) are associated
with less nighttime waking

Accepted

Accepted

H2.1.3: Lower scores on the
Infant Characteristics
Questionnaire (infant
temperament) are associated
with greater nighttime sleep

Accepted

Accepted

Analyzed as part of
hypothesis 2.4

Table 13 - continued

Original hypotheses

Infant temperament
Changes to hypotheses
Earlier preterm

Later preterm

with higher scores on the
maternal and paternal Quality
of Attachment subscale
(parent-infant) relationship
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H.2.3: Higher scores on the
maternal and paternal Quality
of Attachment subscale
(parent-infant) relationship are
associated with more optimal
sleep patterns

Analyzed as part of
hypothesis 2.4

H2.4: When controlling for scores
on the maternal and paternal
Quality of Attachment subscale
(parent-infant relationship), lower
scores on the Infant Characteristics
Questionnaire (temperament) are
associated with more optimal
sleep patterns

H2.4.1: When controlling for
scores on the maternal and
paternal Quality of Attachment
subscale (parent-infant
relationship), lower scores on
the Infant Characteristics
Questionnaire (temperament)
are associated with reduced
nighttime waking

Maternal-infant relationship
partially mediates effect of
infant temperament on
nighttime waking (beta
estimate reduced from -.091
to -.662 and still significant).
Sobel test, z = 5.68 (p < .001).
Hypothesis accepted

Maternal-infant relationship
partially mediates effect of
infant temperament on
nighttime waking (beta
estimate reduced from -.101
to -.700 and still significant).
Sobel test, z = 3.04 (p = .002).
Hypothesis accepted

Paternal-infant relationship
partially mediates effect of
infant temperament on nighttime waking (beta estimate
reduced from -.091 to -.498 and
still significant). Sobel test,

Paternal-infant relationship does
not mediate effect of infant
temperament on nighttime
waking (beta estimate reduced
from -.101 to -.543 and still
significant). Sobel test

Table 13 - continued

Original hypotheses

Infant temperament
Changes to hypotheses
Earlier preterm

Later preterm
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z = 2.23 (p = .03). Hypothesis
accepted

z = .373 (p = .708). Hypothesis
rejected as reduction not
significant

H2.4.2: When controlling for
scores on the maternal and
paternal Quality of Attachment subscale (parent-infant
relationship), lower scores
on the Infant Characteristics
Questionnaire (temperament)
are associated with increased
daytime naps

No direct effects significance.
Indirect effects not analyzed

Maternal-infant relationship
completely mediates effect of
infant temperament on daytime
naps (beta estimate reduced from
-.024 to '-.042 and no longer
significant. Sobel test, z = '-.465
(p = .001). Hypothesis accepted

H2.4.3: When controlling for
scores on the maternal and
paternal Quality of Attachment
subscale (parent-infant
relationship), lower scores on
the Infant Characteristics
(temperament) are associated
with increased nighttime sleep

Maternal-infant relationship
partially mediates effect of
infant temperament on nighttime sleep (beta estimate
reduced from '-.069 to -1.516
and still significant). Sobel test,
z = 2.64 (p = .008).
Hypothesis accepted

Paternal-infant relationship does
not mediate effect of infant
temperament on daytime naps
(beta estimate reduced from
-.024 to '-.037 and was no
longer significant. Sobel test,
z = '-.195 (p = .846).
Hypothesis rejected
Maternal-infant relationship
does not mediate effect of
of infant temperament on
nighttime sleep (beta estimate
reduced from '-.115 to '-1.601
and still significant). Sobel test,
z = .639 (p = .523). Hypothesis
rejected as reduction not significant

Table 13 – continued

Original hypotheses

Infant temperament
Changes to hypotheses
Earlier preterm
Paternal-infant relationship
partially mediates effect of
infant temperament on nighttime sleep (beta estimate
reduced from '.069 to '1.186
and still significant). Sobel
test, z = 2.52 (p = .01).
Hypothesis accepted

Later preterm
Paternal-infant relationship
does not mediate effect of
infant temperament on
nighttime sleep (beta estimate
reduced from '-.115 to '1.216
and still significant). Sobel
test. Z = .21 (p = .836).
Hypothesis rejected as
reduction not significant
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Infant development. The five infant development variables were found to load
strongly together in initial exploratory factor analysis (Appendix A, Tables A1, A2). The
factor under which they loaded was named infant development. The infant development
factor was carried forward into Amos ™ for analysis as shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. Mediation model for research question 2 (infant development).

When the model estimates for the infant development model were run in Amos™,
the confirmatory factor analysis demonstrated that the five development variables (gross
motor, fine motor, communication, personal-social, and problem solving) continued to
load strongly on the factor infant development (Appendix A, Figures A5, A6). The
factor, infant development, was used to represent the five corresponding variables.
The direct effects of concern were as follows (Figure 21):
•

Infant development to daytime naps.

•

Infant development to nighttime waking.

•

Infant development to nighttime sleep.
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Figure 21. Infant development model direct effects.
As there were no p-values of significance in the regression weights table
(Appendix A, Table A10), all of the corresponding hypotheses were rejected. The
hypotheses and results are outlined in Table 14.
Infant feeding. Initial exploratory factor analysis found that the three infant
feeding variables loaded together on the rotated component matrix (Appendix A, Table
A2). These variables were age ceased breastfeeding, age began solid foods, and infant
weight 9 months. The factor under which they loaded was named infant feeding. This
factor was carried forward into Amos ™ for analysis (Figure 22).
When the model estimates for the infant feeding model were run in Amos™, the
confirmatory factor analysis demonstrated that the three feeding variables did not load
strongly on the factor infant feeding (Appendix E, Figure E7, E8). Due to theoretical
support to include these three variables, they were analyzed separately (Figure 23). The
original hypotheses and their changes, as well as results are presented in Table 14.
Despite poor model fit (Table 5), it was decided to continue with the model, as
literature supported the influence of feeding on infant sleep. The direct effects of concern
were as follows:
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Table 14
Results of Infant Development Subsection of Sleep-Wake Regulation Model

Original hypotheses
H2.5: Higher scores on subscales of the ASQ
(infant development) are associated with
more optimal sleep patterns

Infant development
Changes to hypotheses
H2.5.1: Higher scores on subscales of the ASQ
(infant development) are associated with
greater daytime sleep
H2.5.2: Higher scores on subscales of the ASQ
(infant development) are associated with less
nighttime waking

Early/late preterm
As a relationship was not
found between infant
development and any of the
sleep variables, the
corresponding hypotheses
2.5.1, 2.5.2, and 2.5.3 were
rejected
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H2.5.3: Higher scores on subscales of the ASQ
(infant development) are associated with
greater nighttime sleep
H2.6: Higher scores on subscales of the ASQ
(infant development) are associated with higher
scores on the maternal and paternal QA
subscale (parent-infant relationship)

Analyzed as part of hypothesis 2.7

H2.7: When controlling for scores on the
maternal and paternal QA subscale (parentinfant relationship), higher scores on subscales
of the ASQ (infant development) are associated
with more optimal sleep patterns.
Note. ASQ = Ages and Stages Questionnaire; QA = Quality of Attachment subscale.

No direct effects of significance.
Indirect effects not analyzed.

Figure 22. Mediation model for research question 2 (infant feeding).

Figure 23. Infant feeding model without infant feeding latent factor.
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•

Weight at 9 months to daytime naps.

•

Weight at 9 months to nighttime waking.

•

Weight at 9 months to nighttime sleep.

•

Age began solid foods to daytime naps.

•

Age began solid foods to nighttime waking.

•

Age began solid foods to nighttime sleep.

•

Age ceased breast-feeding to daytime naps.

•

Age ceased breast-feeding to nighttime waking.

•

Age ceased breast-feeding to nighttime sleep.

These are outlined in Figure 24.

Figure 24. Infant feeding model direct effects.
Direct effects early and late preterm group. The following direct effects
relationships were statistically significant within the regression weights table (Appendix
A, Table A11): The early preterm group included:
•

Age ceased breast feeding to nighttime sleep

•

Weight at 9-months to nighttime sleep
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•

Age began solid foods to nighttime sleep

The late preterm group included:
•

Age ceased breast-feeding to nighttime sleep.

•

Age began solid foods to daytime naps.

•

Age began solid foods to nighttime sleep.

•

Age ceased breast-feeding to nighttime waking.

Indirect effects early preterm group. The early preterm group had significance in
all three feeding variables with one sleep variable (i.e., nighttime sleep).
Maternal-infant relationship. The paths to the paternal-infant relationship,
daytime naps, and nighttime waking were removed before completing analyses (Figure
25).

Figure 25: Infant feeding indirect effects model early preterm group (maternal-infant
relationship).
The possible effect of the maternal-infant relationship as a mediator is outlined in
Table 15 (original data, Appendix A, Table A12).
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Table 15
Direct and Indirect Effects Maternal-Infant Relationship Earlier Preterm Group
(Infant Feeding)

Direct effects before mediator enters model
Nighttime sleep <- Age ceased breast-feeding
Nighttime sleep <- Weight 9 months
Nighttime sleep <- Age began solid foods
Indirect effects after mediator enters model
Nighttime sleep <- Age ceased breast-feeding
Maternal-infant <- Age ceased breast-feeding
Relationship
Nighttime sleep <- Weight 9 months
Maternal-infant <- Weight 9 months
Relationship
Nighttime sleep <- Age began solid foods
Maternal infant <- Age began solid foods
Relationship
Nighttime sleep <- Maternal-infant
Relationship

Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

.004
.172
-.006

.002
.052
.002

2.735
3.291
-3.623

.006
.001
*

.005
.006

.002
.004

3.234
1.471

.001
.141

.177
.004

.053
.037

3.360
.031

*
.976

-.006
-.002

.002
.004

-3.658
-.483

*
.629

.009

.026

.344

.731

<- Refers to the possible regression function between variables; S.E. = standard error;
C.R. = Critical ratio; *P-value < .001.

Paternal-infant relationship. The paths to the maternal-infant relationship,
daytime naps, and nighttime waking were removed before completing analyses (Figure
26). The possible effect of the paternal-infant relationship as a mediator is outlined in
Table 16 (original data found in Appendix A, Table A13).
Indirect effects late preterm group. The late preterm group direct effects model
had statistical significance in four paths, as outlined above. The indirect effect of these
paths were then analyzed.
Maternal-infant relationship. The paths between the paternal-infant relationship
and between infant feeding variables and sleep variables that were not significant were
removed (Figure 27).
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Figure 26. Infant feeding indirect effects model early preterm group (paternal-infant
relationship).

Table 16
Direct and Indirect Effects Paternal-Infant Relationship Earlier Preterm Group
(Infant Feeding)

Direct effects before mediator enters model
Nighttime sleep <- Age ceased breast-feeding
Nighttime sleep <- Weight 9 months
Nighttime sleep <- Age began solid foods
Indirect effects after mediator enters model
Nighttime sleep <- Age ceased breast-feeding
Paternal-infant <- Age ceased breast-feeding
Relationship
Nighttime sleep <- Weight 9 months
Paternal-infant <- Weight 9 months
Relationship
Nighttime sleep <- Age began solid foods
Paternal-infant <- Age began solid foods
Relationship
Paternal-infant <- Nighttime sleep
Relationship

Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

.004
.172
-.006

.002
.052
.002

2.735
3.291
-3.623

.006
.001
*

.005
-.001

.002
.002

3.263
-.580

.001
.562

.177
.030

.053
.054

3.365
.562

*
.574

-.006
.004

.002
.002

-3.597
2.192

*
.028

-.045

.087

-.522

.602

<- Refers to the possible regression function between variables; S.E. = standard error;
C.R. = Critical ratio; *P-value < .001.
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Figure 27. Infant feeding indirect effects model late preterm group (maternal-infant
relationship).
The possible effect of the maternal-infant relationship as a mediator is outlined in
Table 17 (original data is in Appendix A, Table A14).
Table 17
Direct and Indirect Effects Maternal Infant Relationship Later Preterm Group
(Infant Feeding)

Direct effects before mediator enters model
Nighttime sleep <- Age ceased breast-feeding
Daytime naps
<- Age began solid foods
Nighttime sleep <- Age began solid foods
Nighttime waking <- Age ceased breast-feeding
Indirect effects after mediator enters model
Nighttime sleep <- Age ceased breast-feeding
Maternal-infant <- Age ceased breast-feeding
Relationship
Nighttime sleep <- Maternal-infant
Relationship
Daytime naps
<- Age began solid foods
Maternal-infant <- Age began solid foods
Relationship
Nighttime sleep <- Age began solid foods
Nighttime waking <- Age ceased breast-feeding
Maternal-infant <- Nighttime waking

Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

.008
.003
-.006
.003

.001
.001
.001
.001

10.623
2.895
-4.974
2.526

*
.004
*
.012

-.008
-001

.001
.002

-10.71
-.477

*
.633

.069

.020

3.532

*

.003
-.004

.001
.003

2.865
-1.325

.004
.185

-.003
-.003
.045

.001
.001
.023

-2.746
-3.191
1.921

.006
.001
.055

<- Refers to the possible regression function between variables; S.E. = standard error;
C.R. = Critical ratio; *P-value < .001.
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Paternal-infant relationship. The paths between the maternal-infant relationship
and between infant feeding variables and sleep variables that were not significant were
removed (Figure 28).

Figure 28. Infant feeding indirect effects model late preterm group (paternal-infant
relationship).
The possible effect of the paternal-infant relationship as a mediator is outlined in
Table 18 (original data is in Appendix A, Table A15). Table 19 depicts the results of the
infant feeding subsection of the sleep-wake regulation model.
Parent characteristics (mental health). Initial exploratory factor analysis found
that the four parent variables (depression primary caregiver [PCG], depression secondary
caregiver [SCG], stress PCG, and stress [SCG]) loaded together on the component matrix
but not on the rotated component matrix model (Appendix A, Table A3, A4). As these
variables loaded together on the component matrix and literature supported them as
parent factors influencing infant sleep patterns, they were analyzed as parent mental
health. The parent mental health factor was carried forward into Amos ™ for analysis
(Figure 29).
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Table 18
Direct and Indirect Effects Paternal Infant Relationship Late Preterm Group (Infant Feeding)
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Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

Direct effects before mediator enters model
Nighttime sleep
<- Age ceased breast-feeding
Daytime naps
<- Age began solid foods
Nighttime sleep
<- Age began solid foods
Nighttime waking
<- Age ceased breast-feeding

.008
.003
-.006
.003

.001
.001
.001
.001

10.623
2.895
-4.974
2.526

*
.004
*
.012

Indirect effects after mediator enters model
Nighttime sleep
<- Age ceased breast-feeding
Paternal-infant relationship <- Age ceased breast-feeding
Nighttime sleep
<- Paternal-infant relationship
Daytime naps
<- Age began solid foods
Paternal-infant relationship <- Age began solid foods
Nighttime sleep
<- Age began solid foods
Nighttime waking
<- Age ceased breast-feeding
Paternal-infant relationship <- Nighttime waking

.008
.001
.082
.003
-.001
-.006
.003
-.009

.001
.001
.018
.001
.002
.001
.001
.043

10.484
.532
4.450
2.907
-.649
-5.061
2.375
-.208

*
.595
*
.004
.516
*
.018
.835

<- Refers to the possible regression function between variables; S.E. = standard error; C. R. = Critical ratio; *P-value < .001.

Table 19
Results of Infant Feeding Subsection of Sleep-Wake Regulation Model

Original hypothesis
H2.8: Continued breast-feeding,
age began solid foods, and
greater weight gain at 9 months are
associated with more optimal
sleep patterns

Infant feeding
Changes to hypotheses
Factor infant feeding not used,
individual variables analyzed
H2.8.1: Continued breast-feeding,
age began solid foods, and

Early preterm

Rejected

greater weight gain at 9 months
are associated with greater
daytime naps
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H2.9: Continued breast-feeding,
age began solid foods, and
greater weight gain at 9 months
are associated with higher scores
on the maternal and paternal

Later preterm

Partially accepted. Statistically
significant relationship found

between daytime naps and
age began solid food

H2.8.2: Continued breast-feeding,
age began solid foods, and
greater weight gain at 9 months
are associated with less
nighttime waking

Accepted

Partially accepted. Statistically
significant relationship found
between nighttime waking and
age ceased breast-feeding

H2.8.3: Continued breast-feeding,
age began solid foods, and
greater weight gain at 9 months
are associated with greater
nighttime sleep

Rejected

Partially accepted. Statistically
significant relationship found
between nighttime sleep and
age ceased breast-feeding and
age began solid foods

Analyzed as part of hypothesis
2.10

Table 19 – continued

Original hypothesis
Quality Attachment subscale
(parent-infant relationship)
H2.10: When controlling for
scores on the maternal and
paternal Quality of Attachment
subscale (parent-infant
relationship), continued breastfeeding, age began solid foods,
and greater weight gain at 9
months are associated with more
optimal sleep patterns

Infant feeding
Changes to hypotheses

H2.10.1: When controlling for
scores on the maternal and paternal
Quality of Attachment subscale
(parent-infant relationship),
continued breast-feeding is
associated with more optimal
sleep patterns

Early preterm

Maternal-infant relationship
does not mediate effect of
age ceased breast-feeding on
nighttime sleep (beta estimate
reduced from .004 to .005
and still significant). Sobel
test, z = .337 (p = .736).
Hypothesis rejected as
reduction not significant
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Paternal-infant relationship
does not mediate effect of
age ceased breast-feeding on
nighttime sleep (beta estimate
reduced from .004 to .005
and still significant). Sobel
test, z = .36 (p = .719).
Hypothesis rejected

Later preterm

Maternal-infant relationship does
not mediate effect of age ceased
breast-feeding on nighttime
sleep (beta estimate remained
the same at .008).
Hypothesis rejected
Paternal-infant relationship does
not mediate effect of age ceased
breast-feeding on nighttime
sleep (beta estimate remained
the same at '008).
Hypothesis rejected
Maternal-infant relationship does
not mediate effect of age ceased
breast-feeding on nighttime
waking (beta estimate remained
the same at .003).
Hypothesis rejected
Paternal-infant relationship does
not mediate effect of age ceased
breast-feeding and nighttime
waking (beta estimate remained
at .003). Hypothesis rejected

Table 19 – continued

Original hypothesis

Infant feeding
Changes to hypotheses
Early preterm
H2.10.2: When controlling for
Maternal-infant relationship
scores on the maternal and paternal does not mediate effect of age
Quality of Attachment subscale
began solid foods on nighttime
(parent-infant relationship), age
sleep (beta estimate remained
began solid foods is associated
the same at -.006).
with more optimal sleep patterns
Hypothesis rejected
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Paternal-infant relationship
does not mediate effect of age
began solid foods on nighttime
sleep (beta estimate remained
the same at -.006).
Hypothesis rejected

Later preterm
Maternal-infant relationship does
not mediate effect of age began
solid foods on nighttime sleep
(beta estimate increased -.006
to -.003). Hypothesis rejected
Paternal-infant relationship does
not mediate effect of age began
solid foods on nighttime sleep
(beta estimate remained the
same from -.006).
Hypothesis rejected
Maternal-infant relationship does
not mediate effect of age began
solid foods on daytime naps
(beta estimate remained the same
at .003). Hypothesis rejected
Paternal-infant relationship does
not mediate effect of age began
solid foods on daytime naps
(beta estimate remained the same
at .003). Hypothesis rejected

When controlling for scores on the
maternal and paternal Quality of
Attachment subscale (parentinfant relationship), greater

Maternal-infant relationship
does not mediate effect of
weight at 9 months on
nighttime sleep (beta estimate

No direct effects of significance.
Indirect effects not analyzed

Table 19 – continued

Original hypothesis

Infant feeding
Changes to hypotheses
Early preterm
weight gain at 9 months is
increased from.172 to .177).
associated with more optimal
Hypothesis rejected
sleep patterns.
Paternal-infant relationship
does not mediate effect of
weight at 9 months on
nighttime sleep (beta estimate
increased from .172 to .177).
Hypothesis rejected

Later preterm
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Figure 29. Mediation model for research question 2 (Parent Mental Health).

When the model estimates for the parent mental health model were run in
Amos™, the confirmatory factor analysis demonstrated that in both preterm groups, the
four variables did not load well together. Specifically, depression of PCG appeared to
have poor loadings (Appendix A, Figure A9, A10). The parent mental health variables
were analyzed individually (Figure 30).

Figure 30: Mediation model for research question 2 (parent Mental Health) variables
only.
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Despite having poor model fit (Table 5), the two stress and two depression
variables loaded together in the exploratory factor analysis. Therefore, analyses were
completed. The direct effects of concern were (Figure 31):
•

depression primary caregiver to daytime naps;

•

depression primary caregiver to nighttime waking;

•

depression primary caregiver to nighttime sleep;

•

depression secondary caregiver to daytime naps;

•

depression secondary caregiver to nighttime waking;

•

depression secondary caregiver to nighttime sleep;

•

stress primary caregiver to daytime naps;

•

stress primary caregiver to nighttime waking;

•

stress primary caregiver to nighttime sleep;

•

stress secondary caregiver to daytime naps;

•

stress secondary caregiver to nighttime waking;

•

stress secondary caregiver to nighttime sleep.

Figure 31: Parent mental health model direct effects.
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The p-values within the regression weights table (Appendix A, Table A16) found
that the following relationships were statistically significant:
Early preterm group:
•

stress primary caregiver to nighttime waking.
Late preterm group:

•

depression primary caregiver to nighttime sleep;

•

stress primary caregiver to daytime naps.

•

stress primary caregiver to nighttime waking.

•

stress secondary caregiver to nighttime sleep.
Indirect effects early preterm group. The early preterm group had significance in

one sleep variable (nighttime waking) and was analyzed for indirect effects in both the
maternal-infant relationship and the paternal-infant relationship.
Maternal-infant relationship. The paths to the paternal-infant relationship,
daytime naps, and nighttime sleep were removed before completing analyses (Figure 32).

Figure 32. Parent mental health indirect effects model early preterm group (maternalinfant relationship).
The possible effect of the Maternal-infant relationship as a mediator is outlined in
Table 20 (original data is in Appendix A, Table A17).
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Table 20
Direct and Indirect Effects Maternal-Infant Earlier Preterm Group
(Parent Mental Health)

Direct effects before mediator enters model
Nighttime waking <- Stress PCG
Indirect effects after mediator enters model
Nighttime waking <- Stress PCG
Maternal-infant
<- Stress PCG
Relationship
Nighttime waking <- Maternal-infant
Relationship

Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

-.025

.013

-2.018

.044

-.019
-.002

.014
.029

-1.370
-.071

.171
.943

.070

.039

1.813

.070

<- Refers to the possible regression function between variables; S.E. = standard error; C.R. = Critical
ratio.

Paternal-infant relationship. The paths to the maternal-infant relationship,
daytime naps, and nighttime sleep were removed before completing analyses (Figure 33).
The possible effect of the paternal-infant relationship as a mediator is outlined in Table
21 (original data is in Appendix A, Table A19).

Figure 33: Parent mental health indirect effects model early preterm group (paternalinfant relationship).
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Table 21
Direct and Indirect Effects Paternal-Infant Earlier Preterm Group
(Parent Mental Health)

Direct effects before mediator enters model
Nighttime waking <- Stress PCG
Indirect effects after mediator enters model
Nighttime waking <- Stress PCG
Paternal-infant
<- Stress PCG
Relationship
Nighttime waking <- Paternal-infant
Relationship

Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

-.025

.013

-2.018

.044

-.018
.010

.013
.010

-1.415
.992

.157
.321

-.120

.112

-1.073

.283

<- Refers to the possible regression function between variables; S.E. = standard error; C.R. = Critical
ratio.

Indirect effects late preterm group. The late preterm group direct effects model
had statistical significance in four paths as outlined above. The indirect effect of these
paths and the maternal-infant relationship were analyzed first.
Maternal-infant relationship. In order to analyze the indirect effects of the
maternal-infant relationship, the paths that were not significant were removed (Figure
34).

Figure 34. Parent mental health indirect effects model late preterm group (maternal-infant
relationship).
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The possible effect of the maternal-infant relationship as a mediator is outlined in Table
22 (original data is in Appendix A, Table A18).

Table 22
Direct and Indirect Effects Maternal-Infant Relationship Later Preterm Group
(Parent Mental Health)

Direct effects before mediator enters model
Nighttime sleep
<- Depression PCG
Daytime naps
<- Stress PCG
Nighttime waking <- Stress PCG
Nighttime sleep
<- Stress PCG
Indirect effects after mediator enters model
Nighttime sleep
<- Depression PCG
Maternal-infant
<- Nighttime sleep
Relationship
Maternal-infant
<- Depression PCG
Relationship
Daytime naps
<- Stress PCG
Maternal-infant
<- Daytime naps

Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

-.036
-.015
-.018
-.024

.017
.006
.008
.012

-2.193
-2.449
-2.195
-2.102

.028
.014
.028
.036

-.043
.038

.017
.027

-2.558
1.393

.011
.164

-.055

.024

-2.231

.026

-015
.011

.007
.018

-2.300
.594

.021
.552

*

Indirect effects after mediator enters model
Maternal-infant
Relationship
Nighttime waking
Maternal-infant
Relationship
Nighttime sleep

<-

Stress PCG

-.144

.014

10.092

<<-

Stress PCG
Nighttime waking

-.025
.017

.009
.025

-2.712
.686

.007
.493

<-

Stress PCG

-.033

.012

-2.793

.005

<- Refers to the possible regression function between variables; S.E. = standard error;
C.R. = Critical ratio; *P-value < .001.

Paternal-infant relationship. The path between the maternal-infant relationship,
and between parent mental health variables and sleep variables were removed (Figure
35). The possible effect of the paternal-infant relationship as a mediator is outlined in
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Figure 35. Parent mental health indirect effects model late preterm group (paternal-infant
relationship).
Table 23 (original data is in Appendix A, Table A20). The results of the parent mental
health subsection of the sleep-wake regulation model are reported in Table 24.
Table 23
Direct and Indirect Effects Paternal-Infant Relationship Later Preterm Group
(Parent Mental Health)
Beta
Direct effects before mediator enters model
Nighttime sleep
<- Depression PCG
Daytime naps

estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

-.036

.017

-2.193

.028

<-

Stress PCG

-.015

.006

-2.449

.014

Nighttime waking <-

Stress PCG

-.018

.008

-2.195

.028

Nighttime sleep

<-

Stress PCG

.024

.012

-2.102

.036

Nighttime sleep

<-

Depression PCG

-.043

.017

-2.566

.010

Paternal-infant

<-

Nighttime sleep

-.079

.054

-1.465

.143

<-

Depression PCG

.025

.018

1.413

.158

Daytime naps

<-

Stress PCG

-.015

.006

-2.536

.011

Paternal-infant

<-

Daytime naps

-.014

.032

-.441

.659

<-

Stress PCG

-.012

.010

-1.139

.255

Relationship
Paternal-infant
Relationship

Relationship
Paternal-infant
Relationship
Nighttime waking

<-

Stress PCG

-.024

.008

-2.954

.003

Paternal-infant

<-

Nighttime waking

.006

.045

.132

.895

Relationship
Nighttime sleep
<Stress PCG
-.030
.012
-2.477
.013
<- Refers to the possible regression function between variables; S.E. = standard error; C.R. = Critical
ratio.
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Table 24
Results of Parent Mental Health Subsection of Sleep-Wake Regulation Model

Original hypotheses
H2.11: Lower scores on Parental
Stress Scale (maternal and paternal)
are associated with more optimal
sleep patterns
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Parent mental health
Changes to hypotheses
Early preterm
As they did not load strongly
together, the parent mental
health variables were analyzed
as individual variables, not via
the factor parent mental health
H2.11.1: Lower scores on
Rejected
Parental Stress Scale (maternal)
are associated with more
daytime naps
H2.11.2: Lower scores on
Accepted
Parental Stress Scale (maternal)
are associated with less
nighttime waking
H2.11.3: Lower scores on
Rejected
Parental Stress Scale (maternal)
are associated with more
nighttime sleep
H2.11.4: Lower scores on
Rejected
Parental Stress Scale (paternal)
are associated with more
daytime naps
H2.11.5: Lower scores on
Rejected
Parental Stress Scale (paternal)
are associated with less
nighttime waking
H2.11.6: Lower scores on
Accepted
Parental Stress Scale (paternal)

Late preterm

Rejected

Accepted

Rejected

Rejected

Rejected

Rejected

Table 24 - continued

Original hypotheses

Parent mental health
Changes to hypotheses
Early preterm
are associated with more
nighttime sleep

Late preterm
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H2.12: Lower scores on Parental
Stress Scale (maternal and paternal)
are associated with higher scores on
the maternal and paternal Quality of
Attachment subscale (parent-infant
relationship)

Analyzed as part of hypothesis
2.13

H2.13: When controlling for scores
on the maternal and paternal
Quality of Attachment subscale
(parent-infant relationship), lower
scores on the Parental Stress Scale
(maternal and paternal) are
associated with more optimal
sleep patterns

H2.13.1: When controlling for No direct effects of significance.
scores on the maternal and
Indirect effects not analyzed
paternal Quality of Attachment
subscale (parent-infant
relationship), lower scores on
Parental Stress Scale (maternal
and paternal) are associated
with more nighttime sleep

Maternal-infant relationship
does not mediate effect of
stress PCG on nighttime
sleep (beta estimate reduced
from -.024 to -.033 and still
significant). Sobel test, z = .139
(p = .163). Hypothesis rejected
Paternal-infant relationship
does not mediate effect of
stress PCG on nighttime sleep
(beta estimate reduced from
-.024 to -.03 and still
significant). Sobel test, z = .928
(p = .354). Hypothesis rejected

H2.13.2: When controlling
for scores on the maternal and
paternal Quality of Attachment
subscale (parent-infant

Maternal-infant relationship
does not mediate effect of
stress PCG on nighttime waking
(beta estimate reduced from .-018

Maternal-infant relationship
does not mediate effect of
stress PCG on nighttime waking
(beta estimate increases from

Table 24 – continued

Original hypotheses

Parent mental health
Changes to hypotheses
Early preterm
relationship), lower scores on
-.025 to -.019). Hypothesis
the Parental Stress Scale
Rejected
(maternal and paternal) are
Paternal-infant relationship
associated with less nighttime does not mediate effect of
Waking
stress PCG on nighttime waking
(beta estimate increases from
-.025 to -.018). Hypothesis
Rejected
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H2.13.3: When controlling
No direct effects of significance.
for scores on the maternal and Indirect effects not analyzed
paternal Quality of Attachment
subscale (parent-infant
relationship), lower scores on
the Parental Stress Scale
(maternal and paternal) are
associated with more daytime
Naps

H2.14: Lower scores on the Center
for Epidemiological StudiesDepression (CES-D) (maternal and
paternal) are associated with more
optimal sleep patterns.

H2.14.1: Lower scores on the
CES-D (maternal) are
associated with more daytime
Naps

Rejected

Late preterm
to -.025 and still significant).
Sobel test, z = .679 (p = .497).
Hypothesis rejected
Paternal-infant relationship
does not mediate effect of
stress PCG on nighttime waking
(beta estimate reduced from
.018 to -.024 and still
significant). Sobel test, z = -.133
(p = .895). Hypothesis rejected
Maternal-infant relationship
does not mediate effect of
stress PCG on daytime naps
(beta estimate remains the
same at -.015). Hypothesis
rejected

Paternal-infant relationship
does not mediate effect of
stress PCG on daytime naps
(beta estimate remains the
same at -.015). Hypothesis
rejected
Rejected

Table 24 - continued

Original hypotheses
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H2:15: Lower scores on the CES-D
(maternal and paternal) are
associated with higher scores on the
maternal and paternal Quality of
Attachment subscale (parent-infant
relationship)

Parent mental health
Changes to hypotheses
Early preterm
H2.14.2: Lower scores on the
Rejected
CES-D (maternal) are
associated with less
nighttime waking
H2.14.3: Lower scores on the
Rejected
CES-D (maternal) are
associated with more
nighttime sleep
H2.14.4: Lower scores on the
Rejected
CES-D (paternal) are
associated with more daytime
Naps
H2.14.5: Lower scores on the
Rejected
CES-D (paternal) are
associated with less
nighttime waking
H2.14.6: Lower scores on the
Rejected
CES-D (paternal) are
associated with more
nighttime sleep
Analyzed as part of hypothesis
2.16

Late preterm
Rejected

Accepted

Rejected

Rejected

Rejected

Table 24 - continued

Original hypotheses
H2:16: When controlling for scores
on the maternal and paternal Quality
of Attachment subscale (parentinfant relationship), lower scores on
the CES-D (maternal and paternal)
are associated with more optimal
sleep patterns

Parent mental health
Changes to hypotheses
Early preterm
No direct effects of significance.
Indirect effects not analyzed
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Late preterm
Maternal-infant relationship does
not mediate effect of depression
PCG on nighttime sleep (beta
estimate reduced from -.036 to
-.043 and still significant).
Sobel test, z = -1.199 (p = .23).
Hypothesis rejected
Paternal-infant relationship does
not mediate effect of depression
on PCG on nighttime sleep
(beta estimate reduced from
-.036 to -.043 and still
significant). Sobel test, z = -1.007
(p = .314). Hypothesis rejected

Sociodemographics. Initial exploratory factor analysis found the three
sociodemographic variables (equivalized income, social class, and maternal level of
education) loaded together on both the component matrix and the rotated component
matrix model (see Appendix A, Tables A3, A4). The initial proposal did not include
maternal level of education as a variable. However, as a minimum of three variables was
required to represent a factor, maternal level of education was chosen based on literature
support. As these variables loaded together, they were analyzed under the factor,
sociodemographics. The sociodemographics factor was carried forward into Amos ™ for
analysis (Figure 36).

Figure 36. Mediation model for research question 2 (sociodemographics).
When the model estimates for the sociodemographics model were run in Amos™,
the confirmatory factor analysis demonstrated that all three sociodemographic variables
continued to load well together in both preterm groups (see Appendix E. Figures E11,
E12). Analyses also found that this model appeared to have good model fit (Table 5).
The direct effects of concern were (Figure 37):
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Figure 37. Sociodemographics model direct effects.
•

sociodemographics to daytime naps;

•

sociodemographics to nighttime waking;

•

sociodemographics to nighttime sleep.

Analysis of the p-values within the regression weights table (Appendix A, Table A21)
found that the following relationships were statistically significant.
Early preterm group. There was no statistically significant difference found
between the sociodemographic factor and any of the three sleep variables. Therefore,
Hypothesis 2.19 could not be tested for the early preterm group.
Late preterm group. Sociodemographics to nighttime sleep.
Indirect effects late preterm group. The indirect effect of the maternal-infant
relationship was analyzed first.
Maternal-infant relationship. In order to analyze the indirect effects of the
maternal-infant relationship, the paths that were not significant were removed (Figure
38).
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Figure 38. Sociodemographics indirect effects model late preterm group (maternal-infant
relationship).
The possible effect of the maternal-infant relationship as a mediator is outlined in
Table 25 (original data is in Appendix A, Table A22).

Table 25
Direct and Indirect Effects Maternal Infant Relationship Later Preterm Group
(Sociodemographics)
Beta
estimate S.E.
C.R.
P-value
Direct effects before mediator enters
model
Nighttime sleep <- Sociodemographics
.129
.035 3.719
Indirect effects after mediator enters
model
Nighttime sleep <- Sociodemographics
Maternal-infant <- Nighttime sleep
Relationship
Maternal-infant <- Sociodemographics
Relationship

.124
.063

.035
.027

3.602
2.322

*
.020

-.022

.056

-.397

.692

<- Refers to the possible regression function between variables; S.E. = standard error;
C.R. = Critical ratio; *P-value < .001.

Paternal-infant relationship. In order to analyze the indirect effects of the paternalinfant relationship, the paths that were not significant were removed (Figure 39).
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Figure 39. Sociodemographcis indirect effects model late preterm group (paternal-infant
relationship).
The possible effect of the paternal-infant relationship as a mediator is outlined in
Table 26 (original data are in Appendix A, Table A23). Table 27 displays the results of
the sociodemographic subsection of the sleep-wake regulation model.

Table 26
Direct and Indirect Effects Paternal-Infant Relationship Later Preterm Group
(Sociodemographics)

Direct effects before mediator enters
model
Nighttime sleep <- Sociodemographics
Indirect effects after mediator enters
model
Nighttime sleep <- Sociodemographics
Paternal-infant
<- Nighttime sleep
Relationship
Paternal-infant
<- Sociodemographics
Relationship

Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

.129

.035

3.719

*

.124
.042

.035
.038

3.571
-1.099

*
.272

-.032

.052

-.624

.533

<- Refers to the possible regression function between variables; S.E. = standard error;
C.R. = Critical ratio; *P-value < .001.
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Table 27
Results of Sociodemographic Subsection of Sleep-Wake Regulation Model
Sociodemographics
H2.17: Higher equivalized income,
social class, and maternal level of
education are associated with more
optimal sleep patterns
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H2:18: Higher equivalized income
and social class are associated with
higher scores on the maternal and
paternal Quality of Attachment
subscale (parent-infant relationship)
H2.19: When controlling for scores
on the maternal and paternal
Quality of Attachment subscale
(parent-infant relationship), higher
equivalized income, social class,
and maternal level of education

Level of education variable
added to equivalized income
and social class variables.
They were named as factor
Sociodemographics
H2.17.1: Higher sociodemographics are associated
with greater daytime naps
H2.17.2: Higher sociodemographics are associated
with less nighttime waking
H2.17.3: Higher sociodemographics are associated
with greater nighttime sleep

Early preterm

Late preterm

Rejected

Rejected

Rejected

Rejected

Rejected

Accepted

No direct effects of significance.
Indirect effects not analyzed

Maternal-infant relationship does
not mediate effect of sociodemographics on nighttime
sleep (beta estimate reduced
from .129 to .124 and still
significant. Sobel test, z = .387

Analyzed as part of hypothesis
2.19

Table 27 - continued
Sociodemographics
Early preterm
are associated with more optimal
sleep patterns

Late preterm
(p = .699). Hypothesis
rejected
Paternal-infant relationship
does not mediate effect of
sociodemographics on nighttime
sleep (beta estimate reduced
from .129 to .124 and still
significant). Sobel test, z = .538
(p = .59). Hypothesis rejected
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Research Question 3
Is there an association between the parent-infant relationship and infant sleep
difficulties at 9 months and the parent-child relationship and sleep difficulties at 3
years of age?
Like previous questions, this question was analyzed with an early and late preterm
group. A panel model format was used to analyze all aspects of this question as
described in the Methods chapter. The Child Parent Relationship Scale-Short Form
(Pianta, 1992) was used to measure the maternal-child and paternal-child relationship.
Analyses were completed using both the positive subscale and conflict subscale of this
measurement tool. The hypotheses and results are outlined in Table 28. The results
relating to these hypotheses are presented in four sections, with the positive and conflict
subscales of the maternal-child and paternal-child relationship analyzed with the
maternal-infant and paternal-infant relationship (original data are found in Appendix A,
Tables A24 through A31).
Maternal-infant and maternal-child relationship (positive subscale). The four
variables used in this model were sleep difficulties at 9 months of age as measured by
primary caregiver (mother), sleep difficulties at 3 years as measured by the primary
caregiver (mother), maternal-infant relationship at 9 months, and the maternal-child
relationship at 3 years as measured by the positive subscale of the Child Parent
Relationship Scale-Short Form (Pianta, 1992). The associated hypotheses for the panel
model maternal-infant and maternal-child relationship (positive) were H3.1.1, H3.2,
H3.3.1, and H3.4.1 (Table 28). These are displayed in Figure 40.
Initial analyses of model fit found the Chi-square statistic not given for this
model, suggesting poor model fit. However, the comparative fit index (CFI) statistic and
the root mean squared error of approximation (RMSEA) statistic suggested reasonable
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Table 28
Summary of Results for Research Question 3
Original hypothesis
H3.1: There is an association between parentinfant relationship at 9 months and parentchild relationship at 3 years
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Changes to hypotheses
H3.1.1: There is an association between
maternal-infant relationship at 9 months
and maternal-child relationship at
3 years (positive)
H3.1.2: There is an association between
maternal-infant relationship at 9 months
and maternal-child relationship at 3 years
(conflict)
H3.1.3: There is an association between
paternal-infant relationship at 9 months
and paternal-child relationship at 3 years
(positive)
H3.1.4: There is an association between
paternal infant relationship at 9 months
and paternal-child relationship at 3 years
(conflict)

H3.2: There is an association between infant
sleep difficulties at 9 months and sleep
difficulties at 3 years
H3.3: Parent-infant relationship at 9 months
is associated with the parent-child relationship
at 3 years

H3.3.1: Maternal-infant relationship at 9
months is associated with child sleep
difficulties at 3 years

Early preterm
Rejected

Late preterm
Accepted

Accepted

Accepted

Rejected

Rejected

Rejected

Accepted

Rejected

Accepted

Rejected

Rejected

Table 28 – continued
Original hypothesis
H3.4: Infant sleep difficulties at 9 months are
associated with the parent-child relationship
at 3 years

Changes to hypotheses
H3.4.1: Infant sleep difficulties at 9 months
are associated with the maternal-child
relationship at 3 years (positive)
H3.4.2: Infant sleep difficulties at 9 months
are associated with the maternal-child
relationship at 3 years (conflict)
H3.4.3: Infant sleep difficulties at 9 months
are associated with the paternal-child
relationship at 3 years (positive)
H3.4.4: Infant sleep difficulties at 9 months
are associated with the paternal-child
relationship at 3 years (conflict)

Early preterm
Rejected

Late preterm
Rejected

Rejected

Rejected

Accepted

Rejected

Rejected

Rejected
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Figure 40. Panel model maternal-infant and maternal-child relationship (positive).

model fit (Byrne, 2010). Therefore, the model was analyzed and hypotheses accepted or
rejected based on levels of significance (see Appendix A, Tables A24, A25).
Maternal-infant and maternal-child relationship (conflict subscale). The
conflict subscale of the Child Parent Relationship Scale-Short Form (Pianta, 1992)
replaced the positive subscale for the second part of the analysis. See Figure 41.

Figure 41. Panel model maternal-infant and maternal-child relationship (conflict).

The four variables used in this model were sleep difficulties at 9 months of age as
measured by primary caregiver (mother), sleep difficulties at 3 years as measured by the
primary caregiver (mother), maternal-infant relationship at 9 months and the maternalchild relationship at 3 years as measured by the conflict subscale of the Child Parent
Relationship Scale-Short Form (Pianta, 1992). The hypotheses associated with this
subsection were H3.1.2, H3.2, H3.3.1, and H3.4.2. The accepted hypotheses were based
on levels of significance (see Appendix A, Tables A26, A27).
Paternal-infant and paternal-child relationship (positive subscale). The
paternal-infant relationship was then analyzed (Figure 42).
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Figure 42. Panel model paternal-infant relationship (positive).
The three variables used in this model were sleep difficulties at 9 months of age as
measured by secondary caregiver (father), paternal-infant relationship at 9 months, and
the paternal-child relationship at 3 years as measured by the positive subscale of the Child
Parent Relationship Scale-Short Form (Pianta, 1992). Sleep difficulties at 3 years as
measured by the secondary caregiver were not available. The hypotheses associated with
this subsection were H3.1.3 and H3.4.3 (Table 28) and were accepted based on levels of
significance (see Appendix A, Tables A28, A29).
Paternal-infant and paternal-child relationship (conflict subscale). The three
variables used in this model were sleep difficulties at 9 months of age as measured by
secondary caregiver (father), paternal-infant relationship at 9 months, and the paternalchild relationship at 3 years as measured by the conflict subscale of the Child Parent
Relationship Scale-Short Form (Pianta, 1992). Sleep difficulties at 3 years as measured
by the secondary caregiver were not available (Figure 43). The hypotheses associated
with this subsection were H3.1.4 and H3.4.4. and hypotheses were accepted based on
levels of significance (see Appendix A, Tables A30, A31).

Figure 43. Panel model paternal-infant and paternal-child relationship (conflict).
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Chapter 5: Discussion

The primary interest of this study was the sleep patterns of infants born preterm,
as well as the relationship between these patterns and aspects of parent-infant
relationships. This study was unique in examining a population-based cohort from the
Republic of Ireland. It was also distinctive in comparing the sleep patterns of infants born
early preterm with those born late preterm. A secondary purpose of this study was to test
the application of the transactional model of sleep wake regulation (Goodlin Jones, 2000)
to the GUI dataset.
Framing this study within the transactional model of sleep wake regulation led to
the examination of variables inherent in infant and parent characteristics, as well as
caregiver interaction, and their relationship with sleep-wake regulation at both 9 months
and 3 years of age. This study found that while sleep patterns did not differ between
early and late preterm groups, night waking, as measured by the primary caregiver, did.
This finding suggests that an infant’s level of prematurity does not have a direct impact
on his/her sleep patterns, with night waking a notable exception. In addition, level of
prematurity was not associated with infant temperament, parental mental health, or
socioeconomic status. Of interest, an infant’s level of prematurity does influence their
development and aspects of feeding at 9 months of age, as well as the paternal-infant
relationship. This is meaningful because even though increased night waking in the late
preterm group may suggest less opportunity for growth, development, and self-regulation
through sleep, they had fewer difficulties attaining developmental milestones and
transitioning to solids but had a paternal-infant relationship that was not as positive.
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Characterizing Sleep Patterns of Preterm Infants at 9 Months of Age
The current study mapped the sleep patterns of preterm infants born in the
Republic of Ireland when 9 months of age, subdivided into early and late preterm groups.
The sleeping pattern of these infants was of concern, as preterm infants can show
disorganized sleep (Feldman, 2006; Holditch-Davis & Thoman, 1987; Weisman et al.,
2011), which is considered a central marker of neurodevelopmental immaturity (Halpern
et al., 1995; Weisman et al., 2011). Ninety-five percent of infants in the GUI dataset had
diurnal sleep patterns at 9 months of age, with over 8 hours sleep per night, irrespective
of level of prematurity. Schwichtenberg et al. (2011) found that diurnal sleep patterns
averaged 72% when preterm infants were 4 months of age. Coupled with the findings in
this study, it suggests that diurnal patterns mature with age over the first year of life, and
that the majority of preterm infants would be expected to show these mature patterns.
The development of diurnal sleep patterns indicates an infant’s ability to adjust to
biological and social rhythms (Pierrehumbert et al., 2003), supporting emotional
regulation, learning, and memory (Davis et al., 2004). It can be inferred from the results
of this study that this cohort of preterm infants had adjusted to these rhythms. It also
suggests that early sleep patterns that deviate from this might pose some concern, making
life challenging for parents and suggesting that the infants are not following a typical
trajectory for preterm children. A follow-up comparison study with full-term infants is
recommended, as preterm infants have been found to have significantly shorter sleep
duration at nighttime and a higher percentage of less restful sleep than full-term infants
even at 12 months of age, despite having similar diurnal sleep patterns (Asaka & Takada,
2010).
Nighttime waking and sleep. While a difference was found in the median
frequency of night waking between early and late preterm groups, the mean frequency
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was not significantly different. This suggests that the waking rates for certain infants fell
in the extremes, but the bulk of infants in the early preterm group showed less nighttime
waking than late preterm infants. Despite late preterm infants waking more, nighttime
sleep did not vary between groups. This suggests that while the late preterm infants were
waking more, the amount of time awake was not enough to alter the overall amount of
sleep these infants were getting. The factors that influenced nighttime sleep and waking
were similar, with differences noted between early and late preterm groups, as described
below.
Infant temperament was found to be an influential factor, across both preterm
groups, in both night sleep and waking. Infants identified as having an easier
temperament were found to have less nighttime waking and more nighttime sleep. This
might indicate that night wakening is key in terms of the influence on sleep patterns and
parent ratings of temperament as suggested in the literature (Halpern et al., 1994; Minde
et al., 1993; Novosad et al., 1999; Palmstierna et al., 2008; Schaefer, 1990). It is also
broadly supportive of earlier studies with full-term infants, which found that parents rated
their infants as more approachable when they had higher levels of night sleeping (Kaley
et al., 2012; Spruyt et al., 2008). These findings add to the current body of knowledge on
the transactional model of sleep-wake regulation where, to date, research has not
accounted for infant temperament having an impact on sleep patterns. In addition, as
temperament was measured through questions related to settling, and how to soothe a
baby, it is possible that the measure of temperament was a gauge of how easy it was to
get the infant to sleep.
Night waking was associated with age ceased breast-feeding within both groups in
this study. This was unsurprising. The overarching finding across many studies is that
night waking is associated with breast-feeding, both in full-term infants (DeLeon &
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Karraker, 2007; Gabally et al., 2013; Hayes et al., 2011; Kaley et al., 2012; Morgan et al.,
2004), and preterm infants (Wolke et al., 1995). In contrast to these findings, Thomas
(2000) found no significant difference in sleeping or waking in a 24-hour recording
period between a group of 12 breast-fed and 25 formula-fed preterm infants. As the study
had investigated infants between 4-6 weeks, corrected postnatal age, rather than infants at
9 months of age, it is conceivable that differing sleeping or waking patterns had not yet
established.
The age at which an infant ceased breast-feeding and solid foods were introduced
were also linked to nighttime sleep (and more sleep duration) in the late preterm group,
with no association found with the early preterm group. With a statistically significant
difference between groups found on the age infants began solid foods, these findings
indicate that the age solid foods are introduced has an impact on nighttime sleep at 9
months of age for infants born late preterm. As no association was found between
nighttime sleep and factors related to feeding in the early preterm group, it was not
possible to characterize nighttime sleep in the early preterm group based on factors
related to feeding. The findings for the late preterm group are somewhat at odds with a
study by Morgan et al. (2004), which found no evidence for the effect of weaning
behavior on sleep duration or waking at night in a mixed preterm infant group by the time
they were 9 months of age. It is not clear why these differences exist, but may be due to
differences in early and late preterm presentation. It also highlights the importance of
studying the behaviors of an Irish-based cohort, as the Morgan et al. (2004) study was
based in the United Kingdom.
In this study there was a difference between preterm groups in the age they began
solid foods regularly and the weight of the infant at 9 months. There was no difference
between groups in the age they ceased breast-feeding. These findings characterize infants
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at 9 months of age, born early preterm, as beginning solid foods at a later time and being
lighter in weight than infants born late preterm. Night waking was associated with weight
at 9 months and the age solid foods were introduced in the early preterm group only. It
could be inferred that early preterm infants were lighter as a consequence of eating less,
and because they ate less, woke fewer times at night. No literature was found to directly
link infant weight at 9 months or weaning behavior to sleep patterns. Morgan et al.
(2004) did find that preterm infants weaned before 12 weeks of age were significantly
heavier at 9 months but no link to sleep patterns were found. Low birth weight preterm
infants have been the focus of studies of infant sleep (Kusanagi et al., 2011; Poehlmann,
et al., 2009 Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009), but not their weight at 9 months and
how it might be associated with sleep patterns.
The introduction of solid foods to infants born preterm and its relationship to
weight was not found in the literature. However, Brusco and Delgado (2014) in a small
study of preterm infants (n = 32) found a significant association between food refusal,
extreme prematurity, and very low birth weight, which may explain some of the weight
differences in the current study. LaHood and Bryant (2007) suggested that oral-motor
readiness also impacts solid food introduction in this infant group. The literature has
focused on the importance of nutrient enriched formula (Carver, 2005; Griffin & Cooke,
2007) rather than solid food introduction. This is because hospital discharge is often
based on pattern of growth, with a strong emphasis on it as a sign of improving health
throughout a preterm infant’s early years (Brown et al., 2014).
Parental mental health, including stress and depression, was found to be similar,
irrespective of level of prematurity. Caregiver stress was found to be a factor in
nighttime sleep and waking in the late preterm group only. Specifically, greater primary
caregiver stress was associated with nighttime waking, while less secondary caregiver
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stress was associated with greater nighttime sleep. This finding resonates with an earlier
study where sleep disruption was found to be associated with family stress
(Pierrehumbert et al., 2003). A recent meta-analysis by Schappin et al. (2013) also found
parental stress to be similar across both preterm and full-term infant groups. A strong
effect for infant birth year was also found, with decreasing parental stress from the 1980s
onwards, indicative perhaps of greater quality of care for this infant group over time.
Given the current lack of policy provision for preterm infants in the Republic of Ireland,
in particular late preterm infants born after 33 weeks gestation where no specific aftercare
needed are identified (KPMG, 2008), there is a requirement for more coordinated
aftercare to promote better long-term outcomes for preterm infants and the call for more
dedicated developmental physicians (EFCNI, 2011a). The tracking of parental stress as a
gauge of successful service provision could be used as a practical outcome measure of
improved aftercare for this patient group. It may also serve as a measure of primary
caregiver perception of their ability to cope with infant night waking.
Expanding on parent mental health, less depression in the primary caregiver was
also found to be associated with greater nighttime sleep in the late preterm group. This
finding was expected, giving weight to Karraker and Young’s study (2007). Using data
from the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development Study of Early
Child Care, they found that the rate of clinically significant depression scores almost
doubled in mothers of infants who had persistent and severe night waking in comparison
to infants who slept through the night. While Martin et al., (2007) reported that paternal
depression influences infant sleep, this was not found to be the case in this study.
A higher sociodemographic status was associated with greater nighttime sleep in
the late preterm group only, despite a similar sociodemographic across both levels of
prematurity. This is in contrast with findings by Schwichtenberg and Poehlmann (2009),
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where a lower socioeconomic status was found to be linked to less breast-feeding, which
in turn was linked to less night waking in preterm infants. With similar
sociodemographics and breast-feeding patterns found across level of prematurity in this
study, it is not clear why study findings were different. Further inspection of the GUI
dataset, stratifying by sociodemographic status rather than level of prematurity may cast
more light on this finding. In contrast, these findings lend support to earlier studies of
term infants, with Field et al. (2002) and McLaughlin et al. (2005) finding that a lower
socioeconomic status was associated with less optimal sleep.
Daytime naps. The early and late preterm groups had a similar daytime nap
pattern, although the early preterm group showed a trend towards longer naps. With a
similar daytime nap pattern found, it was anticipated that the factors that impacted on
daytime sleep would be similar. However, this was not the case. No factor was found to
influence daytime naps in the early preterm group, while an infant’s temperament and the
age they were introduced to solid foods were associated with daytime naps in the late
preterm group, such that easier temperament and later transition to solid foods were
associated with longer daytime naps. This idea that easier temperament is associated with
longer daytime naps makes sense, given earlier literature has proposed that preterm
infants may need more naps at 4 months post term in order to accommodate the amount
of stimulation provided by play interaction with their mother, and these infants are more
relaxed as a result of greater daytime naps. This relationship is likely to be bi-directional,
whereby a more relaxed infant is also more likely to sleep more, and to be considered of
easy temperament (Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009). Schwichtenberg, Anders et al.
(2011) had similar findings in relation to temperament and daytime naps, whereby more
infant naps at 9 months predicted more positive maternal affect, involvement, and
verbalizations during daytime play interactions with mothers at 24 months.
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In the early preterm group, parent perception of their infant’s temperament altered
according to nighttime sleep and waking pattern, but not to the length of daytime naps.
This suggests that nighttime sleep and waking pattern were more important than daytime
sleep pattern in shaping parent perception of how easy their infant was to manage, in the
early preterm group. Having said that, while the early preterm group showed fewer naps,
this did not lead to a parental rating of difficult temperament.
With late preterm infants introduced to solid foods at an earlier age and being
heavier than infants born early preterm, it is possible that they spent less time asleep
during the day as they were hungrier and ate more frequently. The association between
longer daytime naps and later introduction to solid foods in the late preterm group also
support this assumption. The theoretical framework provided by the transactional model
of sleep-wake regulation was used as a foundation for examining the association between
feeding and sleep patterns in this study. Unfortunately the variables available for study
did not result in adequate model fit for examining feeding. It is possible that feeding may
have had a stronger association with daytime naps, if the original theoretical framework
developed by Goodlin Jones (2000) showed a stronger representation of study data.
Factors that did not influence sleep patterns. Infant sleep patterns were not
found to be associated with their development, irrespective of level of prematurity. This
might have been expected, given that sleep did not differ overall while development did.
This finding is supportive of earlier studies in full term infants where no correlation
between these variables was found (A. Scher, 2005; A. Scher et al., 2008; Spruyt et al.,
2008), but stands in contrast to the findings of Anders et al. (1985). These investigators
did find a link between sleep patterns and preterm infant development. It is important to
note that while Anders et al. (1985) was a study of preterm infants, it used video
somnography to measure different sleep states, including active and quiet sleep, while
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this study used parent report measures. It is known that parent report is not sensitive to
occasions when infants may wake and return to sleep without intervention (Burnham et
al., 2005; Sadeh et al., 2010; Tikotzky & Sadeh, 2009), and may have been a factor in the
different outcomes. The findings in this study lend support for the conclusion that even
though infants born early preterm have significantly poorer developmental scoring on the
Ages and Stages Questionnaire (Bricker et al., 1999), these results do not translate into a
greater impact on sleep patterns as reported by parents. However, given the paucity of
literature on the links between infant development and sleep patterns in preterm infants,
as well as the contrast in findings between this study and those of Anders et al. (1985)
there is a need for future research to investigate this further.
The specific comparison between early and late preterm infants was included as
literature supported the view that infants born late preterm are more similar in morbidity
and mortality to infants born early preterm, than to full-term infants (Raju, 2006, 2008).
This study investigated whether there were similarities in sleeping patterns between early
and late preterm infants. Within the GUI dataset, sleeping patterns in both early and late
preterm groups were more similar than different, suggesting that by 9 months of age,
preterm infants do not differ in their sleeping patterns. Despite differences detected when
analysis was based on early and late preterm infants, the actual sleep patterns of all
preterm infants at 9 months of age were more similar than dissimilar. This suggests there
may be hidden issues at play, undetected by the questions used in the original GUI
dataset. It is recommended that infants born late preterm should be diligently evaluated,
monitored, and followed in their medical care, as they are physiologically immature
(Raju, 2006, 2008). With sleep patterns similar to early preterm infants, it suggests that
late preterm infant sleep should be approached in a similar way to early preterm infant
sleep.
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Role of Parent-Infant Relationship
The transactional model of sleep-wake regulation suggests that caregiver-infant
interactions may influence infant sleep. As such, this study investigated the role of the
maternal-infant and paternal-infant relationship in preterm infant sleep patterns. Further,
parental-infant relationships were examined to establish whether they played a mediating
role between infant and parent factors and infant sleep patterns. Initial findings indicated
that the maternal-infant relationship was similar across all levels of prematurity, while the
paternal-infant relationship was stronger in the early preterm group. It is possible that
fathers are more involved with the early preterm infants who were developmentally
distinctly different, leading to a stronger paternal-infant relationship.
The parent-infant relationship provided a mediating relationship between infant
sleep and infant temperament only. No mediating relationship was found with any other
infant or parent factor. Specifically, the maternal-infant relationship was found to
mediate the relationship between infant temperament and sleep patterns in both groups.
The paternal-infant relationship mediated this link in the late preterm group only. As the
paternal-infant relationship was significantly different between groups, it is unsurprising
that it was a mediator in the late preterm group only. However, with a stronger paternalinfant relationship in the early preterm group, it was surprising that the mediation
occurred in the late preterm group. The mediation in the late preterm group was partial,
suggesting that other factors outside the remit of this study could potentially add to the
mediating relationship. Examples of these factors include cultural, reflecting how
involved fathers are in infant care; or economical, if the father was the main earner
spending time outside the home. These findings broadly support earlier research
evidence for the mediating role of the parent-infant relationship on infant sleep patterns
(Goldberg et al., 2012; Tikotzky et al., 2011), particularly on the sleep patterns of infants
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born preterm (Schwichtenberg, Anders, et al., 2011; Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann,
2009).
When sleep patterns were inspected more closely, some differences in the
mediating role were found. Both the maternal-infant and paternal-infant relationships
were found to partially mediate the effect of infant temperament on nighttime waking and
nighttime sleep in the early preterm group. While this finding does not specifically
support earlier literature, it does echo findings by Tikotzky et al. (2011) where higher
involvement of fathers in overall infant care predicted and was associated with fewer
incidences of infant night waking. This partial mediation suggests that aside from the
parent-infant interaction, some other factor may play a mediating role, perhaps innate to
the infant as other infant and parent factors in this study had no mediating effect. As
neither the maternal nor the paternal-infant relationship had a mediating role on nighttime
sleep in the late preterm group, the factor at play may have to do with the infant’s level of
prematurity.
Even though infant temperament and daytime naps were similar across early and
late preterm groups, the infant’s level of prematurity influenced his/her association with
each other, with a link found in the late preterm group only. The maternal-infant
relationship was found to completely mediate this link. It was the only example of
complete mediation found in this study, emphasizing the role of a mother’s relationship
with her infant in supporting daytime naps. The maternal-infant relationship also
provided partial mediation between infant temperament and night waking in the late
preterm group. Considering that the paternal-infant relationship had no mediating role in
daytime naps in the late preterm group, it highlights further the influential role of the
maternal-infant relationship in this infant group. With the exact function of daytime naps
understudied, but being a pivotal element of every infant’s day (Schwichtenberg, Anders,
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et al., 2011), the role of the maternal-infant relationship in supporting daytime naps was
important to identify. These findings were significant as this was the first study to
investigate infant temperament as an independent variable using the transactional model
of sleep and just the second study to examine the role of the paternal-infant relationship
(Tikotzky et al., 2009). This was also the only example of mediation found in this study
(i.e., between infant temperament, parent-infant relationship, and sleep patterns). It
provides limited support for the mediating role of parent-infant interaction. As the
mother-infant relationship supports the infant’s ability to self-soothe and to self-regulate
at night (de Graag et al., 2012; Sadeh et al., 2010; Schwichtenberg, Anders, et al., 2011;
Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009), and supports the development of good sleep
patterns in early childhood (Minde et al., 2006), it makes sense that it also has a positive
influence on daytime naps. It is also possible that the mother-infant relationship also
supports the infant’s ability to self-soothe and to self-regulate for daytime naps.
Sleep Difficulties Between 9 Months and 3 Years of Age
Guided by the transactional model of sleep-wake regulation, this study also
investigated the link between parents reporting of sleep difficulties at 9 months and 3
years of age in the same cohort of preterm infants. This was the first study to investigate
preterm infant sleep beyond 24 months of age (Tikotzky et al., 2009), using the
transactional model of sleep. This study also used parent report of sleep difficulties. It
was considered vital, as it was their lived experience (Davis et al., 2004). When the
findings of the early and late preterm group were compared, subtle differences in findings
relating to sleep suggest level of prematurity is a central factor. However, the association
between the parent-infant or parent-child relationship and sleep difficulties was limited.
The reason for this limited association may be due to the original GUI questions not being
sensitive enough to adequately measure the variables in question. Alternatively, the
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factors influencing sleep may be more biological or medical in nature, particularly as
preterm infants may experience respiratory or neurological difficulties (AAPCFN, 2003;
Escobar et al., 2005; Raju, 2008; Raju et al., 2006). The use of more objective measures
of sleep, such as observations of behavior (Anders & Keener, 1985), as well as
measurement of biological factors, such as cardiac vagal tone (Feldman, 2006) may have
shown more significant findings. Furthermore, other studies of preterm infants have
included low birth weight as well as level of prematurity (Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann,
2009) and filtered for congenital abnormalities (Schwichtenberg, Anders et al., 2011;
Tikotzky & Sadeh, 2009).
It was noted that infant sleep difficulties at 9 months were found to be associated
with the paternal-child relationship at 3 years of age in both groups. The relationship was
positive in the early preterm group and negative in the late preterm group. This is a
thought-provoking finding, given the focus on the mediating relationship of the paternalinfant relationship noted above. It is possible that if an infant has sleep difficulties at 9
months, it may encourage more involvement from the infant’s father, which in turn
promotes a more involved relationship at 3 years. The infant level of prematurity is
important in identifying whether that relationship is more harmonious than fractious in
nature. The literature suggests that fathers play an important role in sleep interventions,
and find it easier to implement strategies that involve reduction of active soothing (Minde
et al., 1994; Sadeh, 2001, 2005). It is conceivable that as late preterm infants were found
to wake more often at night at 9 months, they were perceived as having sleep difficulties
which in turn was associated with a relationship of conflict with their father at 3-years of
age. Furthermore, as the paternal-infant relationship was stronger in the early preterm
group, thought to be associated with greater involvement due to greater developmental
difficulties, it is conceivable that this would translate into a more positive paternal-infant
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relationship at 3 years of age. However, findings in this study did not support this
concept, with the paternal-infant relationship at 9 months having no association with a
positive paternal-child relationship at 3 years in either group.
Infant sleep difficulties at 9 months were found to be associated with sleep
difficulties at 3 years in the late preterm group only. Sleep difficulties in the early
preterm group were not identified as a concern. With infant sleep difficulties at 9 months
also found to be associated with a more negative paternal-child relationship at 3 years, it
is proposed that the continued sleep difficulties at 3 years also has an impact on the
paternal-child relationship. Further research is warranted to identify the level of
involvement of fathers in their infant’s sleep routine. The data available in this study did
not include an operational definition of sleep difficulties. However, it is known that
higher involvement of fathers in overall infant care predicts and is associated with fewer
incidences of infant night waking (Tikotzky et al., 2011).
From a transactional model of sleep-wake regulation viewpoint, as hypothesized,
infant sleep difficulties at 9 months were found to be associated with child sleep
difficulties at 3 years in the late preterm group, but not in the early preterm group. These
findings provide evidence of the importance of establishing the level of prematurity of the
infant, when focusing on sleep difficulties as reported by the primary caregiver. This
study found that the sleep patterns of early and late preterm infants were similar.
However, sleep difficulties as defined by the primary caregiver were not. Therefore,
when findings of the early and late preterm group were compared, subtle differences
relating to sleep patterns and sleep difficulties suggest that level of prematurity is an
essential factor. Finding an association between sleep difficulties at both data points in
the late preterm group may suggest that their sleep difficulties are more similar to fullterm infants, with two earlier studies finding that full-term infant sleep problems at 8
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months continue to present at 3 years of age (Zuckerman et al., 1987) and at 3 and 4 years
of age (Wolke et al., 1995).
Infant sleep difficulties at 9 months were not found to be associated with the
maternal-child relationship at 3 years in either preterm group. The Schwichtenberg,
Anders, et al. (2011) study defined sleep difficulties as including fewer naps. When they
followed infants longitudinally from the neonatal intensive care unit discharge to 4, 9, and
24 months of age, they found that infants who took more naps experienced more optimal
mother-infant interaction later in development than infants who took fewer naps.
Following this logic, as the late preterm group was classed as having sleep difficulties due
to shorter naps at 9 months, they would be expected to have a maternal-child relationship
of conflict at 3 years. The early preterm group, with longer naps, would be perceived as
having a positive sleep pattern, and it was anticipated that they would have a positive
maternal-child relationship at 3 years. However, this was not the case. The difference in
findings may reflect the extended length of time that had elapsed between the two data
points in this study. In addition, the maternal-infant relationship at 9 months was not
found to be associated with child sleep difficulties at 3 years in either preterm group also
suggesting that the time between the two study points was too far apart to show any
relationship of significance. Although not measured as part of the panel model in this
study, establishing whether an association exists between sleep difficulties at 9 months
and the maternal-infant relationship at 9 months could provide further insights to be
compared to current findings.
It is acknowledged that a different measurement tool of parent-infant relationship
was used at both data collection points (i.e., the Quality of Attachment subscale from
Maternal/Paternal Postnatal Attachment Scale [Condon & Corkindale, 1998]) at 9 months
and the Child Parent Relationship Scale-Short Form (CPR-S, Pianta, 1992) at 3 years. It
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was a possibility that they did not measure the same thing as they emphasized different
items. Caution was exercised when interpreting results. Both measure parent self-report
of their relationship with their child. However, the Maternal/Paternal Postnatal
Attachment Scale focuses on a parent’s feelings of attachment with their infant, while the
CPR-S focuses on parent perception of their child’s feelings.
In this study, sleep factors and the relationship between a parent and their child
changed in the backdrop of a national recession in the Republic of Ireland between the
two data collection points of 2008/2009 and 2010/2011. These changes were of interest
in the interpretation of the results. It is possible that some of the negative feelings within
the parent-child relationship at 3 years of age could be attributed to stress relating to
financial concerns, or other life pressures associated with an ongoing recession in the
country. This was not specifically measured within this study. The monitoring of
changes in socioeconomics, including parental income and social class across the two
data collection points, would provide information in this regard. This change in
economic climate was kept in mind when drawing conclusions about potential differences
between the two samples at 9 months and 3 years of age.
Interpretation of Findings in Relation to Transactional Model of Sleep-Wake
Regulation
The results of this study suggest that many aspects of the transactional model of
sleep wake regulation apply to the GUI dataset. Figure 44 displays the revised
transactional model with differences between the early and late preterm group indicated.
According to Goodlin- Jones et al. (2000), the transactional model of sleep-wake
regulation is fulfilled when the parent-infant relationship is found to mediate the
relationship between proximal factors (i.e., marital status, parental health, infant
temperament, and health) and sleep patterns. In the current study, parent-infant
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Infant Characteristics
Development ++
(Communication; gross motor; fine motor; problem
solving; personal/ social)

Infant Characteristics
Feeding (age ceased breastfeeding; age first solid foods
++; weight at 9-months ++

Parent Characteristics
Paternal depression

Parent Characteristics
Maternal stress; Paternal stress
Maternal depression
Socio-demographics (equivalized
income; social class; maternal level
of education)

Infant Characteristics
Temperament (fussy / difficult; dull;
unadaptable; unpredictable)
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Parent – Infant Interaction
Quality of Attachment (9months;
Maternal)
Quality of Attachment (9months;
Paternal) ++

Sleep-wake regulation
Daytime naps; nighttime waking; nighttime sleep
(9 months)

Infant Sleep-Wake Outcomes
/ Problems
Infant sleep patterns or habits a
problem (9months:
Maternal/Paternal)

Parent – Child Interaction
Quality of Parent-Child Relationship
(3 years; Maternal);
Quality of Parent-Child Relationship
(3 years; Paternal)

Child Sleep-Wake Outcomes / Problems
Child sleep patterns or habits a problem (3 years:
Maternal)
Note: Paternal variable identifying child sleep
patterns / habits a problem at 3-years not available

Figure 44. Revised transactional model of sleep-wake regulation with significant predictors in bold. Predictors with differences
between early and late preterm groups in bold with ++. Mediator relationship denoted by dashed line ----. No lines indicate lack of
relationship. Color-coded to reflect factors: Blue = parent/infant factors; Purple = parent-infant/child interaction; Red = sleep/wake
regulation; Green = sleep problems/outcomes. Adapted from Goodlin-Jones et al., 2000, p. 314, with permission

relationship mediated the link between infant temperament and sleep patterns to some
extent.
The transactional model of sleep-wake regulation was useful in the current study
in understanding the influence or predictive value of infant and parent proximal factors on
infant sleep. This model was also suitable in explaining how the parent-infant
relationship may mediate the relationship between these typical variables. The model
works for this dataset in identifying the variables of interest, however, there are variations
between the theoretical model and the model representing this dataset. The theoretical
model proposes that infant characteristics (temperament, development, and feeding) and
parent characteristics (stress, depression, and sociodemographics) are linked to sleepwake regulation through the parent-infant relationship. However, this is valid for infant
temperament only within the model that represents the GUI dataset. The model
representing this dataset also shows how feeding, parental stress, maternal depression,
and sociodemographics are directly associated with sleep-wake regulation. However,
infant development and paternal depression are not linked to sleep-wake regulation.
Finally, the model representing GUI displays with greater detail, the relationship between
parent-infant/child interactions and infant/child sleep difficulties. While the theoretical
model proposes a simplistic linear relationship between the parent-infant/child interaction
and sleep difficulties, the model representing the dataset presents a more detailed
relationship, with the infant and child variables separated.
It should be noted that the full explanatory power of this model was not examined
in this study, since distal level factors, including policy and other system level variables
were not included. In addition, the possible bi-directional relationship between variables
was not investigated. By identifying these unexplored variables, the current results can
be contextualized and future research can be identified which may assist in the
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understanding of the breadth of factors that may impact sleep patterns in preterm infants.
The transactional model of sleep-wake regulation implies that distal factors in the
environment, such as cultural values relating to sleep and environmental influences, have
an impact on proximal factors, which in turn influence infant sleep patterns. Two
important questions might be posed that were not addressed in the current study:
1. Considering the findings of this study supporting the effect of infant
temperament, age ceased breast-feeding, age began solid foods, infant weight at 9
months, aspects of parent mental health, and sociodemographics on infant sleep patterns,
what distal environmental factors also have an impact on these sleep variables? GoodlinJones et al.’s (2000) model points to distal factors that may influence sleep that were not
examined in the current study. These include culture, family network, and the
environment.
2. In addition to distal factors, the changing nature of these factors over time is
another key research point. This leads to the second question: How are the proximal and
distal factors related to sleep patterns and difficulties over time?
3. What role, if any, does the bi-directional relationship between infant/parent
characteristics and infant sleep patterns play in supporting a positive sleep-wake
regulatory pattern for infants born preterm?
4. Considering the findings of this study, whereby sleep patterns of all preterm
infants were quite similar, is there any difference in the sleep patterns between preterm
infants and infants born full-term in a cohort from the Republic of Ireland?
5. Given the significant relationship found between infant temperament and sleep
at 9 months of age, as well as the mediating role of the maternal and paternal infant
relationship, how do these relationships compare at 3 years of age?
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From a policy viewpoint, future research should investigate how these factors of
significance are linked to sleep difficulties and not just sleep patterns, as sleep difficulties
as defined by the parent is what prompts them to look for support (Davis et al., 2004).
The use of the transactional model of sleep-wake regulation was limited by the variables
available within the GUI secondary dataset. While past research has shown that the
involvement of parents at bedtime can predict how well an infant can self-soothe and
return to sleep (Anders et al., 1992; Anuntaseree et al., 2008; Burnham et al., 2005;
DeLeon & Karraker, 2007; Morrell & Cortina-Borja, 2002; Sadeh, 2004; Sadeh et al.,
2009; Sheridan et al., 2013; St James-Roberts et al., 2006; Tikotzky & Sadeh, 2009;
Touchette et al., 2005) (see Appendix A for more information on individual studies), this
information was not available within the GUI dataset. In addition, all information on
sleep and sleep regulation was parent report; no objective information existed on sleep
patterns (e.g., measured through the use of actigraphs).
Sleep patterns were chosen as a measure of infant self-regulation within this
study. A review of all questions asked of primary and secondary caregivers within the
GUI study, when their infant was 9 months of age, found limited evidence of other
questions that could be clustered under a self-regulation factor. Finally, as the GUI
dataset did not ask the same questions of the cohort at both data collection time points (9
months of age and 3 years of age), it was difficult to complete any investigations across
data time points.
Limitations
Controlling for threats to internal validity. There are many potential threats
that may have influenced study results. These include selection factors, instrumentation,
the history relating to use of a secondary dataset, as well as the theoretical and practice
issues relating to the use of SEM.
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Firstly, the present study proposed to examine the sleep patterns and the factors
that may influence these sleep patterns of infants born preterm. The original data became
available through the GUI dataset. These data were based on caregiver-reported findings,
which are supported by the literature (Davis et al., 2004; Tse & Hall, 2008), as their
experience of sleep patterns and problems are very real to them; therefore, it was assumed
that they were reporting their child’s presentation correctly.
When using a secondary dataset, the research questions needed to fit existing data
and that was a limitation that was accounted for. Steps taken to minimize this limitation
included the researcher gaining a clear understanding of how variables were measured in
the original dataset. This was achieved through reviewing all summary reports and
background information relating to the GUI study, as recommended by Bibb (2007).
Additionally, the researcher attended specific training days on how to use the GUI
dataset, to augment understanding of the original longitudinal study.
Threats to instrumentation arise when the tool used to measure the variables of
interest is not valid or reliable. The GUI study published its survey questions, and where
possible, used internationally recognized survey instruments. These tools have
established construct validity. The use of definitions from the transactional model of
sleep-wake regulation further strengthened the construct validity of the variables and their
associated questions used in this research study.
Within the GUI dataset, the parent-infant relationship at 9 months of age was
measured as the parent perception of attachment with their infant, using the Quality of
Attachment subscale from the Maternal/Paternal Postnatal Attachment Scale (Condon &
Corkindale, 1998). The parent-child relationship at 3 years of age was measured using
the Child Parent Relationship Scale-Short Form (Pianta, 1992). This was potentially a
limitation, given two different measurement tools were used at different age groups to
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measure the same construct within the study. This limitation was accounted for by
establishing the reliability and validity of these measurement tools and by establishing
whether they were measuring the same or similar items.
The Maternal Post-Natal Attachment Scale (MPAS) is reported by the authors to
have reliable internal consistency, with alphas of 0.78-0.79, a test-retest reliability of
0.86, and excellent convergent validity (Condon & Corkindale, 1998). It was also found
to be significantly associated with the Attachment Q-Set, an observer rated scale of
attachment (Feldstein, Hane, Morrison, & Huang, 2004). The MPAS has not been
validated on an Irish population, but several studies support the reliability and validity of
the MPAS with different populations. The construct validity of the MPAS was found to
be strong and internal reliability high with Dutch mothers 8-12 weeks postpartum (van
Brussel, Spitz, & Demyttenaere, 2009). Scopesi, Viterbori, Sponza, and Zucchinetti
(2004) validated the MPAS on an Italian population and found similar psychometric
properties to Condon and Corkindale (1998). The Paternal Postnatal Attachment Scale
(PPAS) was developed on a sample of fathers in Australia and was administered to them
at 6 months and 12 months after the birth of their first child. The authors reported
internal consistency reliabilities of 0.62-0.81 with excellent convergent validity (Condon,
Corkindale, & Boyce, 2008). The strong reliability and validity of this measure give
weight to the findings associated with the maternal-infant and paternal-infant relationship
in this study.
The Child Parent Relationship Scale (CPRS) (Pianta, 1992) is a measure that
reflects both positive and negative aspects of the parent-child relationship. One recent
study was found to detail reliability and validity of the measure. Driscoll and Pianta
(2011) reported a Cronbach’s alphas above 0.60 for maternal and paternal positive and
conflict subscales of the CPRS. The conflict and positive scale are two distinct scales,
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representing two different aspects of the parent-child relationship, as evidenced by the
low correlation (r = 0.16) between scores. Validity of the composite scores of this tool
was found to be high, at 0.83. The limited research on this tool tentatively suggests strong
reliability and validity in measuring the child-parent relationship. With both tools
presenting with strong validity and reliability, it was reasonable to assume they were
measuring what they set out to measure and were measuring similar items (i.e., the
parent-infant and parent-child relationship).
The threat of history occurs when events happening during the study period
potentially impact the ability to use the results to draw conclusions. In this study, the
impact of the recession on the variables associated with Research Question 3 are likely to
be minimal, which looked at sleep difficulties and the parent-infant/child relationship
across two data collection points. However, given that all variables originated from
parent report, it was important to remain cognizant of the possible influence of the
recession on parental mental health and sociodemographics, which in turn may have
influenced how a parent perceived their child’s possible sleep difficulties as well as their
relationship with their child. The change in the economic climate in the Republic of
Ireland between both data collection points is of interest, as it contributes to the
conclusions drawn about differences between the 9-month and 3-year of age cohort.
Controlling for threats to statistical conclusion validity. The use of a secondary
dataset, where variables may be statistically analyzed in such a way that was not
originally planned for, may suggest a threat to statistical conclusion validity (Polit &
Beck, 2012). This raises questions about the conclusions drawn and their validity. In
order to minimize this risk, in so far as possible, all variables were represented with
respect to their original definition in the GUI data collection.
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Controlling for structural equation modeling. Theoretical issues when using
SEM relate to its use as a confirmatory technique rather than exploratory. To overcome
this limitation in this study the researcher had developed hypotheses about potential
relationships among variables (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). These hypotheses were
established through the use of the transactional model of sleep-wake regulation, which
guided identification of variables, variable relationships, as well as research question and
hypothesis creation.
The sample size and missing data were also potential limitations that needed to be
accounted for when using SEM. The use of a large sample helped minimize this
limitation in so far as possible.
Multivariate normality and outliers were also accounted for when using SEM, as
most of the estimation techniques assumed multivariate normality. Prior to data analysis,
data were screened for univariate outliers, with skewness and kurtosis of the measured
variables examined as recommended by Tabachnick and Fidell (2007).
Implications for Policy
This study also yields important information that may be relevant to policy
matters. Specifically, the links between maternal stress, paternal stress, and maternal
depression and infant sleep patterns provides evidence for the importance of focusing on
parental mental health, as well as infant sleep needs. The World Health Organization has
identified the mental health of mothers as requiring special consideration (WHO, 2008)
with a recent all Ireland report calling for greater child-centered research to better
understand the relationship between maternal mental health and child outcomes (Children
and Youth Programme, 2013). This study’s findings support the inclusion of infant sleep
in this research as a child outcome. However, causal predictors cannot be assumed from
these data, as it is unclear whether parental mental health contributes to infant sleep
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patterns, or whether infant sleep patterns contribute to parental mental health. As the
parent-infant relationship was not found to mediate between these mental health factors
and preterm infant sleep, addressing the specific stress or depression issue with the parent
is more important than focusing on their relationship with their infant, when supporting
the progression of preterm infant sleep patterns.
Additionally, the current study found a statistically significant difference in
developmental scoring between the early and late preterm group at 9 months of age. This
variable represents one potential area for future investigation: to establish how many of
these infants have a diagnosed developmental problem by 3 years of age. If, as the data
suggest, that early preterm infants have more developmental difficulties, yet these are not
related to sleep patterns, future research should investigate whether specific
developmental diagnoses are associated with parental measure of sleep difficulties, both
at 9 months and again at 3 years. The findings of this research suggest that no link exists
between infant development and sleep patterns. It was noted that past research
investigating infant development and self-regulation used the more detailed Bayley
Scales of Infant Development (Boyd et al., 2013; El-Dib et al., 2012; Jones, Champion, &
Woodward, 2013; Lundqvist-Persson et al., 2012; Wolf et al., 2002; Woythaler,
McCormick, & Smith, 2011) rather than the Ages and Stages Questionnaire (Bricker et
al., 1999). Future research of infant development using a more detailed measurement tool
may identify specific self-regulatory and sleep pattern relationships, specific to
developmental diagnoses. This would have implications for policy development for
infants and young children with developmental difficulties.
In order for the Republic of Ireland to provide programs to improve long-term
outcomes for preterm infants, policymakers require recent data on factors that influence
sleep pattern development in this vulnerable infant group. Important findings from this
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study highlight the differing trends between the early preterm and late preterm groups
across various aspects of sleep, infant and parent factors, and the parent-infant/child
relationship. Of particular note is the apparent importance of the paternal-infant
relationship, which has not been the focus of earlier studies. With this in mind, a longterm outcome of these research findings may include support for family-centered,
developmentally supportive care that includes both maternal and paternal interests, as
well as the level of prematurity of the infant in question. It is striking that at 9 months of
age there are noteworthy differences in findings between the early and late preterm group.
These findings provide a clearer, more comprehensive understanding of the factors that
influence sleep patterns, thus supporting the provision of more appropriate supports to
this infant group. Thus, the findings of this study stand in some contrast to existing
literature, and suggest that level of prematurity is an important factor to consider.
Additional inquiry is required to explore this relationship further.
Summary of Infant Sleep Pattern Findings
This was the first population-based study of infants born preterm to be undertaken
in the Republic of Ireland, with Irish infants, specifically focusing on sleep patterns and
factors that influence them. This study used the transactional model of sleep-wake
regulation to identify and investigate variables of interest. This study examined the sleep
patterns of infants born late preterm with infants born early preterm across infant
temperament, infant development, infant feeding, parental stress and depression, and
parental sociodemographics. Late preterm infants were considered an important group to
include (Boyle 2012) given their mortality rate is significantly higher than term infants
(March of Dimes, 2006; Reddy, Ko, Raju, & Willinger, 2009) and are one and a half
times more likely to require hospital-related care than full-term infants (Brown et al.,
2013; Tomashek et al., 2006).
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Due to preterm infants having greater developmental needs, and the links between
good sleep pattern development and neurodevelopmental maturity, this study investigated
whether specific infant and parent factors had an influence on sleep. Interestingly, infant
development itself was the only factor to have no influence on sleep patterns, despite the
early preterm group having developmental needs.
There were mixed findings on the impact of the infant’s level of prematurity on
parent and infant factors, and on sleep patterns. The role of the parent-infant relationship
as a mediator was also found to be limited to infant temperament and sleep. Although
outside the scope of this study, there are two areas requiring further analysis: comparison
of sleep patterns of early and late preterm infants with full-term infants as well as
identification of other possible mediators, besides the maternal-infant and paternal-infant
relationship. This would build on current findings and create a more extensive model of
factors influencing sleep patterns in this population.
Using the transactional model of sleep-wake regulation, this study investigated
proximal factors influencing sleep. This study established the factors that impact
different aspects of sleep patterns, yet it must be noted that there may be a bi-directional
relationship (Sameroff & Fiese, 1990; Sameroff & MacKenzie, 2003), whereby sleep
may influence these factors. The bi-directional relationship between factors and sleep
variables represents another potential area for future investigation, especially given that a
relationship was found between infant and parent factors and sleep pattern variables in
this study. It appears that sleep patterns are impacted by a unique constellation of factors,
depending on whether the infant was born early or late preterm. In addition, the factors
that influenced sleep and the mediators of these relationships differed among groups.
These variations make it challenging to pinpoint any particular infant or parent factor as
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the sole influencing element, emphasizing the importance of a transactional model
multifactorial approach to infant sleep research.
Future studies are needed to identify whether the developmental differences in
infants born in the early preterm group relate to developmental diagnoses, and whether
associations exist with sleep difficulties, as these children get older. More in-depth
investigation of the role of the paternal-infant relationship is also necessary, as well as a
focus on the possible distal factors as defined by the transactional model of sleep-wake
regulation, that may influence proximal factors and in turn the sleep patterns of this
vulnerable population group. The use of the transactional model of sleep-wake regulation
and the modified format for an Irish population assists in a greater understanding of these
factors, and how to define constructs for future service provision.
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Table A1
Relationship Between Preterm Birth and Self-Regulation Literature
Subjects
904 children born at < 28
weeks gestation during
2002-2004

Measurement tools
-Bayley Behavior Rating
Scale (BRS)
-Neurological examination
-Bayley Scales of Infant
Development II (BSID-II)

Findings
Over 25% of children born extremely preterm
exhibit socioemotional delays (engagement and
emotional regulation) during developmental
assessment at 2 years

Jones, Champion, &
Woodward (2013)

A regionally representative
sample (New Zealand) of
103 very preterm (< 32
weeks gestation) children
and a comparison group
of 105 full-term children
(36-41 weeks gestation).

-Strengths and Difficulties
Questionnaire
-Emotional Regulation
Checklist (ERC)
-Infant-Toddler Symptom
Checklist
-Adapted scale from
emotional regulation subscale
of Bayley Scales of Infant
Development-II
-All three parent-report
subscales of the Penn
Interactive Peer Play Scale
(PIPPS)

Compared to full-term peers, very preterm born
children had poorer emotional and behavioral
adjustment, were less effective in regulating
their emotions, had lower levels of positive
peer play and had less synchronous
interactions with their parents

Perez-Pereira et al. (2013)

Early neurobehavioral
development of 150 preterm
children is compared to

-Assessed at 15 days
(corrected age for preterm
children) using the Neonatal

Significant differences found between preterm
and full-term children in motor, range of state,
and regulation of state.
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Reference
Boyd et al. (2013)

Table A1 - continued
Reference

Measurement tools
Behavioral Assessment Scale
(NBAS)
-Biological and environmental
variables collected through an
extended interview with
mother/review of medical
Data

Pineda et al. (2013)

75 infants tested at 34
weeks postmenstrual age
and again at term

-Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
-Network Neurobehavioral
Scale

At term equivalent, preterm infants exhibited
altered behavior compared to full-term infants,
with poorer orientation, lower tolerance of
handling, lower self-regulation, poorer
reflexes, more stress, hypertonicity,
hypotonia, and more excitability

Woythaler, McCormick,
& Smith (2011)

1,200 late preterm and
6,300 full-term infants
from the Early Childhood
Longitudinal Study, Birth
Cohort

-Bayley Scales of Infant
Development: Short Form
-Mental Development Index
-Psychomotor Developmental
Index

Preterm infant lower mean scores and scores
less than 70 on the Bayley Scales of Infant
Development-Short Form. Reduced scoring
on the Mental Developmental Index and
Psychomotor Developmental Index at 24
months of age

Scott et al. (2012)

Compared 148 extremely
preterm/extremely low
birth weight children
(< 28 weeks gestational
age or < 1,000g) with
111 term-born normal
classmate controls

-Children's Interview for
Psychiatric Syndromes-Parent
Form (P-ChiPS)
-Parent and teacher ratings of
behavior using Child Behavior
Checklist, Teacher's Report
Form, Behavior Rating
Inventory of Executive

Much higher rates of teacher identified
disorders in attention, behavior, self-regulation,
and social functioning in the extremely preterm/
extremely low birth weight group
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Subjects
that of 49 full-term
Children

Findings

Table A1 - continued
Reference

Subjects

Measurement tools
Function
-Teacher ratings of social
functioning using School
Social Behavior Scales
(2nd ed.)

Findings
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Lundqvist-Persson, Lau,
Lordin, Bona, & Sabel
(2012)

51 preterm infants
assessed at 40 and 44
weeks gestational age;
again at 3, 6, 10, 18
Months

-Brazelton Neonatal Behavior
Assessment Scale (40 & 44
weeks)
-Bayley Scales of Infant
Development

At term age and 1 month corrected age, preterm
infants were less mature and had lower levels
of self-regulation than full-term infants. At all
follow ups, preterm infants had delayed
mental, motor, and behavioral development,
associated with the level of self-regulation,
motor quality, and maternal attachment style

El-Dib, Massaro, Glass,
& Aly (2012)

41 infants evaluated at
term and at 18 months
corrected age

-Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
Network Neurobehavioral
Scale (NNNS)
-Mental Developmental Index
(MDI) and Psychomotor
Developmental Index (PDI) of
Bayley Scales (BSID-II)

Significant neurodevelopmental delay observed
in 50% of infants with abnormal and 31% of
infants with normal NNNS. Lower MDI
associated with less regulation, more
nonoptimal reflexes, lower PDI associated
with less regulation, more nonoptimal
reflexes, hypertonicity, and handling

Barros et al. (2011)

36 late preterm, 96 term
infants assessed at 24 and
72 hours of age

-Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
Network
Neurobehavioral Scale
(NNNS)

Infants had decreased scores when compared to
full-term infants in attention, arousal,
regulation, quality of movements, nonoptimal
reflexes, and hyptonicity after adjusting for
confounding variables

Table A1 - continued
Subjects
377 moderately preterm
children compared with
182 term children.
Assessed at 8 years

Measurement tools
-Revised Amsterdam
Children's Intelligence Test
-Bourdon-Vos Test (sustained
attention)
-Child Behavior Check List
(CBCL)
-Teacher Report Form (TRF)
-ADHD questionnaire

Findings
Cognitive and emotional regulation
difficulties affect functioning of moderately
preterm children. Slightly lower IQ, attention,
and behavioral problems when compared to
term children

Clark, Woodward,
Horwood, & Moor (2008)

Cohort born extremely
preterm (< 28 weeks
gestational age, n = 39),
very preterm (< 34 weeks
gestational age, n = 56),
and full term, n = 103

-Observed structured parentchild interaction
-Parent interview including
-Emotion Regulation Checklist
-Behavior rating completed
after cognitive testing

At 2 and 4 years of age, children both at
younger gestational ages demonstrated poorer
self-regulation in observed interactions,
formal cognitive testing, and parental report
of child behavior at home

Marlow, Hennessey,
Bracewell, & Wolke
(2007)

308 children < or = 25
completed gestational
weeks were assessed 6
years, 4 months

-Kaufman Assessment Battery
-for Children
-NEPSY-neuropsychological
-assessment battery
-Teacher assessment academics

Impairments in motor, visuospatial, and
sensorimotor function, including planning,
self-regulation, inhibition, and motor
persistence. This contributes to poor classroom
performance at 6 years of age

Wolf et al. (2002)

20 very low birth weight
infants and 10 term control
infants. Assessed at term,
3 months and 6 months
of age

-Neurobehavioral Assessment
Scale (NBAS) at term
-Infant Behavioral Assessment
at term, 3, 6 months of age
-Behavioral Rating Scale of
BSID-II at 3, 6 months of age
-Bayley Motor and Mental
Scale at 3, 6 months of age

At term very low birth weight infants differed
from term infants on all clusters and
supplementary items of the NBAS. All preterm
infants showed more stress, and less approach
behavior at term. At 6 months of age they had
more problems with self-regulation in all
Subsections
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Reference
van Baar, Vermaas,
Knots, de Kleine, &
Soons (2009)

Table A2
Parent-Infant Relationship and Self-Regulation Literature
Study
Feldman
et al. (2014)
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Subjects
n = 73

Sample
> 37gw

n = 73

full term
> 37gw

Brooks,
Holditch-Davis,
& Landerman
(2013)

n = 17
> 37gw

Erikson et al.
(2013)

n = 77
n = 54

Age
Newborn for
14 consecutive
days seven
times across
first decade of
life

Method
Use of KC first 14
Days
Physiologic, cognitive,
parental mental health,
mother-child relations
measures

Results
KC increased maternal
attachment, reduced
maternal anxiety,
child had more
organized sleep

American
At 3, 6, 12
Indian
months of age
mothers and
Premature
Infants

Naturalistic observations
Home Observation of
the Environment
(HOME)

Mothers spent less time Maternal
holding, touching,
education
looking at, interacting, Infant illness
and more time uninvolved as infant aged

Preterm
Full-term

Videotaped play
Toddler emotion,
regulation, negative
affect, dyadic mutual
engagement coded

Association between
maternal scaffolding
and (a) emotion regulation was positive for
toddlers born preterm/
nonsignificant for
full-term; (b) negative
affect was negative for
toddlers (preterm) and
nonsignificant toddlers
(full-term); (c) mutual
enjoyment was positive
for infant (preterm)
and nonsignificant
for toddlers (full-term)

Toddlers

Other factors

Table A-2 - continued
Study
Jones,
Champion, &
Woodward
(2013)

Subjects
n = 103
VPT < 32
weeks
n = 105
full-term

Sample
Regionally
representAtive
Sample

Age
4 years

Method
Parent report
Laboratory measures

Results
VPT children had
poorer emotional/
behavioral adjustment,
less effective in regulating emotions, lower
levels peer play, less
synchronous interactions with parents

Sipos et al.
(2013)

n = 30

Preterm
28-33 gw
Full-term
< 37 gw
Budapest,
Hungary

1 year + 2
weeks

Free play interactions
videoed; analyzed

No significant
difference in most
frequent behavior
transition: infant
playing/exploring and
mother following.
Maladaptive pattern of
maternal behavior in
preterm group:
intrusiveness and
disengagement

Preterm
29 ELBW
40 VLBW

3 ca

Global Rating Scales
(GRS)

Adequate sensitivity
and increased involvement by preterm
mothers. ELBW
mothers had intrusive
interaction pattern and
depressive symptoms

n = 42
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Agostini et al.
(2013)

n = 69

n = 80
Italy

Other factors

Maternal
depressive
symptoms

Table A-2 - continued
Study
Jaekel, Wolke,
& Chernova
(2012)

Subjects
n = 267

Sample
VPT
< 32 ga
Full-term

Age
At 6 and
8 years

Method
Videoed play session.
Standardized coding
system at children's
mean ages of 6 years
3 months, and 8 years
5 months

Results
Preterm mothers
behaved less
sensitively and more
controlling. Preterm
children less task
persistent and socially
active. Differences
disappeared when
adjusted for IQ

Other factors
Social factors
IQ

Potharst et al.
(2012)

n = 94

5 years ca

n = 83

Preterm
< 30 ga
Full-term

Semistructured 3boxes observation
procedure.
Play session scored
from NICHD Early
Child Care Research
Network coding
System

Preterm mothers less
supportive/more
interfering of child's
autonomy

Socioeconomic
Status
Child's level
of disability

n = 40
n = 40

VLBWPT
Full-term

5.5 months

Still face procedure

Similar amount of selfregulatory behavior
observed in both
groups. Full-term
infants exhibited
greater self-comfort
regulatory behaviors

Mother's touch
and infant's
self-regulatory
Behaviors
important/
effective components of infant
Emotional
Regulation

n = 298
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Jean & Stack
(2012)

Table A-2 - continued
Study
Poehlmann
et al. (2011)

Subjects
N = 153

Sample
Preterm/
low birth
Weight

Age
Five times
between
NICU and 24
months

Method
Assessment of infant
temperament, quality
of early parenting
interactions, contextual
variables, toddler
effortful control, and
behavior problems

Results
Infants prone to
distress or rated by
mothers as difficult
were particularly
susceptible to the
effects of negative
parenting

Forcada-Guex
et al. (2011)

n = 47

Preterm
< 34 gw
Full-term

6 months ca

Working Model of
the Child Interview
Care Index: Coded
video sessions

Full-term mothers
more likely to follow
cooperative dyadic
pattern of interaction
Preterm mothers
(PTSD) had controlling
dyadic pattern
Preterm mothers (no
PTSD) had disengaged
pattern

PTSD in
preterm mothers

< 2,500g
and 26-36 gw
Full-term

Between 6-9
months

Face-to-face/Still
Face procedure
(FFSF)

Preterm infants used
more distancing
behaviors (e.g.,
twisting away, arching)
No statistical
difference in motherinfant socialemotional behavior

No significant
difference
between groups
on maternal age,
education, SES,
depression
scores

n = 25
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Montirosso
et al. (2010)

n = 25
n = 25

Other factors

Table A-2 - continued
Subjects
Sample
n = 32
< 32 gw or
1,500g
n = 36
Full-term

Age
6 and 12
months

Method
PCERA, free play
assessment (Clark
1985)

Results
No statistical
difference between
groups. Preterm
infants showed less
positive affect affect
and lower quality of
play at 12 months

Forcada-Guex,
Pierrehumbert,
Borghini,
Moessinger, &
Muller-Nix
(2006)

n = 47
n = 25

< 34 gw
Full-term

At 6 months
and 18 months

Free play assessment
Dyadic patterns

Two patterns emerged
in preterm group: (a)
"cooperative pattern"
with a sensitive mother
and a cooperativeresponsive infant, (b)
"controlling pattern"
with a controlling
mother and a compulsive-compliant
infant

Schmucker
et al. (2005)

n = 79
n = 35

< 1,500g
Full-term

3 months

Microanalytic coding
System

The mother-preterm
infant group was more
responsive facially and
communicated more
vocally
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Study
Korja et al.
(2008)

Other factors

Higher levels of
maternal anxiety
were associated
with preterm
infants being
less facially
responsive in
interactions
with her

Table A-2 - continued
Subjects
Sample
n = 47
< 34 gw
n = 25
Full-term

Age
6 months and
18 months

Method
Free play situation
Care Index

Results
Mothers of preterm
infants less sensitive/
more controlling (6
months). Preterm
infants more passive
(18 months)

Other factors
Maternal stress:
Mothers that had
experienced
traumatic stress
in the perinatal
period were less
sensitive and
more controlling
at 6 months

Gerner (1999)

n = 20
n = 20

< 1,500g
Full-term

3 months
6 months

Observed feeding and
dyadic interaction

No statistical
difference between
groups (3 months)
Preterm mother-infant
relationship poorer at
6 months

Maternal variables are more
important for
this interaction
than are infant
variables. The
mother's level
of formal education has a
significant impact in
both groups

SchermannEizirik,
Hagekull,
Bohlin, Persson,
& Sedin (1977)

n = 67
n = 75
n = 70

23-31 gw
32-36 gw
Full-term

2 months
4 months
6 months

Observational
protocol of dyadic
interaction

No difference between
groups

Harrison (1990)

n = 49
n = 54

30-36.5 gw
Full-term

3 months

Observations at home
Nursing Child

Mothers of preterm
infants responded
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Study
Muller-Nix
et al. (2004)

The different
pattern of

Table A-2 - continued
Study

Subjects

Sample

Age

Method
Assessment Teaching
Scale (NCATS). Both
mother and father
interactions were
investigated

Results
less to their infant's
cries/distress. In contrast, father-infant
interaction scores were
less favorable for term
dyads
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Greenberg &
Crnic (1988)

n = 30
n = 40

< 1,800g
Full-term

4, 8, 12, 24
months

Free play observed/
videoed
NCATS

Results indicated that
by age 2 years, no
group differences
were apparent on any
child development,
mother-child interaction, or maternal
attitudinal measures;
the lone exception
was that preterm
infants were significantly poorer in motor
skills

Landry,
Chapieski, &
Schmidt (1986)

n = 40
n = 20

< 1,700g
Full-term

12 months

Observations of play/
dyadic interactions

Mothers of preterm
infants used different
attention-directing

Other factors
interactions by
fathers was not
explained by
differences in
paternal age,
education, socioeconomic status,
current frequency of
participation in
child care or
infant gender

Table A-2 - continued
Study

Subjects

Sample

Age

Method
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Results
strategies than mothers
of full-terms. They
were more directive.
Discrepancies between
the mothers of preterm
and full-term infants
in their use of particular
verbal and nonverbal
techniques (e.g.,
questions, attentiondirecting gestures) can
be explained in part by
the relationship between
the use of these techniques and the infant's
developmental level

Other factors

Note. ga = gestational age; gw = gestational weeks; ca = conceptual age; VPT = very preterm; VLBWPT = very low birth weight preterm; KC =
Kangaroo Care; ELBW = extremely low birth weight preterm

Table A3
Correlation Between Sleep and Development Literature

Sleep
Measure
EEG

Age when
sleep
measured
40 wks. ca

Developmental
assessment
Gesell
Developmental
Scale

Age when
development
assessed
4 mos.
9 mos.

Correlation
sleep-mental
development
Amount of
Trace Alternant
.32-4 mos.
.33-9 mos.
(p < .05)

Correlation
sleep-psychomotor
development
Not reported

12 mos.
24 mos.

*Lower spectral
EEG
r2 0.18 < .03
(12 mos.)
r2 '0.33 < .003
(24 mos.)

Not reported

Study
Beckwith &
Parmelee
(1986)

Subjects
53 PT

Scher, M.S.,
Steppe, &
Banks (1986)

19 PT < 32
wks. ga
16 FT

EEG

Anders et al.
(1986)

24 PT

Time lapse
2, 4, 8, 20, 24,
Video
30, 5
somnography 2 wks .ca
Total-165
nights

BSID

6 mos.
1 yr. ca

Holding time
index (24 wks.
ca), F = 5.9
Longest sleep
period (52 wks.
ca), r = '-.40,
F = 7.6

Out of crib time
r = '0.42, F = '8.6
(24 wks. ca)
Percentage awake,
F = '9.3

Scher, A.
(2005)

50 FT

Parent
questionnaire
Actigraphy

BSID

10 mos.

Percent activity
per min. sleep,
r = '-0.3
Sleep efficiency
r = '0.3
No. awakenings
> 5 min. r = '-0.37

No correlation

1-2 wks after
BSID
birth. Monthly
until conceptual term age

232
10 mos.

Table A3 - continued

Study

Subjects

Sleep
Measure

Age when
sleep
measured

Developmental
assessment

Age when
development
assessed

Correlation
sleep-mental
development

Correlation
sleep-psychomotor
development
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Becker &
Thoman
(1981)

2 groups
15 FT
14 FT

EEG
Pressure
Transducer
under
Mattress

2, 3, 4, 5 wks.
3, 6, 12 mos.

BSID

12 mos.

REM storms
6 mos.
r = '-0.65 (Group 1)
r = '-0.88 (Group 2)

Not reported

ArditiBabchuk et al.
(2009)

81 PT

Observation

34 wks. ca

BSID

6 mos.

Prediction of MDI
at 6 mos. F = 5.96

Freudigman
& Thoman
(1993)

36 FT

Motility
Monitoring
System

1 and 2 days
after birth

BSID

6 mos.

Day 1 (correlation
with MDI scores
at 6 mos.
Sleep-wake
transition, r = .36
Mean sleep period,
r = '-.54
Longest sleep
period, r = '-.42
Arousals in quiet
sleep, r = '-.46

Day 1 (correlation
with PDI at 6 mos..
Sleep-wake
transition, r = .39
Mean sleep period,
r = '-.53
Day 2
Active-quiet sleep,
r = '-.5
Quiet sleep bout
length, r = '-52

Gertner et al.
(2002)

34 PT

Actigraphy

32 and 36
wks. ca

BSID

6 mos.

36-wk. sleep-wake
measure with MDI
Total night mean
activity level (12 hr.)
r = .373
Total night sleep
percentage (12 hr.)
r = '-.405

Not reported

Table A3 - continued

Sleep
measure
Motility
monitoring
System

Age when
sleep
measured
36 wks.
6 mos.

Age when
Correlation
Developmental development
sleep-mental
assessment
assessed
Development
BSID
6 mos.
36 wks:
Active sleep, r = '-.44
Mean cycle length,
r = '-.4
6 mos:
Active sleep, r = '.34
Mean cycle length,
r = '.43

Correlation
sleep-psychomotor
development
Not reported

Weekly-first
5 wks.

BSID

1 yr., then
twice
yearly until
3 yrs

Neurodevelopmental
problems group:
reduced night waking,
waking active, quiet
sleep, active sleep,
developmental slope
and quiet sleep slope
Minimal mental delay
group shorter quiet
sleep bouts length
and steeper active
sleep developmental
Slope

Not reported

Harris Infant
Neuromotor
Test (HINT)

4-6 mos.
10-12 mos.

No significant
difference in sleep
patterns in the four
Groups

No association
between sleep
difficulties and
motor development

Subjects
49 PT

Whitney &
Thoman
(1993)

100 PT

Motility
monitoring
System

Scher (A.)
et al. (2008)

142 FT
infants
(divided into
4 groups based
on developmental risk)

Morrell's
4-6 mos.
Infant Sleep
10-12 mos.
Questionnaire
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Study
Borghese
et al. (1995)

Table A3 - continued

Study
Spruyt et al.
(2008)

Subjects
20 FT

Sleep
measure
Parental
sleep diary
Actigraphy

Age when
sleep
measured
Monthly for
first year of
life

Age when
Correlation
Developmental development
sleep-mental
assessment
assessed
Development
BSID-II
12 mos.
Strong correlation
between emotional
regulation and diurnal
Sleep

Correlation
sleep-psychomotor
development
No correlation
between sleep
and development
at any age

Note. *Adjusted for prematurity; PT = preterm; FT = full-term; ca = conceptual age; BSID = Bayley Scales of Infant Development; MDI = Mental
Developmental Index; PDI = Psychomotor Developmental Index.
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Table A4
Correlation Between Sleep and Temperament Literature
Age when
sleep
measured
6 mos.

Temperament
assessment
Infant
Temperament
Questionnaire

Age when
temperament
assessed
6 mos.

Subjects
60 FT

Halpern et al.
(1994)

21 FT

Videotaped

3 wks.
3 mos.

Early Infant
Temperament
Questionnaire

12 mos.

Percentage of infant nighttime
awake at 3 wks. Predicted
maternal ratings of fussy/
difficult and unpredictable
infant temperament
Did not show relationship as
reported by Keener et al. (1998)

Hayes et al.
(2011)

120 FT

Parent
questionnaire
Sleep habits
Inventory

6 wks.
16 mos.
24 mos.

Infant
characteristics
questionnaire
Toddler
Symptom
Checklist

6 wks.
16 mos.

Link between sleep hygiene,
sleep problems, and
temperament not evident

Kaley et al.
(2012)

79 FT

Parent diaries

4-10 wks.

Early Infancy
Temperament
Questionnaire

4-10 wks.

Positive temperament ratings
related to greater sleep duration

Keener et al.
(1990)

23 FT

Time lapse
Video
Recording

6 mos.
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Study
Carey (1974)

Sleep
Measure
Parent
questionnaire

Revised
Infant
Temperament
Questionnaire
(RITQ)

Correlation
Significant correlation (p < .02)
with low sensory threshold
in temperament

6 mos.
Infants who signaled at night
were rated as significantly more
difficult by fathers than infants

Table A4 - continued

Sleep
measure
Parental report
Nighttime
Video
Recording
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Study
Minde et al.
(1993)

Subjects
28 FT with
sleep
disorders

Novosad et al.
(1999)

41 FT

Motility
Monitoring
System

Sadeh et al.
(1994)

63 toddlers
with night
waking
problems,
35 typical

Schaefer
(1990)

100 infants
and
children

Age when
sleep
measured
12-36 mos.

Day 1 and 2
after birth

Temperament
assessment
Toddler
Temperament
Scale

Age when
temperament
assessed
12-36 mos.

Correlation
Infants with greater night
waking rated as more difficult
temperament by parents

Revised Infant
Temperament
Questionnaire
(RITQ)

8 mos.

Correlations found in all
measured sleep activity: Day 1
and 2--arousals/active sleep vs.
rhythmicity, .32/-.36; Day 2-quiet sleep bout length vs.
adaptability .43; quiet sleep
bout vs. distractibility .35

Objective sleep < 1 year
Measure

Toddler
Temperament
Questionnaire

<1 year

Night waking toddlers had
lower sensory thresholds on
temperament scale. Night
waking toddlers were less
adaptive than controls

Parent
questionnaire

Infant
Temperament
Questionnaire
(ITQ)

6 mos.-3 yrs.

Chi-square comparing actual
versus expected number of
cases in each of the four styles
of temperament. Fewer
children in easy and more in
mixed/difficult temperament

6 mos.-3 yrs.

(X23 = 22.1, p < .001)

Table A4 - continued

Study
Spruyt et al.
(2008)

Subjects
20 FT

Sleep
measure
Parental
sleep diary

Age when
sleep
measured
Over first
year

Temperament
assessment
EITQ
Revised Infant
Temperament
Questionnaire

Age when
temperament
assessed
3 mos., 6, 11
mos.
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Correlation
At 3 months increased
nocturnal and 24-hr duration
correlated with increased
approachability (r = -.62,
p = .01, parental diary)
At 6 months increased
nocturnal sleep duration
correlated with increased
approachability (r = -.56,
p = 2) and higher threshold
(r = -.51, p = .04). Also
increased 24-hr. sleep
duration correlated with
increased rhythmicity (r = .52,
p = .04) and low distractability
(4 = .52, p = .04). At 11.5 mos.,
increased nocturnal sleep
duration correlated with
increased approachability
(4 = .56, p = .02). Increased
diurnal sleep duration was
correlated with increased
rhythmicity (r = .83, p = .001)
and increased adaptability
(r = .67, p = .005)

Table A5
Correlation Between Breast-Feeding and Sleep Literature
Study
DeLeon &
Karraker (2007)

Subjects
41 FT

Sleep measure
Parent questionnaire
Sleep diary

Age measured
9 mos.

Findings related to feeding
More night waking associated with
breast-feeding
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Wolke et al. (1988)

South Finland
1,057 (very preterm,
47; preterm, 258;
term, 752
South Germany
(very preterm, 284;
preterm 1,419; term
2,724)

Parent report

5, 20, 56 mos.

Breast-feeding rather than gestational age
strongly related to night waking

Morgan et al.
(2004)

1,600 infants from
longitudinal data
set FT/PT

Parent questionnaire

9 mos. PT
9 mos./18 mos. FT

Breast-fed FT infants were more likely to
sleep through the night at 9 months and 18
months if weaned before 12 weeks.
No statistically significant difference for
PT infants

Kaley et al. (2012)

79 FT

Parent diaries

4-10 wks. of age

Breast-feeding associated with greater night
Waking

Hayes et al. (2011)

120 FT

Parent questionnaire
Sleep Habits
Inventory

6 wks., 6 mos.,
24 mos.

Negative correlated with feeding during the
r = -.7, p = .0001

Time lapse video
recording

6 mos.

Habit of nursing an infant to sleep may
explain why feeding linked to night waking

Keener et al. (1988) 23 FT

Table A5 – continued
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Study
Galbally et al.
(2013)

Subjects
4,507 (not known if
FT/PT)

Sleep measure
Parent report

Age measured
6 mos.

Findings related to feeding
Breast-fed infants 66% more likely to wake
at night. Seventy-two percent more likely to
report difficulty sleeping alone. Not
associated with restless sleep or problems
getting to sleep

Touchette et al.
(2005)

1,741 (not known if
FT/PT)

Parent questionnaire/
interview

5, 17, 29 mos.

Feeding child after waking factor most
strongly associated with no sleeping 6
consecutive hours at night at 5 months

Thomas (2000)

12 breast-fed
25 formula fed

24-hr. diary

26-33 wks.
gestational age
(4-6 mos. corrected
postnatal age)

No significant difference for day, night, or
24-hr. sleep

Elias, Nicolson,
Bora, & Johnston
(1986)

32 breast-fed
Infants

24-hr patterns of
nursing and sleeping

Over first 2 yrs.

Infants breast-fed into their second year did
not develop sleep-wake patterns in compliance
with norms

Appendix B
Important Constructs From the Transactional Model of Sleep-Wake
Regulation and Definitions
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Appendix B
Important Constructs From the Transactional Model of Sleep-Wake Regulation and
Definitions
Table B1
Important Constructs From the Transactional Model of Sleep and Definitions
Construct
Operational definition
Variable(s)
Sleep-wake regulation: The outcome of sleep patterns (Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann, 2009)
Sleep patterns (9 mos.)
Parent reported description of
- Daytime naps
specific aspects of sleep as
- Nighttime waking
defined by questions in
- Sleep per sleep-wake cycle
original dataset
- Diurnal sleep pattern
Sleep problems

Source
Schwichtenberg & Poehlmann
(2009)
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Parent perceives infant/child's
- Sleep problem 9 mos. maternal Goodlin-Jones et al. (2000)
sleep habits or pattern a
- Sleep problem 9 mos. paternal
problem for them
- Sleep problem 3 yrs. Maternal
Proximal influences: Dynamic contextual influences that include infant and parent characteristics (Goodlin-Jones et al., 2000, p. 313
Infant characteristics
Characteristics of the infant
- Fussy/difficult
Goodlin-Jones et al. (2000)
(9 mos.)
that my influence sleep
- Dull
patterns:
- Unadaptable
- Temperament
- Unpredictable
- Development
- Communication
- Feeding
- Gross motor
- Fine motor
- Problem solving
- Personal/social
- Age ceased breast-feeding
- Age began solid foods
- Weight at 9 mos.

Table B1 - continued
Construct
Parent characteristics
(9 mos.)

Operational definition
Characteristics of the parent
that may influence sleep
Patterns

Variable(s)
Source
- Depression-maternal
Goodlin-Jones et al. (2000)
- Depression-paternal
- Stress-maternal
- Stress-paternal
- Equivalized income
- Household class
- Maternal level of education
Parent-infant relationship: According to the transactional model, the link between parental behaviors and infant sleep is the
most immediate and direct path (Sadeh et al., 2010)
Parent-infant
Measured within GUI as
- Maternal-infant relationship
Goodlin-Jones et al. (2000)
interactions
parent perception of attachment - Paternal-infant relationship
with their infant (9 mos.)
- Maternal-child relationship
Parent perception of relation- Paternal-child relationship
ship with their child (3 yrs.)
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Appendix C
Survey Questions From the 9-Month Old (Wave 1) and 3-Year Old (Wave 2)
GUI Datasets for Variables of Interest
Table C1
Survey Questions From the 9-Month Old (Wave 1) and 3 Year-Old (Wave 2) GUI Datasets for Variables of Interest
Construct
Born preterm

Variable(s)

9-month old survey question
H5a. After how many weeks of pregnancy
was <baby> born?

3-year old survey question
This is nonapplicable. Data were sorted based
on the Wave 1 dataset

Quality of Attachment subscale from the
Maternal Postnatal Attachment Scale
(Condon & Corkindale, 1998)

Not applicable

Parent-infant relationship
(paternal)

Quality of Attachment subscale from the
Paternal Postnatal Attachment Scale
(Condon & Corkindale, 1998)

Not applicable

Parent-child relationship
(maternal)

Not applicable

Child Parent Relationship Scale-Short Form
(Pianta, 1992)

Parent-child relationship
(paternal)

Not applicable

Child Parent Relationship Scale-Short Form
(Pianta, 1992)

Ages and Stages Questionnaire-10-month total score
Ages and Stages Questionnaire-10-month total score
Ages and Stages Questionnaire-10-month total score
Ages and Stages Questionnaire-10-month total score
Ages and Stages Questionnaire-10-month total score

Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

Preterm

Parent-infant relationship
Parent-infant
Parent-infant relationship
relationship
(maternal)
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Parent-child
relationship

Infant characteristics
Development
Gross motor
Fine motor
Problem solving
Communication
Personal/social

Table C1 - continued
Construct
Temperament

Variable(s)
Fussy/difficult
Unadaptable
Dull
Unpredictable

9-month old survey question
Infant Characteristics Questionnaire (Bates et al. (1979)
Infant Characteristics Questionnaire (Bates et al. (1979)
Infant Characteristics Questionnaire (Bates et al. (1979)
Infant Characteristics Questionnaire (Bates et al. (1979)

3-year old survey question
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

Feeding

Breast-fed

Not applicable

Weight at 9 mos.

H15b. How old was <baby> when he/she completely
stopped being breast-fed?
H19. How old was <baby> when he/she first had
solid food regularly?
SECA measuring scales

Maternal stress
Paternal stress

Parental Stress Scale (Berry & Jones, 1995)
Parental Stress Scale (Berry & Jones, 1995)

Not applicable
Not applicable

Centre for Epidemiological Studies Depression

Not applicable

Solid foods

Parent characteristics
Stress
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Depression

Equivalized
income

Maternal
depression
Paternal
depression
Equivalized
income

Not applicable
Not applicable

Scale (CES-D)

An equivalence scale was used to assign a "weight"
to each household member. Weights were as follows:
- First adult in household
- Each subsequent adult (aged 14+ living in household): 0.66
- Each child (aged under 14 years living in household): 0.33
L26 (show card L26) I know it is difficult to give an exact
figure for household income but on card L26 we have a
scale of incomes, and we would like to know into which
group your total HOUSEHOLD NET income falls (i.e.,
after deductions for tax and PRSI only). Include income
from all sources and from all members of the household.
Looking at the card could you tell me the letter of the

Not applicable

Table C1 - continued
Construct

Household class

Variable(s)

Household
class

L12. (card L12) What is your occupation in your main job?
In all cases please describe the occupation fully and
precisely giving the full job title.
The household's class is taken as the highest social class
category of both partners in the household (as relevant)

Maternal level
of education

L34. (card L34) What is the highest level of education
(full-time or part-time) which you have completed to date?
1 = No formal education
2 = Primary education
3 = Lower secondary
4= Upper secondary
5 = Technical or vocational qualification
6 = Both upper secondary and technical
7 = Non degree
8 = Primary degree
9 = Professional qualification (of degree status at least)
10 = Both a degree and a professional qualification
11= Postgraduate certificate or diploma
12 = Postgraduate degree (masters)
13 = Doctorate (Ph.D)

Daytime naps

D3. Approximately how many hours sleep does your baby
have during (a) the day?
D6. How often does your baby wake at night?

247
Sleep patterns
Sleep patterns

9-month old survey question
group your household falls into, after deductions for tax
and PRSI.* Household equivalized income is calculated as
disposable household income divided by equivalized
household size

Nighttime
waking

3-year old survey question

Not applicable

Not applicable
Not applicable

Table C1 - continued
Construct

Sleep problems

Variable(s)
Sleep per sleep wake
cycle

9-month old survey question
D3. Approximately how many hours sleep does your baby
have during (a) the day? (b) the night? (Add both together
for sleep per 24-hour period

3-year old survey question
Not applicable

Diurnal sleep
(nighttime sleep)

Hours nighttime sleep
D3. Approximately how many hours does your baby have
during (b) the night?

Not applicable

Sleep a problem

D14. How much is <baby's> sleeping patterns or habits a
problem for you?

B4. How much is <child's> sleeping pattern
or habits a problem for you? Would you
say?

*Note. PRSI: Pay Related Social Insurance. Deducted at source from income in the Republic of Ireland.
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Appendix D
Results Tables
Table D1
Exploratory Factor Analysis Component Matrix for Infant Characteristic Variables

1
-.136

Component
2
3
-.194
.301

.529*

D6. How often does baby wake at night?

-.094

.533

.246

-.303

D3b. How many hours sleep does baby have during (b) the
night?

.128

-.598

-.345

.239

Fussy-difficult subscale of ICQ

-.308

.682

-.144

.237

Unadaptable subscale of ICQ

-.113

.524

-.234

.610

Dull subscale of ICQ

-.415

.249

-.003

.296

Unpredictable subscale of ICQ

-.229

.631

-.097

-.258

Total gross motor score asq 10 mos.

.632

.229

.405

-.075

Total fine motor score asq 10 mos.

.718

.162

.056

.209

Total communication score asq 10 mos.

.729

.089

.123

-.015

Total personal social score asq 10 mos.

.770

.114

.097

.180

Total problem solving score asq 10 mos.

.738

.139

-.007

.132

H15b. How old was baby when he/she stopped being
breast-fed? (Days)

-.147

-.046

.679

.153

H19. How old was baby when he/she had solid food
regularly? (Days)

-.361

-.068

.517

-.059

Measurement - Baby - Weight – Kilos

.455

.154

-.340

-.238

D3a. How many hours sleep does baby have during (a) the
day?

Extraction method: Principal Component Analysis
Four components extracted
*Loadings greater than .4 are bolded
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Table D2
Exploratory Factor Analysis Rotated Component Matrix for Infant Characteristic Variables

1
.014

Component
2
3
-.324
.235

.516

D6. How often does baby wake at night?

.029

.663*

.037

.055

D3b. How many hours sleep does baby have during (b) the
night?

-.050

-.714

-.104

-.164

Fussy-difficult subscale of ICQ

-.116

.402

.676

-.068

Unadaptable subscale of ICQ

.085

.024

.840

-.047

Dull subscale of ICQ

.265

.093

.461

.174

Unpredictable subscale of ICQ

-.146

.631

.249

-.212

Total gross motor score asq 10 mos.

.715

.247

-.182

.125

Total fine motor score asq 10 mos.

.754

-.075

.061

-.098

Total communication score asq 10 mos.

.718

.008

-.166

-.108

Total personal social score asq 10 mos.

.795

-.092

-.011

-.079

Total problem solving score asq 10 mos.

.736

-.073

.003

-.182

H15b. How old was baby when he/she stopped being
breast-fed? (Days)

.050

.108

-.056

.700

H19. How old was baby when he/she had solid food
regularly? (Days)

.236

.188

-.132

.546

Measurement - Baby - Weight – Kilos

.322

.078

-.108

-.531

D3a. How many hours sleep does baby have during (a) the
day?

Extraction method: Principal Component Analysis
Rotation method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalizationa
a
Rotation converged in seven iterations
*Loadings greater than .4 are loaded
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Table D3
Exploratory Factor Analysis Component Matrix for Parent Characteristic Variables

Total depression score for primary caregiver

1
.474*

Component
2
-.132

3
.683

Total depression score for secondary caregiver

.445

-.028

-.150

Parental Stress Scale-total score

.781

-.017

.177

SCG Parental Stress Scale-total score

.673

-.014

-.439

Equivalized household annul income-deciles

-.125

.795

.065

Family's social class

.037

-.829

-.113

F13. What is the highest level of education which you have
completed?

.041

.681

-.010

Quality of Attachment total score-primary caregiver

-.682

-.163

-.274

Quality of Attachment total score-secondary caregiver

-.492

-.179

.558

Extract method: Principal Component Analysis
Three components extracted
*Loadings greater than .4 are loaded
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Table D4
Exploratory Factor Analysis Rotated Component Matrix for Parent Characteristic Variables

Total depression score for primary caregiver

1
-.104

Component
2
-.142

3
.823*

Total depression score for secondary caregiver

-.056

.421

.202

Parental Stress Scale-total score

-.035

.437

.670

SCG Parental Stress Scale-total score

-.070

.785

.152

Equivalized household annul income-deciles

.802

-.074

-.057

Family's social class

-.835

.041

-.038

F13. What is the highest level of education which you have
completed?

.677

.088

.006

Quality of Attachment total score-primary caregiver

-.155

-.312

-.667

Quality of Attachment total score-secondary caregiver

-.121

-.753

.063

Extract method: Principal Component Analysis
a

Rotation method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization
a

Rotation converged in four iterations

*Loadings greater than .4 are loaded
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Table D5
Infant Temperament Regression Weights for Direct Effects Early Preterm Group/
Late Preterm Group
Infant
temperament

Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

3.665
2.062
4.001
-.162
3.112
2.434

**
.039
**
.871

9.519
2.845
9.498
2.260
6.461
6.319

**
.004
**

Variables
Early preterm group
aded07a* (fussy/difficult)
aded07b (unadaptable)
aded07c (dull)
aded07d (unpredictable)
apc102a (daytime naps)

<<<<<-

F1
F1
F1
F1
F1

1.000
.316
.107
.288
-.003

.086
.052
.072
.021

apc105 (nighttime waking)

<-

F1

-.091

.029

apc102b (nighttime sleep)

<-

F1

-.069

.028

Late preterm group
aded07a (fussy/difficult)
aded07b (unadaptable)
aded07c (dull)
aded07d (unpredictable)

<<<<<-

F1
F1
F1
F1
F1

1.000
.488
.077
.308

.051
.027
.032

apc102a (daytime naps)

<-

F1

-.024

.011

apc105 (nighttime waking)

<-

F1

-.101

.016

apc102b (nighttime sleep)

<-

F1

-.115

.018

*Original variable names; **P-value < .001
<- Refers to the possible regression function between variables
S.E. = Standard error
C.R. - Critical ratio
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.002
.015

.024
**
**

Table D6
Infant Temperament Regression Weights for Direct and Indirect Effects Early Preterm Group
(Maternal-Infant Relationship)
Standardized regression weights (early preterm-default model)-direct
effects
Variables
Infant temperament
Beta estimate
aded07a* (fussy/difficult)
<F1
.873
aded07b (dull)
<F1
.380
aded07c (unadaptable)
<F1
.172
aded07d (unpredictable)
<F1
.469
apc102 (daytime naps)
<F1
-.013
apc105 (nighttime waking)
<F1
-2.90
apc102b (nighttime sleep)
<F1
-.209
Variables
Infant temperament
Beta estimate
S.E.
aded07a
<F1
1.000
aded07b
<F1
.316
.086
aded07c
<F1
.107
.052
aded07d
<F1
.288
.072
apc102a
<F1
-.003
.021
apc105
<F1
-.091
.029
apc102b
<F1
-.069
.028
Standardized regression weights (early preterm-default model) indirect effects
Variables
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
aded07a (fussy/difficult)
aded07b (dull)
aded07c (unadaptable)
aded07d (unpredictable)
apc102a (daytime naps)
apc105 (nighttime waking)
apc102b (nighttime sleep)
apc102a (daytime naps)
apc105 (nighttime waking)
apc102b (nighttime sleep)
apc105 (nighttime waking)
apc102b (nighttime sleep)
Unstandardized estimates
Variables
adfc18p (maternal-infant
relationship)
ade07a (fussy/difficult)
aded07b (dull)
aded07c (unadaptable)
aded-07d (unpredictable)
apc102a (daytime naps)

<<<<<<-

<<<<<<<<<<<<<-

Variables
F1 (infant temperament)
F1 (infant temperament)
F1 (infant temperament)
F1 (infant temperament)
F1 (infant temperament)
Adfc18s (maternal-infant relationship)
Adfc18p (maternal-infant relationship)
Adfc18p (maternal-infant relationship)
Adfc18s (paternal-infant relationship)
Adfc18s (paternal-infant relationship)
Adfc18s (paternal-infant relationship)
F1 (infant temperament)
F1 (infant temperament)

Infant
Temperament

Beta
Estimate

F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
adfc18p

-2.002
1.000
.963
.435
.913
.019
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C.R.

P-value

3.665
2.062
4.001
-.162
-3.112
-2.434

**
.039
**
.871
.002
.015

Beta
estimate
-.757
.211
.268
.162
.344
.043
-.192
-.798
-.028
-.101
-.063
-.488
-1.072

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

.313

-6.399

**

.275
.207
.202
.030

3.507
2.105
4.519
.626

**
.035
**
.513

Table D6 - continued
Unstandardized estimates
Infant
Variables
temperament
apc102b (nighttime sleep)
<- adfc18p
apc102a (daytime naps)
<- adfc18s
apc105 (nighttime waking)
<- adfc18s
apc102b (nighttime sleep)
<- adfc18s
apc105 (nighttime waking)
<- F1
apc102b (nighttime sleep)
<- F1
*Original variable names; **P-value < .001
<- Refers to the possible regression function between variables
S.E. = Standard error
C.R. = Critical ratio
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Beta
estimate
-.426
-.035
-.146
-.095
-.662
-1.516

S.E.
.147
.097
.118
.143
.227
.322

C.R.
-2.894
-.359
-1.243
-.663
-2.915
-4.712

P-value
.004
.720
.214
.507
.004
**

Table D7
Infant Temperament Regression Weights for Indirect Effects Early Preterm Group
(Paternal-Infant Relationship)
Standardized regression weights (early preterm-default model) indirect effects
Variables
Variables
Beta estimate
adfc18s (paternal-infant relationship)
<F1 (infant temperament)
-.553
aded07a (fussy/difficult)
<F1 (infant temperament)
.208
aded07b (dull)
<F1 (infant temperament)
.269
aded07c (unadaptable)
<F1 (infant temperament)
.282
aded07d (unpredictable)
<F1 (infant temperament)
.339
adfc18p (maternal-infant
relationship)
apc102a (daytime naps)
<.047
adfc18p (maternal-infant
apc105 (nighttime waking)
<relationship)
.152
adfc18p (maternal-infant
apc102b (nighttime sleep)
<relationship)
-.062
apc102a (daytime naps)
<adfc18s (paternal-infant relationship)
-.037
apc105 (nighttime waking)
<adfc18s (paternal-infant relationship)
.310
apc102b (nighttime sleep)
<adfc18s (paternal-infant relationship)
-.523
apc105 (nighttime waking)
<F1 (infant temperament)
-.370
apc102b (nighttime sleep)
<F1 (infant temperament)
-.839
Unstandardized estimates
Infant
Beta
Variables
Temperament
estimate
S.E.
C.R.
P-value
adfc18p (paternal-infant
relationship)
<- F1
**
-.517
.131
-3.956
ade07a (fussy/difficult)
<- F1
1.000
aded07b (dull)
<- F1
.968
.308
3.140
.002
aded07c (unadaptable)
<- F1
.759
.230
3.295
**
aded-07d (unpredictable) <- F1
.900
.226
3.974
**
apc102a (daytime naps)
<- adfc18p
.020
.029
.673
.501
apc105 (nighttime
waking)
<- adfc18p
.076
.035
2.175
.030
apc102b (nighttime
sleep)
<- adfc18p
-.033
.038
-.854
.393
apc102a (daytime naps)
<- adfc18s
-.046
.096
-.478
.633
apc105 (nighttime
waking)
<- adfc18s
-.447
.165
-2.718
.007
apc102b (nighttime
sleep)
<- adfc18s
-.791
.241
-3.279
.001
apc105 (nighttime
waking)
<- F1
-.498
.155
-3.210
.001
apc102b (nighttime
sleep)
<- F1
**
-1.186
.170
-6.988
*Original variable names; ** P-value < .001
<- Refers to the possible regression function between variables
S.E. = Standard error
C.R. = Critical ratio
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Table D8
Infant Temperament Regression Weights for Direct Effects Late Preterm Group
(Maternal-Infant Relationship)
Standardized regression weights: (late preterm-default model)
Infant temperament
aded07a* (Fussy/difficult)
<F1
aded07b* (Dull)
<F1
aded07c* (Unadaptable)
<F1
aded07d* (Unpredictable)
<F1
apc102a* (Daytime naps)
<F1
apc105* (Nighttime waking)
<F1
apc102b* (Nighttime sleep)
<F1

Beta estimate
.869
.547
.139
.545
-.110
-.332
-.324

Regression weights: (late preterm-default model)-unstandardized estimates
Infant
Beta
temperament
Estimate
S.E
aded07a* (Fussy/difficult)
<F1
1.000
aded07b* (Dull)
<F1
.488
.051
aded07c* (Unadaptable)
<F1
.077
.027
aded07d* (Unpredictable)
<F1
.308
.032
apc102a* (Daytime naps)
<F1
-.024
.011
apc105* (Nighttime waking)
<F1
-.101
.016
apc102b* (Nighttime sleep)
<F1
-.115
.018

C.R.

P-value

9.519
2.845
9.498
-2.260
-6.461
-6.319

**
.004
**
.024
**
**

Variables
Variables
Beta estimate
adfc18p* (Maternal-infant relationship)
<F1 (infant temperament)
-.634
aded07a* (Fussy/difficult)
<F1 (infant temperament)
.203
aded07b* (Dull)
<F1 (infant temperament)
.311
aded07c* (Unadaptable)
<F1 (infant temperament)
.122
aded07d* (Unpredictable)
<F1 (infant temperament)
.452
apc105* (Nighttime waking)
<F1 (infant temperament)
-.510
apc102b* (Nighttime sleep)
<F1 (infant temperament)
-1.014
apc102a* (Daytime naps)
<F1 (infant temperament)
-.042
Standardized regression weights (late preterm-default model)
Infant temperament regression weights for indirect effects late preterm group
(maternal-child relationship)
Beta estimate
S.E.
C.R.
P-value
adfc18p
<F1
**
-1.684
.178
-9.435
aded07a
<F1
1.000
aded07b
<F1
1.258
.194
6.495
**
aded07c
<F1
.307
.122
2.507
.012
aded07d
<F1
1.155
.119
9.670
**
apc102a
<adfc18p
.016
.025
.667
.505
apc105
<adfc18p
-.135
.042
-3.226
.001
apc102b
<adfc18p
**
-.358
.067
-5.369
apc102a
<adfc18s
-.005
.033
-.155
.877
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Table D8 - continued

apc105
apc102b
apc105
apc102b
apc102a

<<<<<-

adfc18s
adfc18s
F1
F1
F1

Beta estimate
.082
.091
-.700
-1.601
-.042

* Original variable names; **P-value < .001.
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S. E. = standard error; C. R. = critical ratio.
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S.E.
.047
.059
.106
.135
.070

C.R.
1.734
1.545
-6.605
-11.858
-.596

P-value
.083
.122
**
**
.551

Table D9
Infant Temperament Regression Weights for Indirect Effects Late Preterm Group
(Paternal-Infant Relationship)
Standardized regression weights
Variables
adfc18s* (Paternal-infant relationship)
aded07a* (Fussy/difficult)
aded07b*
(Dull)
aded07c* (Unadaptable)
aded07d* (Unpredictable)
apc102a* (Daytime naps)
apc105* (Nighttime waking)
apc102b* (Nighttime sleep)
apc102a* (Daytime naps)
apc105* (Nighttime waking)
apc105* (Nighttime waking)
apc102b* (Nighttime sleep)
apc105* (Nighttime waking)
apc102b* (Nighttime sleep)
apc102a* (Daytime naps)
Unstandardized estimates

Beta
estimate
.040
.200

<<-

Variables
F1 (infant temperament)
F1 (infant temperament)

<<<<<<<<<<<<<-

F1 (infant temperament)
F1 (infant temperament)
F1 (infant temperament)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
F1 (infant temperament)
F1 (infant temperament)
F1 (infant temperament)

Variables
adfc18s* (Paternal-infant rel.)
aded07a* (Fussy/difficult)
aded07b* (Dull)
aded07c* (Unadaptable)
aded07d* (Unpredictable)
apc102a* (Daytime naps)
apc105* (Nighttime waking)
apc102b* (Nighttime sleep)
apc102a* (Daytime naps)
apc105* (Nighttime waking)
apc102b* (Nighttime sleep)
apc105* (Nighttime waking)

<<<<<<<<<<<<-

Variables
F1 (infant temp.)
F1 (infant temp.)
F1 (infant temp.)
F1 (infant temp.)
F1 (infant temp.)
adfc18p*
adfc18p*
adfc18p*
adfc18s*
adfc18s*
adfc18s*
F1 (infant temp.)

apc102b* (Nighttime sleep)
apc102a* (Daytime naps)

<<-

F1
F1

* Original variable names; **P-value < .001
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S. E. = standard error; C. R. = critical ratio.
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.291
.133
.427
.070
-.002
-.064
-.012
.045
.045
-.018
-.395
-.770
-.037

Beta
Estimate
.064
1.000
1.181
.336
1.092
.026
-.001
-.038
-.007
.038
-.017
-.543

S.E.
.149

C.R
.431

P-value
.666

.212
.133
.131
.017
.023
.026
.032
.050
.072
.071

**
.012
**
.126
.970
.149
.822
.446
.811
**

-1.216
-.037

.063
.053

5.569
2.517
8.311
1.530
-.038
-1.444
-.224
.763
-.239
-7.637
19.406
-.700

**
.484

Table D10
Infant Development Regression Weights for Direct Effects Early Preterm Group/
Late Preterm Group
Infant
Development

Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

Early preterm group
adpd05a* (gross motor)
adpd09a* (fine motor)
aded10a* (communication)
aded14a* (personal/social)
adcd05a* (problem solving)
apc102a* (daytime naps)
apc105* (nighttime waking)
apc102b* (nighttime sleep)

<<<<<<<<-

F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1

1.000
1.169
1.014
1.211
1.243
-.008
.000
.013

.139
.125
.132
.146
.008
.009
.010

8.424
8.096
9.148
8.536
-1.066
.036
1.362

**
**
**
**
.287
.972
.173

Late preterm group
adpd05a* (gross motor)
adpd09a* (fine motor)
aded10a* (communication)
aded14a* (personal/social)
adcd05a* (problem solving)
apc102a* (daytime naps)
apc105* (nighttime waking)
apc102b* (nighttime sleep)

<<<<<<<<-

F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1

1.000
.901
.942
1.067
1.233
-.007
.005
-.001

.131
.138
.146
.170
.008
.010
.012

6.890
6.830
7.290
7.271
-.868
.444
-.110

**
**
**
**
.385
.657
.912

* Original variable names; ** P-value < .001
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S. E. = standard error; C. R. = critical ratio.
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Table D11
Infant Feeding Regression Weights for Direct Effects Early Preterm Group/
Late Preterm Group
Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

Early preterm group
apc102a <- adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
apc105
<- adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
apc102b <- adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
apc102a <- adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
apc105
<- adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
apc102b <- adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
apc102a <- acpm02* (weight 9 months)
apc105
<- apcn08b* (age first solid foods)
apc102b <- apcn03b* (age ceased breast feeding)
apc105
<- acpm02* (weight 9 months)
apc102b <- acpm02* (weight 9 months)
apc102a <- apcn08b* (age first solid foods)
apc102b <- acpn08b* (age first solid foods)
apc102a <- apcn03b* (age ceased breast feeding)
apc105
<- apcn03b* (age ceased breast feeding)

.014
.098
.009
-.032
-.119
-.045
-.045
-.002
.004
.017
.172
-.001
-.006
.003
-.002

.030
.035
.026
.097
.113
.087
.059
.002
.002
.068
.052
.002
.002
.002
.002

.486
2.828
.344
-.330
-1.053
-.522
-.764
-.769
2.735
.253
3.291
-.388
-3.623
1.770
-1.119

.627
.005
.731
.742
.292
.602
.445
.442
.006
.800
.001
.698
**
.077
.263

Late preterm group
apc102a <- adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
apc105
<- adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
apc102b <- adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
apc102a <- adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
apc105
<- adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
apc102b <- adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
apc102a <- acpm02* (weight 9 months)
apc105
<- apcn08b* (age first solid foods)
apc102b <- apcn03b* (age ceased breast feeding)
apc105
<- acpm02* (weight 9 months)
apc102b <- acpm02* (weight 9 months)
apc102a <- apcn08b* (age first solid foods)
apc102b <- acpn08b* (age first solid foods)
apc102a <- apcn03b* (age ceased breast feeding)
apc105
<- apcn03b* (age ceased breast feeding)

.030
.046
.077
.004
-.001
.154
.015
-.003
.008
.032
.043
.003
-.006
.000
.003

.017
.023
.018
.031
.043
.034
.035
.002
.001
.049
.039
.001
.001
.001
.001

1.800
1.997
4.181
.120
-.012
-4.549
.426
-1.759
10.623
.655
1.105
2.895
-4.974
.565
2.526

.072
.046
**
.904
.991
**
.670
.079
**
.513
.269
.004
**
.572
.012

*Original variable names; **P-value < .001
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S.E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio.
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Table D12
Infant Feeding Regression Weights for Indirect Effects Early Preterm Group
(Maternal-Infant Relationship)

adfc18p
adfc18p
adfc18p
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102b
apc102b
apc102b

<<<<<<<<<<<<-

acpm02* (weight 9 months)
apcn08b* (age first solid foods)
apcn03b* (age ceased breast feeding)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
apcn03b* (age ceased breast feeding)
acpm02* (weight 9 months)
acpcn08b* (age first solid foods)

Beta
estimate
.004
-.002
.006
.019
.095
.002
-.040
-.126
-.038
.005
.177
-.006

S.E.
.137
.004
.004
.030
.035
.027
.098
.114
.087
.002
.053
.002

C.R.
.031
-.483
1.471
.649
2.721
.069
-.409
-1.110
-.435
3.234
3.360
-3.658

P-value
.976
.629
.141
.516
.006
.945
.682
.267
.664
.001
**
**

S.E.
.054
.002
.002
.030
.035
.027
.097
.113
.089
.002
.053
.002

C.R.
.562
2.192
-.580
.654
2.717
.243
-.459
-1.138
-.330
3.263
3.365
-3.597

P-value
.574
.028
.562
.513
.007
.808
.646
.255
.742
.001
**
**

*Original variable names; ** P-value < .001
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S. E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio.

Table D13
Infant Feeding Regression Weights for Indirect Effects Early Preterm Group
(Paternal-Infant Relationship)

adfc18s
adfc18s
adfc18s
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102b
apc102b
apc102b

<<<<<<<<<<<<-

acpm02* (weight 9 months)
apcn08b* (age first solid foods)
apcn03b* (age ceased breast feeding)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
apcn03b* (age ceased breast feeding)
acpm02* (weight 9 months)
acpcn08b* (age first solid foods)

*Original variable names; ** P-value < .001
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S. E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio.
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Beta
estimate
.030
.004
-.001
.020
.094
.006
-.045
.129
-.029
.005
.177
-.006

Table D14
Infant Feeding Regression Weights for Indirect Effects Late Preterm Group
(Maternal-Infant Relationship)

adfc18p
adfc18p
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102b

<<<<<<<<<-

apcn08b* (age first solid foods)
apcan03b* (age ceased breast feeding)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
apcn03b* (age ceased breast feeding)

apc102b
apc105
apc102a

<<<-

apcn08b* (age first solid foods)
apcn03b* (age ceased breast feeding)
apcn08b* (age first solid foods)

Beta
estimate
-.004
-.001
.031
.045
.069
.000
-.008
-.183
-.008

S.E.
.003
.002
.017
.023
.020
.031
.043
.033
.001

-.003
-.003
.003

P-value
.185
.633
.065
.055
**
.994
.857
**
**

.001
.001
.001

C.R.
-1.325
-.477
1.849
1.921
3.532
.007
-.180
5.478
10.714
-2.746
-3.191
2.865

S.E.
.002
.001
.017
.023
.018
.031
.043
.035
.001
.001
.001
.001

C.R.
-.649
.532
1.818
2.201
4.450
.121
-.208
-5.180
10.484
-5.061
2.375
2.907

P-value
.516
.595
.069
.028
**
.903
.835
**
**
**
.018
.004

.006
.001
.004

* Original variable names; ** P-value < .001
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S.E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio.

Table D15
Infant Feeding Regression Weights for Indirect Effects Late Preterm Group
(Paternal-Infant Relationship)

adfc18s
adfc18s
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102b
apc102b
apc105
apc102a

<<<<<<<<<<<<-

apcn08b* (age first solid foods)
apcan03b* (age ceased breast feeding)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
apcn03b* (age ceased breast feeding)
apcn08b* (age first solid foods)
apcn03b* (age ceased breast feeding)
apcn08b* (age first solid foods)

* Original variable names; ** P-value < .001
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S.E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio.
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Beta
estimate
-.001
.001
.030
.051
.082
.004
-.009
-.183
-.008
-.006
-.003
.003

Table D16
Parent Mental Health Regression Weights for Direct Effects Early Preterm Group/
Late Preterm Group

Early preterm group
apc102a <- adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
apc105
<- adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
apc102b <- adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
apc102a <- adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
apc105
<- adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
apc102b <- adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
apc102a <- adph24p* (depression-PCG)
apc105
<- adph24p* (depression-PCG)
apc102b <- adph24p* (depression-PCG)
apc102a <- adph24s* (depression-SCG)
apc105
<- adph24s* (depression-SCG)
apc102b <- adph24s* (depression-SCG)
apc102a <- adfc19p* (stress-PCG)
apc105
<- adfc19p* (stress-PCG)
apc102a <- adfc19s* (stress-SCG)
apc105
<- adfc19s* (stress-SCG)
apc102b <- adfc19s* (stress-SCG)
apc102b <- adfc19p* (stress-PCG)
Late preterm group
apc102a <- adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
apc105
<- adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
apc102b <- adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
apc102a <- adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
apc105
<- adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
apc102b <- adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
apc102a <- adph24p* (depression-PCG)
apc105
<- adph24p* (depression-PCG)
apc102b <- adph24p* (depression-PCG)
apc102a <- adph24s* (depression-SCG)
apc105
<- adph24s* (depression-SCG)
apc102b <- adph24s* (depression-SCG)
apc102a <- adfc19p* (stress-PCG)
apc105
<- adfc19p* (stress-PCG)
apc102a <- adfc19s* (stress-SCG)
apc105
<- adfc19s* (stress-SCG)
apc102b <- adfc19s* (stress-SCG)
apc102b <- adfc19p* (stress-PCG)

Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

.003
.081
-.023
-.064
-.114
-.057
.010
.019
.045
.018
.024
-.016
-.015
-.025
-.017
.007
.001
-.007

.030
.034
.037
.097
.113
.121
.019
.022
.024
.026
.030
.032
.011
.013
.014
.017
.018
.013

.103
2.347
-.617
-.654
-1.008
-.470
.511
.841
-1.911
.672
.791
-.495
-1.420
-2.018
-1.150
.395
.054
-.508

.918
.019
.537
.513
313
.639
.609
.400
.056
.502
.429
.621
.156
.044
.250
.693
.957
.612

.011
.013
.025
-.015
-.017
-.092
-.005
-.013
-.036
-.008
-.023
-.041
-.015
-.018
.002
-.018
-.024
-.013

.017
.023
.027
.032
.044
.051
.010
.014
.017
.020
.028
.032
.006
.008
.007
.010
.012
.010

.628
.574
.915
-.456
-.389
-1.797
-.475
-.929
-2.193
-.418
-.819
-1.267
-2.449
2.195
.235
-1.774
-2.102
-1.364

.530
.566
.360
.648
.697
.072
.635
.353
.028
.676
.413
.205
.014
.028
.815
.076
.036
.173

*Original variable names; **P-value < .001; <-refers to the possible regression function between variables
S.E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio.
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Table D17
Parent Mental Health Regression Weights for Indirect Effects Early Preterm
(Maternal-Infant Relationship)

adfc18p
adfc18p
adfc18p
adfc18p
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc105

<<<<<<<<<<<-

adph24p* (depression-PCG)
adph24s* (depression-SCG)
adfc19p* (stress-PCG)
adfc19s* (stress-SCG)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc19P* (stress-PCG)

*Original variable names; **P-value < '.001
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S.E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio
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Beta
estimate
-.152
.003
-.135
-.002
.019
.070
.015
-.043
-.126
-.066
-.019

S.E.
.039
.053
.022
.029
.031
.039
.038
.098
.113
.122
.014

C.R.
-3.933
.061
-6.194
-.071
.630
1.813
.381
-.443
-1.114
-.539
-1.370

P-value
**
.952
**
.943
.529
.070
.703
.658
.265
.590
.171

Table D18
Parent Mental Health Regression Weights for Direct Effects Late Preterm
Beta
estimate
.011
.013
.025
-.015
-.017
-.092
-.005
-.013
-.036
-.008
-.023
.041
-.015
-.018
.002
-.018
-.024
-.013

S.E.
.017
.023
.027
.032
.044
.051
.010
.014
.017
.020
.028
.032
.006
.008
.007
.010
.012
.010

C.R.
.628
.574
.915
-.456
-.389
-1.797
-.75
-.929
-2.193
-.418
-.819
-1.267
-2.449
-2.195
.235
-1.774
-2.102
-1.364

P-value
.530
.566
.360
.648
.697
.072
.635
.353
.028
.676
.413
.205
.014
.028
.815
.076
.036
.173

Indirect effects regression weights (late preterm-default model)
adfc18p
<- adph24p* (depression-PCG)
-.055
adfc18p
<- adph24s* (depression-SCG)
-.108
adfc18p
<- adfc10p* (stress-PCG)
-.144

.024
.048
.014

.026
.024
**

adfc18p
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102b
apc102a
apc105
apc102b

.017
.018
.025
.027
.031
.043
.050
.017
.007
.009
.012

-2.231
-2.260
10.092
-.326
.594
.686
1.393
-.354
.150
-1.933
-2.558
-2.300
2.712
-2.793

apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102a
apc105
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102b

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<-

<<<<<<<<<<<-

adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adph24p* (depression-PCG)
adph24p* (depression-PCG)
adph24p* (depression-PCG)
adph24s* (depression-SCG)
adph24s* (depression-SCG)
adph24s* (depression-SCG)
adfc19p* (stress-PCG)
adfc19p* (stress-PCG)
adfc19s* (stress-SCG)
adfc19s* (stress-SCG)
adfc19s* (stress-SCG)
adfc19p* (stress-PCG)

adfc19s* (stress-SCG)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adph24p* (depression-PCG)
adfc19p* (stress-PCG)
adfc19p* (stress-PCG)
adfc19s* (stress-SCG)

*Original variable names; **P-value < .001
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S.E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio
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-.006
.011
.017
.038
-.011
.007
-.097
-.043
-.015
.025
-.033

.745
.552
.493
.164
.723
.881
.053
.011
.021
.007
.005

Table D19
Parent Mental Health Regression Weights for Indirect Effects Early Preterm
(Paternal-Infant Relationship)

adfc18s
adfc18s
adfc18s
adfc18s
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc105

<<<<<<<<<<<-

adph24p* (depression-PCG)
adph24s* (depression-SCG)
adfc19p* (stress-PCG)
adfc19s* (stress-SCG)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc19p* (stress-PCG)

Beta
estimate
.042
-.032
.010
-.040
.019
.071
.015
-.033
-.120
.073
-.018

S.E.
.017
.020
.010
.011
.030
.035
.037
.096
.112
.120
.013

C.R.
2.482
-1.600
.992
-3.552
.628
2.055
.395
-.343
-1.073
-.608
-1.415

P-value
.013
.110
.321
**
.530
.040
.693
.732
.283
.543
.157

S.E.
.018
.030
.010
.011
.016
.023
.027
.032
.045
.054
.017
.006
.008
.012

C.R.
1.413
-.743
-1.139
5.752
.699
.765
1.407
-.441
.132
-1.465
-2.566
-2.536
-2.954
-2.477

P-value
.158
.457
.255
**
.484
.444
.159
.659
.895
.143
.010
.011
.003
.013

*Original variable names; **P-value < .001
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S.E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio

Table D20
Parent Mental Health Regression Weights for Indirect Effects Late Preterm
(Paternal-Infant Relationship)

adfc18s
adfc18s
adfc18s
adfc18s
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102b
apc102a
apc105
apc102b

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<-

adph24p* (depression-PCG)
adph24s* (depression-SCG)
adfc19p* (stress-PCG)
adfc19s* (stress-SCG)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adph24p (depression-PCG)
adfc19p* (stress-PCG)
adfc19p* (stress-PCG)
adfc19s* (stress-PCG)

*Original variable names; **P-value < .001
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S.E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio
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Beta
estimate
.025
-.023
-.012
-.063
.011
.017
.037
-.014
.006
-.079
-.043
-.015
-.024
-.030

Table D21
Sociodemographic Regression Weights for Direct Effects Early Preterm Group/Late Preterm Group
Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

Early preterm
adsd58c <adsd56a <apsd43a <apc102a <apc105
<apc102b <apc102a <apc105
<apc102b <apc102a <apc105
<apc102b <-

F1 (sociodemographics)
F1 (sociodemographics)
F1 (sociodemographics)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
F1 (sociodemographics)
F1 (sociodemographics)
F1 (sociodemographics)

1.000
-.897
.821
.022
.092
.012
-.043
-.124
-.065
.062
-.076
-.072

.120
.113
.030
.035
.037
.098
.113
.121
.044
.051
.054

-7.460
7.275
.733
2.649
.328
-.445
-1.092
-.537
1.421
1.505
-1.328

**
**
.463
.008
.743
.656
.275
.591
.155
.132
.184

Late preterm
adsd58c <adsd56a <-

F1 (sociodemographics)
F1 (sociodemographics)

1.000
-.741

.063

**

apsd43a
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102a
apc105
apc102b

F1 (sociodemographics)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
F1 (sociodemographics)
F1 (sociodemographics)
F1 (sociodemographics)

.721
.029
.045
.062
-.008
.023
-.035
.030
.051
.129

.065
.017
.023
.027
.032
.045
.052
.021
.030
.035

11.829
11.103
1.751
1.924
2.307
-.243
.520
-.672
1.418
1.736
3.719

<<<<<<<<<<-

*Original variable names; **P-value < .001
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S.E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio
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**
.080
.054
.021
.808
.603
.502
.156
.083
**

Table D22
Sociodemographics Regression Weights for Indirect Effects Late Preterm Group
(Maternal-Infant Relationship)

adfc18p
adsd58c
adsd56a

<<<-

F1 (sociodemographics)
F1 (sociodemographics)
F1 (sociodemographics)

apsd43a
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102b

<<<<<<<<-

F1 (sociodemographics)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
F1 (sociodemographics)

Beta
estimate
-.022
1.000
-.731

S.E.
.056

C.R.
-.397

P-value
.692

.062

**

.717
.029
.044
.063
-.009
.020
-.035
.124

.065
.017
.023
.027
.032
.045
.052
.035

11.767
11.078
1.727
1.897
2.322
-.286
.459
-.684
3.602

**
.084
.058
.020
.755
.647
.494
**

*Original variable names; **P-value < .001
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S.E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio

Table D23
Sociodemographics Regression Weights for Indirect Effects Late Preterm Group
(Paternal-Infant Relationship)

adfc18s
adsd58c
adsd56a

<<<-

F1 (sociodemographics)
F1 (sociodemographics)
F1 (sociodemographics)

apsd43a
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102a
apc105
apc102b
apc102b

<<<<<<<<-

F1 (sociodemographics)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18p* (maternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
adfc18s* (paternal-infant relationship)
F1 (sociodemographics)

*Original variable names; **P-value < .001
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S.E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio
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Beta
estimate
-.042
1.000
-.733

S.E.
.038

C.R.
-1.099

P-value
.272

.062

**

.720
.029
.045
.062
-.012
.019
-.032
.124

.065
.017
.023
.027
.032
.045
.052
.035

11.786
11.104
1.753
1.916
2.290
-.370
.418
-.624
3.571

**
.080
.055
.022
.712
.676
.533
**

Research Question 3
Table D24
Regression Weights/Standardized Regression Weights Early Preterm Group
Maternal Infant Relationship (Positive)

Variables
Regression weights
bpc113* (sleep difficulties
3 years maternal)

Variables

Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

<-

apc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months (maternal)

.065

.092

.703

.482

bdcr04p* (PCG positive
subscale, Pianta)

<-

adfc18p* (maternal-infant
relationship)

.107

.067

1.595

.111

bpc113* (sleep difficulties
3 years maternal)

<-

adfc18p* (maternal-infant
relationship)

-.025

.021

-1.207

.228

bdcr04p* (PCG positive
subscale, Pianta)

<-

apc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months maternal)

.360

.293

1.230

.219

Standardized regression weights
bpc113* (sleep difficulties
<3 years maternal)

apc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months maternal)

.054

bdcr04p* (PCG positive
subscale, Pianta)

<-

adfc18p* (maternal-infant
relationship)

.122

bpc113* (sleep difficulties
3 years maternal)

<-

adfc18p* (maternal-infant
relationship)

-.092

bdcr04p* (PCG positive
subscale, Pianta)

<-

apc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months maternal)

.094

*Original variable names.
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S.E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio.
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Table D25
Regression Weights/Standardized Regression Weights Late Preterm Group
Maternal Infant Relationship (Positive)

Variables
Regression weights
bpc113* (sleep difficulties
3 years maternal)

Variables

Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

<-

apc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months maternal)

.296

.043

6.873

**

bdcr04p* (PCG positive
subscale, Pianta)

<-

adfc18p* (maternal-infant
relationship)

.134

.041

3.289

.001

bpc113* (sleep difficulties
3 years maternal)

<-

adfc18p* (maternal-infant
relationship)

.010

.012

.882

.378

bdcr04p* (PCG positive
subscale, Pianta)

<-

apc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months maternal)

-.116

.151

-.769

.442

Standardized regression weights
bpc113* (sleep difficulties
<3 years maternal)

apc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months maternal)

.316

bdcr04p* (PCG positive
subscale, Pianta)

<-

adfc18p* (maternal-infant
relationship)

.158

bpc113* (sleep difficulties
3 years maternal)

<-

adfc18p* (maternal-infant
relationship)

.041

bdcr04p* (PCG positive
subsale, Pianta)

<-

apc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months maternal)

-.037

*Original variable names; P-value < .001
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S.E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio.
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Table D26
Regression Weights/Standardized Regression Weights Early Preterm Group
Maternal Infant Relationship (Conflict)

Variables
Regression weights
bpc113* (sleep difficulties
3 years maternal)

Variables

Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

<-

apc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months maternal)

.064

.092

.695

.487

bdcr05p* (PCG conflict
subscale, Pianta)

<-

adfc18p* (maternal-infant
relationship)

-.532

.151

-3.529

**

bpc113* (sleep difficulties
3 years maternal)

<-

adfc18p* (maternal-infant
relationship)

-.026

.021

-1.218

.223

bdcr05p* (PCG conflict
subscale, Pianta)

<-

apc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months maternal)

-1.034

.660

-1.566

.117

Standardized regression weights
bpc113* (sleep difficulties
<3 years maternal)

apc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months maternal)

.053

bdcr05p* (PCG conflict
subscale, Pianta)

<-

adfc18p* (maternal-infant
relationship)

-.264

bpc113* (sleep difficulties
3 years maternal)

<-

adfc18p* (maternal-infant
relationship)

-.093

bdcr05p* (PCG conflict
subscale, Pianta)

<-

apc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months maternal)

-.117

*Original variable names; P-value < .001
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S.E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio.
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Table D27
Regression Weights/Standardized Regression Weights Late Preterm Group
Maternal Infant Relationship (Conflict)

Variables
Regression weights
bpc113* (sleep difficulties
3 years maternal)

Variables

Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

<-

apc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months maternal)

.295

.043

6.872

**

bdcr05p* (PCG conflict
subscale, Pianta)

<-

adfc18p* (maternal-infant
relationship)

-.383

.094

-4.070

**

bpc113* (sleep difficulties
3 years maternal)

<-

adfc18p* (maternal-infant
relationship)

.010

.012

.879

.379

bdcr05p* (PCG conflict
subscale, Pianta)

<-

apc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months maternal)

.648

.348

1.859

.063

Standardized regression weights
bpc113* (sleep difficulties
<3 years maternal)

apc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months maternal)

.316

bdcr05p* (PCG conflict
subscale, Pianta)

<-

adfc18p* (maternal-infant
relationship)

-.193

bpc113* (sleep difficulties
3 years maternal)

<-

adfc18p* (maternal-infant
relationship)

.040

bdcr05p* (PCG conflict
subscale, Pianta)

<-

apc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months maternal)

.088

*Original variable names; P-value < .001
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S.E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio.
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Table D28
Regression Weights/Standardized Regression Weights Early Preterm Group
Paternal Infant Relationship (Positive)

Variables
Regression weights
bdcr04s* (SCG positive
subscale, Pianta)

Variables

Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

<-

adfc18s* (paternal-infant
relationship)

.040

.244

.162

.871

<-

asc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months paternal)

-.745

.324

-2.301

.021

Standardized regression weights
bdcr04s* (SCG positive
<subscale, Pianta)

adfc18s* (paternal-infant
relationship)

.015

bdcr04s* (SCG positive
subscale, Pianta)

asc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months paternal)

-.207

Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

bdcr04s* (SCG positive
subscale, Pianta)

<-

*Original variable names; P-value < .001
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S.E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio.

Table D29
Regression Weights/Standardized Regression Weights Late Preterm Group
Paternal Infant Relationship (Positive)

Variables
Regression weights
bdcr04s* (SCG positive
subscale, Pianta)

Variables
<-

adfc18s* (paternal-infant
relationship)

.108

.084

1.291

.197

<-

asc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months paternal)

-.276

.185

-1.494

.135

Standardized regression weights
bdcr04s* (SCG positive
<subscale, Pianta)

adfc18s* (paternal-infant
relationship)

.077

bdcr04s* (SCG positive
subscale, Pianta)

asc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months paternal)

-.089

bdcr04s* (SCG positive
subscale, Pianta)

<-

*Original variable names; P-value < .001
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S.E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio.
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Table D30
Regression Weights/Standardized Regression Weights Early Preterm Group
Paternal Infant Relationship (Conflict)

Variables
Regression weights
bdcr05s* (SCG conflict
subscale, Pianta)

Variables

Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

<-

adfc18s* (paternal-infant
relationship)

-.373

.561

-.664

.507

<-

asc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months paternal)

.108

.747

.145

.885

Standardized regression weights
bdcr05s* (SCG conflict
<subscale, Pianta)

adfc18s* (paternal-infant
relationship)

-.061

bdcr05s* (SCG conflict
subscale, Pianta)

asc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months paternal)

.013

Beta
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

bdcr05s* (SCG conflict
subscale, Pianta)

<-

*Original variable names.
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S.E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio.

Table D31
Regression Weights/Standardized Regression Weights Late Preterm Group
Paternal Infant Relationship (Conflict)

Variables
Regression weights
bdcr05s* (SCG conflict
subscale, Pianta)
bdcr05s* (SCG conflict
subscale, Pianta)
Standardized regression
weights
bdcr05s* (SCG conflict
subscale, Pianta)
bdcr05s* (SCG conflict
subscale, Pianta)

Variables
<-

adfc18s* (paternal-infant
relationship)

-.607

.201

-3.019

.003

<-

asc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months paternal)

1.415

.443

3.192

.001

<-

adfc18s* (paternal-infant
relationship)

-.173

<-

asc113* (sleep difficulties
9 months paternal)

.183

*Original variable names.
<- refers to the possible regression function between variables.
S.E. = standard error; C.R. = critical ratio.
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Appendix E
Results Figures
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Appendix E
Results Figures

INFANT TEMPERAMENT

Figure E1. Infant temperament full model output (early preterm).
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Figure E2. Infant temperament full model output (late preterm).

Figure E3. Infant temperament full model with covariates output (early preterm).
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Figure E4. Infant temperament full model with covariates output (late preterm).
INFANT DEVELOPMENT

Figure E5. Infant development full model (late preterm).
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Figure E6. Infant development full model (late preterm).
INFANT FEEDING

Figure E7. Infant feeding full model output (early preterm).
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Figure E8. Infant feeding full model output (late preterm).
PARENT MENTAL HEALTH

Figure E9. Parent mental health full model output (early preterm).
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Figure E10. Parent mental health full model output (late preterm).
SOCIODEMOGRAPHICS

Figure E11. Sociodemographics full model output (early preterm).
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Figure E12. Sociodemographics full model output (late preterm).
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